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Proceedings of Scientific Sessions during CIMO-V
CONTENTS
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES IN INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS OF OBSERVATION

Four afternoon meetings were devoted to scientific lectures
and discussions under the chairmanship of Dr. M. Hinzpeter (Federal
Republic of Germany), vice-president of CIMO. The following lectures
were presented:
First meeting: 18 September 1969
Topic

Name of author

(1)

Digital raingauge for measuring
liquid precipitation

(2)

Barometre

(3)

On the accuracy of meteorological
measurements in u.s.s.R.

N.P. Rusin (u.s.s.R.)

Calcul automatique de la visibilite
horizontale sur les aerodromes

A. Bettan (France)

Methods of operational collection and
utilization of radar information on
cloud fields and dangerous phenomena

N.P. Rusin (u.s.s.R.)

Videometre, nouvel appareil de
mesure de la RVR

M. Etienne (Belgium)

(4)
(5)

(6)

a

afftchage automatique

T. Talvinen (Finland)
P. Viton (France)

Second meeting: 19 September 1969
(7)* Recent developments in the U.S.A. on
storm detection radar instrumentation
(8)

(9)

(10)*
(11)
(12)

S.G. Bigler (U.S.Ao)

On the complex automation of the
Hydrometeorological Service of the
Byelorussian S.S.R.

A.A. Glomozda
(Byelorussian S.S.R.)

Experience of .w eather data acquisition via public telephone networks

M. Aronsson (Sweden)

Standardized sensors for autcmatio
weather stations

K.N. Manuilov (u.s.s.R.)

V!is!l! meteorological satellite
ground station

T. Talvinen (Finland)

On the parametric representation of
winds in the first kilometre of the
atmosphere over desert areas

A.S.A. Khalil (U.A.R.)

Topic

Name of author

Third meeting: 23 September 1969
(13)

A rainfall intensity recorder

K. Otani (Japan)

(14)

New atmosphere simulator for r8.diosonde comparison in the U.A.R.

A.s.R. Khalil (U.A.R.)

Description of the absolute radiometer
under construction at the Royal Meteorological Institute of :Belgium

D. Crommelynck (:Belgium)

(16)

Automatic weather stations (marine)

v.w.

(17)

Recent developme~nt in the U.S.A. on
automatic weather stations

R.H. Waters, S.A. Spivey
P.L. Hexter (U.S.Ao)

(15)

Rinehart (u.s.A.)

Fourth meeting: 25 September 1969
(18)
(19)*

(20)
(21)

NOTE:

Exploitation des stations automatiques
SATIN en France

H. Treussart (France)

The possibilities of improving the
accuracy of precipitation measurements
by radar

v.v.

An evaporimeter for continuous
recording

K. Otani et al. (Japan)

Traffic aspects of merchant ships as
environmental observing platforms

ESSA (u.s.A.)

Kostarev, A.A. Cernikov
(u.s.s.R.)

* - Abstract only published in these proceedings

A VANT PROPOS

A /'occasion de la Cinquieme Session de la Commission pour les Instruments et Methodes d 'observation qui
s 'est tenue a Versailles en septembre,)969, des Sessions Scientifiques sur le theme des "Techniques avancees
en Instruments et Methodes d'Observation "ont ete organisees et menees a bien sous la Presidence du Docteur
M. HINZPETER, alors Vice-President de la CIMO.
Au cours de ces Sessions, des exposes, aussi nombreux qu 'excellents, ont ete presentes sur des sujets tels que:
instrumentation radar, stations meteorologiques automatiques, nouveaux instruments pour la mesure des parametres de surface et des hautes couches de lamer, nouveaux ceilometres et transmissometres, instruments
pour satellites, etc . .• Les discussions tenues sur ces sujets pendant les Sessions ofit encourage les participants
a entreprendre de nouveaux efforts pour faire face au rapide developpement des techniques de l'observation
meteorologique.
En tant que Responsable du Secretariat Local de la CIMO V, je suis heureux d'annoncer la publication des
exposes presentes aux Sessions Scientifiques. J 'espere que celle-ci repondra aux voeux de tousles delegues
presents a la CIMO Vet constituera un document utile a tous ceux qui poursuivent de nouvelles etudes dans
ce domaine d ac tiv ite.
le remercie Monsieur V.D. ROCKNEY, President de la CIMO, le Docteur M. HINZPETER, le Secretariat de
l'O.M.M. et tousles conferenciers qui par leur cooperation et leur contribution ont rendu possible la realisation de cette entreprise.
V.MARC
Directeur du Centre Technique et du Materiel
Meteorologie Nationale Franqaise
Chef du Secretariat Local de la CIMO V.

On the occasion of the fifth session of the Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation which
took place in Versailles in september 1969, the Scientific Sessions with the theme of "Advanced Techniques
in Instruments and Methods of Observation" were organized and successfully completed under the chairmanship of Dr. M. HINZPETER, then Vice-President of CIMO.
Many excellent lectures were given in these sessions on such topics as: radar instrumentation, automatic
weather stations, new instruments for measurements of surface and near surface marine parameters, new
ceilometers and transmissometers, satellite instrumentation, etc .. . It was also noted that discussions held
on these topics during the sessions stimulated the interest of participants in their future efforts to cope with
the rapid development being realized in meteorological observing techniques.

In my capacity of the Local Secretariat of CIMO-V, I am pleased to announce that the proceedings of the
scientific sessions are now being published. I hope that this publication will satisfy the wishes of all delegates
present at CIMO-V and will serve as useful material for all concerned in making future studies in this field of
activity.
My thanks go to Mr. V. D. ROCKNEY, President of CIMO, Dr. M. HINZPETER, the WMO Secretariat and
all lecturers for their co-operation and contribution in making this programme possible.

V.MARC
Chief of the Local
Secretariat of CIMO-V
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DIGITAL RJ.IllGAUGE P(Jl KEAStllIBG LIQUID AlJX:IPITATION
(By T. Talvinen, Pinland)

Summar,y
In the following paper a digital Raingauge will be described.
The sensor has several advantages comFared to ordinary ones.
The distance between the sensor and the digital display unit
can be several hundred meters without any special arrangements. The digital display unit records rainfall during 10
minutes, 1 h and 24 h and the time and the date.
1

Function principle

l .1.

Sensor
The sensor (Fiq. 1) consists of a measuring chamber (1), which
is filled by rain water and automatically emptied when the
water level reaches the sensing probe {2). The sensing pr0b2
triggers at the same time the electronic, circuitry of the
sensor.
Each outflow from the _measuring chamber represents a certain~
specified precipitation amount, which depends o:u the . type of
the rain collector ar:. d the volume of the measuring chamber.
The flow-out frequency - which can be terrncd "rain pulses'!
is recorded by the display unit.
As soon as the measuring chamber is filled, the electronic
circuitry is triggered by the sensor, making the . two-way
cock valve (3) to turn in such a position, that the water
duct .from the rain collector to the measuring chamber is
closec, and the duct from the measuring chamber out is
op~ned.
The measuring chamber then becomes empty.
The maximum operation frequency is 20 pi.,lses per minute,
which corresponds to the following precipitation figures,
when using a measuring chamber of 7,5 cubic centimetres :
Rain collector
sq. cm

Rain pulse
mm

Max. precipitation

mm/10 min.

750

O.l

20

375
150

0.2

40

0.5

100

J
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The operation voltage for the electronic circuitry of the
sensor is 24 volts

n.c :

This is obtained from mains
No-load current

rectifier circuit or from battery.

is

from 1 to 5 microamperes, and fuli-lcad current 380 milliamperes~

The switching time is 1,8 seconds.

The sensor

is patented in several countries.
The sensor has several advantages
-The evaporation error is srnull,

be~ause

- the measuring is rctuated on real time, without
ccllecting the rain in a big measuring bowl
the flow-in ducts to the measuring chamber are small
(7,5 cm 3 volume necessary for filtering purposes)
-The :neasuring chamber is small, so that even minute
precipitation is accurately recorded and on time
-During cut-flow from the measuring

ch~mber

the incoming

water is not wasted, but collected in the rain collector
and measuring chamber's flow-in duct (because the twoway valve is closed).
shower

Even the amount of a heavy rain

is thus recorded accurately.

-The Fensor can be connected to any kind of rain
-The measuring is recorded as

pulse~numbers,

collecto~

so that data

processing can easily be arranged
-The sensing probe level is easily adjusted during
calibration
The sensor may expose the following disadvantages :
-the sensor is not suital: 1.e for recording snowfall
-electric power requirement (24 volts D.C.) at unatte!-:c(:(.:
remote locat1ons.
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1.2.

Line
,For a distance of a few hundred metres any ordinary doublepole cable with a cross section area of 0.75 mm 2 will do.
The same cable is used both for powering the electronic
circuitry of the sensor, and for transmitting the rain
pulses to the recorder.
For longer distances a local power supply - e.g. a storage
battery - is needed.

The cable line is then used only as

a transmitting line for the pulses.
2

Digital display unit
Block diagram is illustrated. in Fig. 2.

The main parts of

the digital display unit are as follows
-the counter/time unit including appropriate printing
recorder, crystal chronometer with dividers, logic
circuits,

memory

-store circuits, drivers and power unit.
2.1.

Recorder/time unit
The counters are of electro-mechanical type.

Three counters

have been mounted in parallel operating so, that each rain
pulse turns each one of the counters one step.
and zero setting,

however~

Each counter contains six

The printing

are individual for each counter.
d~caaes.

The counter on the right

hand side indicates rain during 10 minutes' periods,
midcounter one hour's rain, and

th~

t~e

counter to the left the

total rain fall during 24 hours.
The zero setting of the counters is done by a pulse obtained
from a separate driver unit. The zero setting can also be
performed manually from a push button (COUNTERS RESET) .
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The time unit displays ten minutes, one hour and 24 hours.
The · date is indicated by a three-digit number.
The
numeral dial steps forward by pulses from the driver. Ontime setting is done with five push buttons ( TIME SET ) •
The printing on the recording paper is done

by

separate

punching levers using a type reel.
2.2.

Crystal chronometer with dividers
Pilot signals for the time display and clock pulses

for

the logic circuits are obtained from a crystal controlled
oscillator. The fundamental frequency of the
crystal
controlled oscillator is 262.144 Hz.
The crystal is
placed in a thermostat chamber to eliminate

eventual

retarding or forwarding from the nominal freauencv.

The

fundaMental frequency is divided by flip-flop dividers
for obtaining a 10 minutes' pulse.
In addition,
tapping is rrade from the divider unit both for 20 Hz
1 Hz, which are needed as clock pulses for the
circuits.
2.3.

a

a~d

logic

Logic circuits

2.3.1. Timer
The proper operation sequence is controlled by the timer:
stepping of time display mechanism,

recording

and finally zero setting of the counters, memory

on paper,
store

units and printing step counters, in the mentioned order.
2.3.2. Printing gates
The printing gates control the mutual action of each
counter and corresponding recording on paner, that is,
which one of the counters is in order for recording on
paper.

The time is always recorded, regardless of which

one of the counters is recording.
2.3.3. Reset gates
·rhese gates control the zero setting of the counters.
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~.3.4.

Printing step counter
This unit contains a counter, the outputs of its flip-flop
circuits

bein~

connected to a PRINTING STEP switch,

means of which it is possible to select the

by

t~reshold

value

of 10 minutes rain, which will.'. be recorded.

! • 3 • 5. Stores

~.

The stores have to remember the information : rain - no-rain.
The stores consist of flip-flop circuits, which switch over
for a single input pulse.

flip-flop anymore. The zero setting is done separately.
4.

~.s.

3

Following pulses do not change the

Drivers
The comparatively high current pulses needed for operating
the electromechanical counters and some other circuits

are

obtained from a special driver unit.
Power unit
All the needed oparation voltages are generated in a series
regulated constant-voltage power unit.

Mains voltage is :

110 - 245 volts I 50 - 60 Hz.
Function
The rain water accumulated in the rain collector fills the
measuring chamber.

The sensor probe controls the sensor's

electronic circuitry, which makes the magnetic outlet valve
to turn. During this period a full-load current flows in
the cable.

This current pulse is transformed in the

di~play

unit into a pilot pulse, which makes all the three counters
to run one step.

The same pilot pulse switches over also

the memory stores for the first 10 minutes, l hour and
hours.

24

The second 10 minutes store is switched over only

if the PRINTING-STEP switch is in corresponding position.
Pilot pulses from the timer unit run in the following
sequence : time display, printing on paper, zero setting
of counters, and finally electronic zero setting

(~tores

etc.).
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This sequence is repeated every 10 minutes.

Additional

, pilot pulses are generated after each hour and

each

24 hour period.
The printing gates have to switch on the printing pulse,
if the stores have filed the information, that

it has

rained, and after 10 minutes ' per i od furthermore, that it
has rained enough.
The reset gates of the counters determine, whether the
counters have to be set to zero or not.
Example of function
Let us assume that the PRINTING-STEP switch is in position
0, 2 mm/10 min, i.e.

miniinum rain inte.nsi ty to be recorded

is therefore 0,2 mm/10 min, and only one single
is present, i.e. it has rained 0,1 mm/10 Min.

rain pulse
Now the

10 minutes' store No. I does not turn, and the other stores
turn into position "rain".
At the end of the next 10 minutes' period, for example at
14.30, the display real for 10 minutes' indication
from 14.20 to 14.30.

tu~ns

Thereafter the timer transmits

a

printing pulse, but since the memory store No. I for 10
minutes is in position "no rain", no recording appears on
the paper.

Also the pulses for each hour and each 24

hours are missing.

Next in sequence is the control pulse

from the timer for zero settiny of the counters.

Nnw

the 10 minutes' counter runs to zero, because the 10
minutes' store No. II has turned to position "rain".

The

other counters do not go to zero, because the RESET GATES
have not obtained the one hour and 24- hours pulses.

After

that the timer transmits a pulse for electronic zero setting.
This

puls~

resets both the 10 minutes' stores and the

PRINTING STEP counter.

The stores for one hour and 24

hours do not reset, as the corresponding pulses are missing.
If now the rain has stopped, the one-hnur printer makes
a record on the paper at 15.00 and the counter goes to zero,
as well as the one-hour store.

If there is no rain anymore
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during the next 24 hours, the relevant 24-hour is recorded
and is of course the same as 1 hour record.
Similarly, if the

PRINTING-STEP

switch is in such a

position, that the recording triggering level is just
reached, the 10 minutes store No. I turns into position
"rainh , and after the next completed 10 minutes' period
the printing takes place, the counter goes to zero and
the stores are reset.
IJ.'he Digital RaingauJe H.G 11 is on display at the CIMO - V
Instrument Exhibition, Versailles, Sept 11 - 19, 1969. '
Manufacturer:

Vaisala Oy

HELSINKI 44
Finland
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Fig. 1 : Sensor of Digital Raingauge RG 11.
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BAROMETRE A AFFICHAGE NUMERIQUE
PAR P. VITON et G. FIEROBE

Les barometres a mercure sont reputes pour leur fidelite, l~ur surete
d' emploi et leur fiabilite. Pourtant, malgre ces qualites fondamentales.
les Meteorologistes ont prefere chois~r des capteurs de pression du
type i."inei:oi"de chaque fois qu 1 ils desiraient soit enregistrer, f:Oit indiquer
sous forme numerique les valeurs de la pression atmospherique.
Les motifs de ce choix tiennent surtout aux difficultes rencontrees pour
auton1atiser une mesure precise et fidele de la pression a partir d'une
colonne de mercure et, aussi, a la possibilite offerte par les aneroiUes
de pouvoir realiser aisement une correction de ten1pera.ture.
Par cont re, les capsules barometriques ne sont pas rigoureusement interchangeables ; leurs caracteristiques evoluent dans le temps' obligeant
leurs utilisateurs a les reetalonner periodiquement pour rattraper les
effets inevitables du vieillissement.
- L'objet de !'expose qui suit est de decrire un barometre a mercure d'un
type nouveau, compenE:e en temperature, delivrant une information sous
forme numerique et offrant la possibilite de faire des mesures a distance.
Cet appareil comprend un tube barometrique muni, a sa partie superieure,
d 'une chambre sous vide, plongeant clans une cuvette contenant du mercure {fig. I). Ce tube peut coulisser verticalement par rapport
la cuvette,
de maniere ace que la surface libre du mercure clans la chambre barometrique vienne affleurer a l'extremite d'une pointe repere. Ges dcpla-cements verticaux, directement lies aux variations de la pression, sont
assures a l 'aide d 'un moteur asynchrone a inversion du sens de rotation
Mi. La liaison entre le tube et ce rnoteur est constituee par une vis sans
fin attaquant une roue dentee solidaire d 'une poulie sur laquelle vient
s 'enrouler un petit cable supportant le tube baron1etrique. Par ailleurs,
ce merne moteur entrafne un compteur numerique affichant directen1ent
la valeur de la pression en 1/10 de rnb et eventuellement un organe permettant des mesures a distance {potentiometre de mesure, selsyn, etc ... ) .

a

. . . / ...
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Pour permettre au moteur M1 de tourner soit dans un sens, soit clans
l'autre OU de rester a l'arret SUivant que la pression diminue, augmente
ou reste stationnaire. on use de I 'artifice suivant :

a

- un Zeme moteur M 2 communique
!'ensemble tube barometrique cuvette un mou vement pendulaire d 'une amplitude de 4
5 ° de part et d 'autre
d 'une position d' equilibre faisant un angle de quelques degres avec la verticale. La periode de ce mouvement est d'une dizaine de secondes. Ces
oscillations se traduisent dans la chambre baromefrique par des variations
de differences de niveau, d'allure sinusoidale, dont !'amplitude est d 1 environ l, 5 mm. Elles assurent la fermeture d 1 un premier circuit electrique
lorsque la pointe repere plonge clans le mercure (fig. II).

a

- un Zeme circuit dont l 1 ouverture et la fermeture sont commandees par
l'intermediaire d'une came reglable et d'un interrupteur, sur lesquels
agit le moteur Mz, reste ouvert pendant une demie periode au cours de
chaque cycle.
- Ces deux circuits distincts contiennent chacun un relais R commandant
les alimentations des deux stations du inoteur d' entrainement M 1 . Les
branchements sont tels que trois eventualites peuvent se produire :
1 - Si la pres sion est stationnaire le circuit n ° 1 est ouvert pendant la
premiere demie periode ~ (A 2 A 3 ) et ferme au cours de la suivante a
l'inverse du circuit n° 2
qui est d'abord ferme puis ouvert. Cette combinaison ne permet pas d'alimenter le moteur.

a

2 - Si la pression augmente (voir figure II) le mercure a tendance
monter
clans le tube' 1' electrode re¥ere' assure la fermeture du circuit n ° 1 pendant un temps superieur a-...:...-. (T etant la p _e riode} (A"z A 11 3 , A 11 4 A 11 5 ... }.
Le circuit n° 2 etant toujou~s ferme et ouvert pendant des temps egaux
(A 1 Az Az A3 etc .•. ) il existe a chaque periode deux courts intervalles
t>t", correspondants aux points A 1 A 11 1 et A 2 A"z, pendant lesquels les
2 circuits sont simultanement fermes. Par l'intermediaire des deux relais
R1 et Rz, le · l 0 - station de M 1 est alimente ; le moteur tourne alors
dans le sens qui permet de relever le tube.
3 - Enfin si la pres sion diminue, le 1 ° circuit demeure ferme pendant
moins d'une demie periode A'z A 1 3 A 1 4 A 1 5 .•• , i1 en resulte l'ouverture
simultanee des deux circuits , pendant les intervalles de ter.nps
At' = A 2 A'z ; A 1 3 A3 ... ; et la mise sous tensions du deuxieme station de

... / ...
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M1 qui provoque la descente du tube.
Tout l 'interet de ce mouvement pendulaire est de permettre de faire avec
quel~es elements simples (2 moteurs, 2 relais, quelques composants
etc ... ) un ensemble capable de maintenir automatiquement et en permanence l'egalite des temps d'immersion et d'emmersion de la pointe rep(_.re.
Cette condition etant remplie on est silr que la hauteur de l' extremite de
cette pointe represente bien la valeur de pression atmospherique.
Pour eliminer de la mesure l'influence de la temperature, la cloison superieure de la cuvette a ete rendu solidaire d'un tube concentrique a la colonne
de mercure, ce tube etant lui-meme fixe par son extremite superieure au
bati oscillant. La longueur et le coefficient de dilatation de cet orga.ne compensateur ont ete choisis pour que, sous l'influence de la temperature, les
deplacements verticaux de la cuvette qu'il provoque s'opposent aux variations de la hauteur moyenne du niveau superieur du mercure. Le materiau
utilise est du polyethylene convenablement traite dont le coefficient de dilation est de 4' a 5 fois celui du mercure.
Ge dispositif de compensation est complete par 3 tiges munies de ressorts,
d e stinees a guider et a supporter la cuve, afin que les efforts fournis par
l' organe compensateur restent faibles pour en eviter tout effet de fluage.
Entre-autres a vantages qu' off re ce barometre on peut noter :
1) la possibilite d'ajouter ou de retrancher toute correction fixe (telle celle
de gravite) en faisant prealablement tourner le compteur d'une quantite
determinee. Cette operation est facilitee par l'accouplement debrayable
existant entTe le cdmpteur et le moteur M 1 ;
2) grace au mouvement pendulaire et aux oscillations de la surface supe rieure qui en resultent, il n'existe aucune erreur due a l'accrochage de
rnercure sur les parois
3) le diametre interieur du tube n'intervient pas clans la determination de la
pression. I1 n'y a done pas lieu de rechercher des tubes parfaitement calibres ;
4) enfin, il faut signaler que l' electronique mise en oeuvre est extremement
simple et peu coilteuse.
Par contre, le transport et l'implantation d'un tel app~reil presentent quelque S difficulte S : tel qu I i1 a ete dee rit, i1 n I e $ t transportable que Vertical

... I ....
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et avec beaucoup de p~ecautions, l'adjonction d'une peau de chamois et d 1 un
vis de pistonnage est difficilement concevable en raison du coulissement
du tube sur une plage de l' ordre de 150 mb. La solution consistant
trans porter le tube plein de mercure muni d 'une ligature a son extremite avec
un corps elastique et a proceder au montage du barometre sur le lieu de
son utilisation presente l 1 inconvenient de necessiter un personnel hautement
specialise.

a

la mise en service de 1 1 appareil exige que 1 1 on ajuste les indications du
compteur a la pression du lieu. Cette operation ne peut se faire qu 1 a
l 1 aide d'un barometre de reference.
Sur le plan des performances, les comparaisons en cours depuis plusieurs
mois au C. T. M. de la Meteorologie Nationale
TRAPP ES, nous ont permis
de determiner les caracteristiques de ce barometre :

a

- sa precision est de l' ordre de
150 mb environ ;

.:!=_

0, 25 mb pour une plage de me sure de

le temps de reponse est assez long mais compatible avec les variations de
pression (une variation brutale de 1 mb est perc;ue par l'appareil en 3'30");
la sensibilite est grande (inferieure au 1/10 de mb)
la dispersion des mesures est faible ( 6 = 0, 12 mb)
- l'efficacite de la compensation thermique n 1 a pas encore ete controlee en
detail, mais les premieres constatations nous ont permis d'etablir qu'elle
etait efficace pour des variations de temperature de faible amplitude (de
l 1 ordre de + 5°C autour de 20°C.
Actuellement, les essais se poursuivent en vue de determiner la robustesse
des organes mecaniques et electriques de !'ensemble et, d 1 ici quelques
mois, nous pourrons avoir une idee exacte de la valeur de cet appareil qui, .
de par son principe, presente l'avantage de conserver la fiabilite des barometres a mercure clas siques' tout en permettant' a peu de frais, d 'automa tiser les mesures.
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On acc uracy of meteorological obs ervations i n
the USSR
(By NoP. Rusin, USSR)

The main institutes of the Hydrometeorological Service
of the USSR have recently been engaged in the task of studying the
present accuracy of bydrometeorological observations carried out
under the Hydrometeorological Service.
The accuracy of meteorological (including actinometrio),
aerological, agrometeorological, marine bydrometeorologioal and
hydrological observations carried out at station networks has been
evaluated both in respect of "period" observations as well as of
averaged data for a period, day, month, year and standard, contained
in the official publication of the Central Office of the Hydrometeorological Service.
The accuracy of interpolation of these data between
observation points has also been eva1uated and the possible errors
of certain types of observations averaged over a certain area have
been calculated.
The basic principles used in evaluating the
accuracy of meteorological observations are presented in the report.
The accuracy of observations is determined through the
values of the root mean square deviation ( CY).
The following assumptions we.re used in evaluating the
accuracy of meteorological observations at a certain point:
(a) the instrument error is knovnf (b) three types of errors are
simultaneously taken for granted when observations are made:
systematic errors, random errors and errors of method, which may
be both random and systematicf (c) some of the systematic errors
are also known and can be taken into account.
These various errors together constitute the observation
error, which is the difference between the measured value of the
element and its actual (true) value, which, in principle, can be
determined accuratelye Observation errors at various periods of
time and at different points may vary from plus to minus values.
For this reason, they can be evaluated only statistically, with an
indication of the limit which, with a given probabil i ty, is not
exceeded by the value of the error.
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Errors in the measurement of meteorological elements
at the observation point
In our evaluation of observation errors at the observation point we assumed that the distribution of random errors
followed Gauss' law. This distribution is not always maintained
in the case of certain meteorological elements owing to the different contributions made by random and systematic errors to the
overall observation error and also owing to the mutual dependence
of these errors.
In these oases, evaluations of errors are not sufficiently reliable, and the upper and lover limits of ·the value " OV" for
such elements must be increased from 2a.- to 3-4°".
Observation errors have been evaluated by
number of researchers, using various methods.

a

large

The most common method consists in the evaluation of
errors by analysing the differences between the observed value and
its "actual" value, obtained under natural conditions. :By the
"actual" value of the measured element is meant either (a) the
average value of the element based on a large number of measurements obtained over a sufficiently long period of time or simultaneously over a small area by a number of instruments of the same type
used under the same observation conditions. (Por example, the
average of 100-200 readings using dry and wet bulb thermoaeters,
obtained between mid-day and 1 p.m. in clear or overcast weather).
(b) The average value of the element measured during
the established observation period by means of a control instrument
(standard gauge).

(o) The average value of the element measured du.ring
the same observation period over a long period of time by one or
several pairs of adjacent stations situated in various climatological
zones.
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In the first case, ve are able not only to evaluate
the value of the root mean square error ( ,,._.,), but also to
determine hov it varies, depending on the number of avera.gings.
This method vas used to evaluate observation errors,
during the observation period, of air temperature and humidity,
soil temperature, wind, cloud cover, precipitation, snow cover
and other elements. (Fig. 1)
The second method vas used to determine observation
errors in respect of pressure, wind, visibility, cloud height and
certain other elements.
The third method which, unlike experimental methods,
may be called a climatological method, vas used to obtain the
values of " {)I tt for almost all basic meteorological elements
measured a.t stations independently of the first two methods.

Time averaging errors
Time averaging errors were the first to be ~xamined
and evaluated in the context of studies of observation errors.
Each instrument constitutes a specific system which, owing to its
delayed response, measures the value of the element in question
with a certain amount of time lag. A problem which is constantly
encountered in meteorology is how and for what period of time
should averaging be carried out in order to obtain a value close
to the true value. Should averaging be carried out arithmetically
or in relation to the response of the instrument?
A great deal of work has been done in the USSR in
studying the statistical time structure of meteorological elements.
As far back as 1954, A.M. Jaglom obtained a formula for evaluating
the value of " 0-- ", by substituting the instantaneous values of
instrument readings at a given point in time, determined on the
basis of data in reapect of the time structure function and the
dispersion of the measured value. His formula is still used in
the selection of parameters for quick-response instruments used
to measure fluctuations of an element.
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L.R. Kagan (1964, 1965) developed a the6ry for the
selection of optimum observation times in respect of instruments
which were not of the quick-response type. It is based on the
analysis of structure functions. Aooording to this theory, close
to the true value for the previous period of time whose duration
is 1.7 times greater than the tiae lag (response) of the instrument.
A large amount of similar work has also been done, making it
possible to evaluate the accuracy of averaging at the observation
point over a given period of tiae. The following time structure
function is usedto evaluate the time variations of the meteorological element in this connexion:

Knowing this function, and determining the value of dispersion
( tY), the mean value of ( OJ ) can be obtained by the formulas

f <)
"'c

~('t)'"" · ~ (1
c

where

b~(v)

b,.(v)Glv --{-<-r)-

i b,.<o) (2)

is the value of the structure function of the
element ("Yt) for an interval of time (v);

bn(o) is the same value for a very short interval of time.

This method was used to evaluate the time errors of
observations for such fluctuating elements as precipitation, snow
cover, air temperature and humidity, and a number of others. The
consolidated results of evaluating the errors of the main meteorological elements at the observation point during the observation
period are given in table 1. This table also shove the values
of the root mean square errors at the observation point in respect
of averaged data for a day, month and year.
According to statistical laws, the averaged errors of
observations for these periods (day, month, . etc.) should be ·{ =n
times smaller tha.n the errors of a single measurement. However,
this is not true of the majority of meteorological elements.
Observation errors averaged for a day or a month are found to be
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the same or even greater than the measurement errors in respect of
one observation period. This is usually explained by the fact
that, in addition to methodological errors, which have various
signs and offset one another when values are av•raged over a long
observation period, errors reflecting the daily pattern of variation
of the measured element itself arise in a number of cases. For
example, if cloud oover varies considerably during a 24-hour period,
the mean daily value of air temperature or accumulated radiation
for the day contains a greater error than average _observations for
the morni?Jg or evening period. This distribution bf errors is also
aggravated by the mutual dependence of observation series, various
types of miscalc'11.ations, etc.

Errors in the spatial averaging
The second type of error that must be evaluated in
analysing the accuracy of observations is the spatial averaging
error. It is known that, owing to the mutual dependence of
meteorological elements, measurements at various points (in a small
area) should, when averaged, be close to the average value for the
area at a given moment in time. The error which is tolerated in
substituting the average value over a given area by measurements at
one point depends both on the size of the area in question as well
as on the distribution of the element. The magnitude of this error
indicates the representativeness of a single observation point in
relation to the spatial average. This error ( ov~ ) will, of
course, depend on the number of observation points.
If solutions are to be found to a number of other
meteorological and climatological problems (for example, problems
related to the mapping of elements or the evaluation of the values
of an element between two observation points), we must know not
only the error of the spatial average but the error of interpolation
of the element in question between two observation points.
The error of the mean value of the element averaged over
an area has to be evaluated for extremely variable elements such as
precipitation, snow cover and the temperature of the underlying
surface, which are now measured by new methods using radar, satellites and aircraft. The theoretical basis of the methodology used

Table l
Accuracy of observations for an observation point and in the
area between observation points
Values of observation accuracy (errors)
For observation points

Elements

Between observation points

For observation period
Av.

Max.

D.1.ily

Atmospheric pressure (mb)

0.2

0.5

0.2

Winds direction (points)

l

2

0.5

1-2

4-6

1-2

0.3-0.4

1.0

o.3-0.4
0.4
0.5

speed (m/sec)
Air temperature (O)a period

Max.

0.4-0.6

2

Min.

0.5

2

Air humiditya absolute (mb)

0.2

0.4

0.2

relative (~)
0
Temperature of earth's surface (

2-4
1-2

4-6

2-4

5-10

0.5-1.0

1-2

3-5

0.3

Soil temperature at
0
various depths ( )1 0.2-0.4 m
~o.8

(%

Precipitation 1 liquid

0.2-0.3

m

of

)

E)

Average

Average
Monthly

Yearly

0.2

0.5
0.5-1
0.2-0.3

0.5
0.5-1
0.2

Obs. period Daily

Monthly Yea

o.3
0.5

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.5

2-3

2-3

1-2

0.5-0.7

0.5

0. 4

o.
o.
o.
o.

0.2-0.3

0.2

1-2

1-2

o.8

0.2-0.3

0.5

2-5

2-5

1.5

1

0.5

0.5

o.3-0.7

o.

0.2

1-3
o.3-0.5

o.3

0.2
2

o.3-0.5

0.3

2 (summer) ~-4
2
tyear)
a few deg. 1
0.5-1

0.5-

0.5-1

0.5-1 0.5-1

0.5-

60-90

40-60

20-30

7-l

60-75

60-70

25

10

10

2

0.4-0.6

-<11-20 ), -40..12

-(15-20)

-(15-20) -(15-20)

~12

(%

solid

of

L )

-(4?-551 -150±25
±25

Snow covers

(~of

depth

H)

density (~ ot
Visibility (~ of Sm)

(%

Duration of sunshine

Direct solar radiation
measured value )

(%

Diffuse radiation
value)
Global radiation
value)
Other radiation
value)
'I

(~

(%

of

(%

f ;t;l5

I

-45
-50

30-45

5-7

10-12

5-7
5-7

l

2

l

l

1

1-2

3-5
10

8

5

f )

Cloud cover (octas)

-(40-45)

E)

5

5

of

2-3

2

l

8

3

5

2

5

2

5

3

2

3

6

5

5

2

10

5

10

10

5

3

not calculated

5

10

10

5

3

-

5

10

10

5

5

-

of measured

of measured

of measured

2(

(summer)
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to measure and evaluate such errors at the Central Geophysical
Observatory was developed by R.L. Kagan (1965, 1966). The
following spatial structural function was used to describe the
variability of the element in space:

(3)
where

is the distance between points;
Yll~~A)

and n (x) are the values of the element at the
point ( x + )\ ) and x •
)

The average value of the error
determined by the formula:
.

(}';., 2.

n

where

(n)

=- ~~ - ~ 2

( <1'-'n ) due to random errors is

111-t

L ( N-1)

l.'Q '

bn ( ~

LlX.)

(4)

r.,,..'1.
O·,.

is the dispersion value,

~(."l.)

is the value of the structural function for distance JC,

N

is the number of observation points.

The root mean square error of the element, averaged for
an area S on the ba.sis of observations taken at one point, is evaluated by the formula:

(5)

The first term under the radical sign reflects the error in
determining the average value due to random errors, and the second
term reflects the error of the natural variability of the element
over a given area. In the case of precipitation, for example,
almost all the correlation functions in the distance interval from
a few kilometres to 150-200 km are satisfactorily described by the
exponential curve
L
I

r (L )

I

- r" l O)

t

-

-

Le1

(6)
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T a b 1 e

2

Total
Area covered by each station (km2 )
number of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - stations
2000
5000
500
in area
IO
50
IOO
I

For daily totals

I

I9-32

2?·-3
7,
.....

32-35

3?-38

';

'· 2--)'C::')

5I~~6G

.C.:r
. . o- 75

2

13-23

22-25

26-28

30--LJ.O

36-48

40-·53

5

8-I'+

I't-I6

23-30

2s
·- ..3 3

7-IO

IO-II

I6-I8
I2-I7

19-25

IO

I6-23
IO-IS
7-IO

I3·-I8

IG-21

IB,~23

20

4-7

c:) .

7

7-8

8-9

9-I3

I3-1'7

50

3-4

3-5

4-5

5-6

6-8

II-IS
7-9

IOO

2-3

c-3

3-4

l+-5

4-6

5-'{'

0-0

Total precipitation (mm)

~

'"I

8-II
I':

()

= 4.8

r' (o) - o. 726

Lo

(kni) • 258

For monthly totals

I

5-9

6-_,0

8-II

9-12

II-Ilt

IL1--20

16~-t:.)
/"\'~

2

3-6

~-6

6-8

7-9

7-IO

IO-Ilt

II-I6

5

2-4

4-5

LJ.-8

4-5

5£~7

6·-J

r;I ......Tl.'-t
t·

IO

I -;;·z

2·-3

2-3

3-4

3-5

4-G

5- (~-.

20

I-2

I-2

I-2

2

2-3

:>-r

7

1,

LJ-5

50

I

I

r . -2

I-2

2

2~··3

2-3

IOO

I

I

I

I

I-?

...T 2

Total preci pitation (mm) • 10.2
r ' (0 ) = o.863

Lo

(km)

=

374

T

.\.

~

L..

I •- ·
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I

where r(o) are random measurement errors and microclimatic errors
obtained in extrapolating the correlation function t"(L)
to the co-ordinate r = o. The difference r(O) and unity
is the mean random measurement error connected with the
microclimatic peculiarities of the area.
is the distance at which the correlation function decreases
'' " times (correlation radius).
In this case, the expression for 0::0.. S)to an accuracy of 10 per cent
could be approximated by the formula
/
c-2 r-lo) .
(?)
2 .
~ ( S) =- o. 2~ o
L
V~

's

I

a

Table 2 shows, by way of example, the range of fluctuations of the
root mean square errors of an area measurement of liquid precipitation
for the territory of the USSR (as percentages of the average total)
which we have derived from work (2). This table shows that daily
precipitation totals with a root mean square error of 10-15 per cent
can be obtained if about 20 precipitation gauges are installed in
an area of 40,000 km 2 • Monthy totals with the same percentage of
error can, however, be obtained if only three to four precipitation
gauges are installed in this same area. As regards the error of a
single measurement, it depends not only on the area covered by this
station, but also on the type of precipitation
(light or heavy). For daily totals, 0:, =20-30 per cent if network
density is one station per square kilometre and~ =50-65 per cent
if network density is one station per 2,000 km 2 • For monthJy totals,
these errors decrease to 5-10 and 10-20 per cent respectively.
Not only the analytical method described above, but also
the "weeding" experimental method is used to evaluate the measurement
error of an element averaged over an area. In this case, the value (Jv ,
depending on the number of observation points is, as in the evaluation
of time errors, determined graphically. First of all it is calculated
on the basis of data for all observation points, and then on the basis
of one-half, one-quarter, etc. of such data. A graph, similar to
that in Fig. 1, showing the relationship between
and N is then
drawn up, with the sole difference that the number of observation
points in the area in question, and not the number of measurements
taken during the observation period at a given point, are shown
along its abscissae.
The method developed by O.A. Drozdov and A.A. Sepelevsky
(1946) was used to evaluate the interpolation error of meteorological
elements at any point over the distance between two adjacent stations.
According to this method, the mean square error (~) is determined
uniformly if the structural or correlation function of the element
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in question is given. The interpolation error is greatest midway
between the points • . The root mean square error of uniform interpolation midway between points (f= 1/2), as demonstrated in work (2),
will have the following expression:

.E

1

<.:-t, ~) = F\1:

~)

..:.tc ~) + ~,,_,1.

(8)

For interpolations in the middle of an equalateral triangle
with sides (~),the observation points being situated at its
apexes, the root mean square error of the interpolation discrepancy
is determined by the formula:

·'( .f
i
~ )
£2.(~):::. F ff)-3F'~

-+

.i... 2.
3 ~

(9)

In these formulae, the values F are the structure function
of the element

F-(
where

~\ ;z.) """ J[(n., - n,_) - (;;:, - n.. )f

~

is the distance between the first and second stations,

(Iv

is the root mean square error of the element in question
at the observation point,

If the observation errors at 1 and 2 stations are designated
as o<; and oh., then, by bringing these stations close together so
that ~ = O, we obtain;
z..
2.
z
f(o)
(10)
F( o) -= (}voc,. + ovoh = Z. (Jv/ c r ~X '.:\. (2:
This formula (10) also describes the root mean square error
of the element at the mid-point between two stations situated at
an optimum distance.
M.V. Guscina, R.L. Kagan ·and A.I. Polisuk (1967), using
not a structure but a correlation function to determine the interpolation error between two points obtained the following expression:

(11)
Formula (11) evaluates only that part of the error which is due to
spatial variability, in other words, it indicates the interpolation
discrepancy or difference between observed and interpolated values.
These errors are also indicated in the first (right-hand)
half of the table 1 (Fig. 2), in graphs 13-20.
Using meteorological plot observations of precipitation as
examples, the .values of interpolation errors (E1 ) were compared with/
errors in calculating ~he average value over the area in question (E ).
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In the case of the exponential correlation function of precipitation
totals, it was found that E{ = 2 E'.2. or

Similar expression were also obtained for the case of the
power law in work (2).
In conclusion, it should be noted that the data presented
in table 1 on the magnitude of errors are not definitive. They
must be worked out in greater detail and gaps in the value of ov
filled in.
The material presented in the report does not reflect the
achievements of the author but is the result of the work of several
generations of meteorologists. I and my colleagues have simply
consolidated these data.
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Fig. 1

Accuracy of air temper&ture measurements,
depending on the number of thermometer
readings
(Noon on a clear day in June)
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CALCUL AUTOMATIQUE DE LA VISIBILITE HORIZONTALE
SUR LES AERODROMES
par A.

BETTAN

L'abaissement des nunima meteorologiques pour les categories d'atterrissage
II et IIIA et plus particulierement de la valeur des seuils de "portee
visuelle de piste" (P.V.P.) a necessite l'etude de procedures nouvelles pour
la mesure et la transmission vers le pilote de la P.V.P. Les valeurs des
seuils etant faibles par rapport aux longueurs de piste, il est necessaire,
du fait de l'inhomogeneite des brouillards denses, de mU.tiplier les points
de mesure le long d'une meme piste. Par ailleurs, la tres grande variabilite
des faibles visibilites impose une transmission immediate et pratiquement
continue de leurs valeurs pendant la phase finale de l'attenissage. Ces imperatifs eliminent pratiquernent, sur les grands aerodromes a trafic intense,
toute procedure d'estimation visuelle des visibilites par un observateur.de
piste, et imposent une methode de rnesure instrurnentale qui doit assurer automatiquernent le calcul de la P.V.P. a partir des parametres qui la definissent
et, au stade actuel des procedures, sa diffusion inunediate vers les organismes
qui sent en liaison permanente avec le pilote.
Depuis 1964, la Meteorologie Nationale Fran~aise a entrepris la definition
d'une methode de mesure instrumentale de la P.V.P. en liaison etroite avec
les Services utilisateurs de la Navigation Aerienne. Ces travaux ont abouti
a la realisation d'un equipement operationnel, en-tierement automatique, qui
determine la valeur de la P.V.P. a partir des informations delivrees par un
capteur du type "transmissometre".

... / ...
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1 - PRINCIPES UTILISES POUR LE CALCUL DE LA P.V.P.
L'information delivree par le transmissometre (Pouvoir Transmissif de !'atmosphere) est une fonction du coefficient d'extinction atmosphlJ'ique moyen
(A) de la tranche d'air analysee.
La relation classique :

A

=1
v

Log

I

sv2

' (1)

lie le coefficient

d'extinction A a la portee visuelle de piste (v). Elle fait apparattre les
deux parametres complementaires necessaires au calcul de V
- l'intensite lumineuse efficace des balises de pistes, considerees conune
des sources lumineuses ponctuelles. (I exprime en candelas).
-le seuil d'eclairement de l'oeil du pilote (S exprime en lux).
Un calculateur numerique peut resoudre l'equation (1) en fonction des trois
parametres A, S et I et donner la valeur de la portee visu ~.:llc de piste si
au prealable les parametres S et I ont ete definis ._
1.1. Choix de l'intensite lumineuse des balises de piste.(!)
La multiplicite des balisages de piste (axiaux et lateraux), des types de
feux . utilises (sodium, haute intensite) ainsi que des reglages d'intensite
.lumineuse propres a chacun des balisages rend difficile le choix des valeurs
a attribuer a I, cette valeur devant egalement tenir compte de la densite
des feux, de leur directivite et de l'etat de proprete des optiques.
Cependant, les P.V.P. a considerer etant toujours inferieuras a 2000 metres,
il est possible detablir des principes generaux permettant de simplifier le
calcul de la P.V.P. tout en prevoyant une extr~me souplesse du systeme visa-vis des parametres pOUVant £luctuer en fonction de la piste a equiper OU
de deci9ons internationales de normalisation.
I

Pour les P.VoP. inferieuresa 300 metres, les balisages axiaux plus proches
et orientes vers le pilote sont plus efficaces que lcs balisages lateraux
tres directifs. Les £eux lateraux qui, pour une tres mauvaise visibilite,
pourraient etre utiles au pilote seraient observes suivant un angle trop
important par rapport a leur axe d' intensi te lumineusc maximale ,d' OU une
intensite lumineuse "efficace" inferieure a celle des feux axiauxo
Pour des P.V.P. superieures a 500 metres, les feux lat&--aux plus intenses
seront systematiquement utilises.
·Entre ces deux seuils dont les valeurs dependent de la largeur de la piste,
de la puissance des balisages et de la directivite des feux, le pilotc peut
utiliser indifferemment des balisages axiaux ou lateraux, les visibilites
croissant uniformement en fonction de A entre ces deux valeurs.
- Pour les P.V.P. in£erieures a 2000 metres, seuls les reglages correspondant
aux intensites lumineuses maximales de chacun des balisagcs sont en fait
utilises. Il est imperatif d'assurer le calcul de la P.V.P. pour l'intensite
maximale de chacun des balisages de fac;on a disposer de la valeur maximale de
la P.V.P. au moment de la mesure.
0

••/

•••
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Cependant, et a la demande du pilote pour eviter l'eblouissement, une intensite
lumineuse reduite dans un rapport de 10 a 20 peut ~tre utilisee. Il est utile
d'assurer le calcu.l de la P.V.P. pour cette valeur reduite de £a<;on A corrununiquer au pilote la visibilite reelle qu'il rencontrera au cours du roulage.
I l £aut remarquer que du fai t des puissances relatives des feux axiaux et
lateraux, il est probable que l' eblouissement est provoque par les feux lateraux HI, done pour des P.V.P. superieures a 500 metres. Pour des P.V.P. inferieures a 300 m, done pour les plus mauvaises visibilites possibles, les feux
axiaux sent systematiquement utilises a pleine intensite.

- En conclusion, les valeurs attribuees a I sent les suivantes
P.V.P. inferieures a 300 metres : Intensite lumineuse efficace maximale des
balises axiales (soient 1000 cd pour une intensit~ nominale de l'ordre
de 5000 cd).
P.V.P. comprises entre 300 et 500 metres
A i•equation (1) est substituee unc
variation lineaire de la P.V.P en fonction de A.
_P_._v_._P_.__s_u__er
__i_e_ur
__e_s__a__~o_o__m_e_t_r_e~s a) Intensite lumineuse efficacc maximale des
feux lateraux HI soient 10.000 cd pour une intensite nominale de l'ordre
de 100.000 cd).
b) Dixieme de l'intensite lumineuse precedente (soient 1000 cd).
1.2. Chaix des valeurs du seuil d'eclairement S
Les valeurs de S sent fonction de la luminance. Quatre valeurs differant d 'un
rapport de 10 environ correspondant aux valeurs de luminance les plus frequentes ont ete adoptees.

Luminance

cd/m2

s (lux)

Brouillard brillant

superieure a. i2.ooo

io-3

jour moyen

entre 1000 et 12.000

aube/crepuscule

entre 50 et 1000

io-4
io-5

Nuit

inf erieure a 50

8.10- 7

1.3. Methode de calcul de la P.V.P. - Courbes de conversion A/P.V.P.
Compte tenu des valeurs attribuees a S et I, le rapport ~ prend les valeurs
suivantes en £onction de la P.V.P. et de la luminance : I

.../ ...
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:.·P.V.P. in£erieure
:

0

a

3000 m entre 300 et
500
:

:P.V.P. superieure
:
500 m

a

:

..--------------------------- .-------------- ..
---------------Brouif.lard

----~------------------

'brillant
:Jour moyen

io-6

Variation
lineaire de

io-7

io-7

(I= 10.000 cd)

·10-8

.

8.10-lO

0

·:

en

OU

(I=

10.000 cd)

--3

lo-9

(I=

10.000 cd)

:2

= 10.000 cd)~

s.10-ll(r

(10-9)

Il est maintenant possible de tracer un reseau de 4 courbes qui permettra
de determiner la P.V.P. en fonction du coefficient d'extinction atmospherique
A en e£fectuant deux operations
- Une selection de la courbe en fonction de la luminance de fond

~

- La determination de la P.V.P •. a partir de la courbe selectionnee.
L'operation de calcul necessaire a la resolution de l' equation (I) en fonction
des 3 parametres A, s et I SC reduit a deux operations simples :
- une selection
- une comparaison

Uetablissement du reseau de

courb~appelle

les rcmarques

4
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fonction de A.

Nuit

:

.--:

la P.V.P.
:Aube/Crepuscule

.;cou

suivantes

- Le trace de la courbe donnant les valeurs de la VIMET en fonction de A
(equation de KOSCHMIEDER) montre que pour certaines valeurs du rapport s,
la P.V.P. est inferieure a la VIMET lorsque A devient superieur a un I
certain seuil. (Pour S = io-7, la P.V.P. est inferieure a la VIMET au-dela
de 100 metres).
!
Il est evident que dans ce cas le pilote n'utilisera plus les balises lwnineuses pour assurer son guidage 11\aiS les reperes naturels existants a proximi te de la piste. C'est done la VIMET qui lui est utile. La courbe de la
VIMET qui donne en £ait les visibilites minimales doit ~tre utilisee lorsque
les P.V.P. calcul~es sont plus faibles que les VIMET. Ainsi sur le reseau
de courbesutilise, la courbe 4 est confondue avec la courbe VIMET au-dela de
700 metres.
- Le cnoix d'un rapport de 10 entre les deux reglages d'intensite lumincuse
des balises laterales haute intensite permet d'utiliser les m~mes courbes
de conversion pour le calcul des P.V.P. corr~spondant au reglage le plus
faible (1000 cd).
La selection de la courbe doit se faire en fonction de deux parametres : la
lwninance et l'intensite lumineuse des balises laterales d'apres l~ tableau
suivant (quand la P.V.P. est superieure a 500 metres ) :

.../ ...
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:'

Nuit

Crepuscule

Jour ·moyen

· Jour brillant

4

tensite maximale

1

2

3

tcnsi te maximale

2

3

4

VIMET

10

Numero de la courbc

a

utiliser

1.4. Principe de fonctionnement du calculateur
Le calculateur de P.V.P. est programme a l'aidc des courbcs prealablcm2nt
etablies en fonction des principes precedcmment enonces. Ces courbcs sont
au nombre de cinq :

- 4 courbes qui assurent la conversion de A en P.V.P.
- 1 courbe qui assure la conversion de A en VIMET.
Il est importan~uc la conception du calculatcur permcttc unc progranunation
facile de nouvellcs courbes etablies en fonction de nouvelles valcurs :
- des intensites lumineuses des balisages (I) ;
- des seuils d'eclairement (s) ~
- des limites d'utilisation par le pilote des balisages axiaux au lateraux.
La capaci te du calculateur doi t pcrmettrc de trai tcr un maximum de cinq
courbes\ce qui est compatible uvcc la precision rcquisc sur la P.V.P.
10 %J.

<±

L'element de calcul est complete par un circuit de selection automatique de
la courbe a utiliser. Cette selection s'effectuc en fonction
- de la luminance de fonds
- de l'intensite lumineuse des balisages lateraux pour des
a 500 metres.

P.V.P. superieures

2 - DESCRIPTION DU CALCULATEUR AUTOMATIQUE DE PORTEE VISUELLE DE PISTE : LYNX
Le LYNX est un equipement de traiternent de l'information delivreepar un ou
plusieurs transmissometres equipant une m~me piste.
Il assure automatiquernent
- Le calcul de "3 portees visuclles de piste"

~

La transmission des informations vers les orgi:ll'lismes qui sont en liaison
permanente avec le pilotc.

.../ ...
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L'equipement comprcnd des fonctions d'auto-contr6le des circuits de calcul et
de transmission. Ces fonctions cornmandent la mise hers service de l'equipcmcnt
en cas de detection de defaut et signalcnt le mauvais fonctionnement au personnel d'cxploitation.
2.1. Performances

Le "LYNX" permet de calculer les visibilites (PVP et VIMET) comprises entre
150 et 2000 metres. Il assure ce calcul a partir des courbes prfalablcrncnt
etablies avec une precision relative rneilleure que 5

%.

Il effectue un cycle de mesurc complet toutcs les minut(;S avec visualisation
locale et transmission immediate des nouvelles valcurs de P.V.P.
Pour des P.V.P. ou VIMET infericures a 150 metres, il affiche l'indication
symboliquc •••••• (moins, mains, moins 1 moins).
Les P.V.P. comprises entrc 150 et 2000 metres sont affichecs en metres avcc
dcux options possibles :
- de 25 en 25 metres de 150 a 800 rn, puis de 100 en 100 metres de 800a
2000 metres ;
- de 50 en 50 metres de 150 a 800 rn, puis de 100 en 100 metres de 800 a
2000 metres.
2.2. Fonctionncment
L'element central du LYNX est constitue par un calculateur munerique cable.
Les cinq courbcs de conversion sont enregistrecs par points dans une mernoire
a ferrite divisee en cinq groupcs, chaque groupc correspondant a unc courbc.
- Organisation de la memoire
L'acces a une information contcnuc dans la mernoirc SC fait par la selection
d'une adresse verticale qui determine une colonne et d'une adrcssc horizonta.lc
qui determine une ligne.- L'information recherch{~c est a l'intersection de la
ligne et de la colonne, et est dirigec vers · le rcgistrc de sortie de la memoirc
ou clle est utilisec.
- Les adresses verticales de la mernoire du LYlJX sont constituees pa,r le numero
de la courbe de conversion a utiliser.
- Les adresses horizontales sont constituees par toutes les valeurs possibles
de la P.V.P. comprises entrc 150 et 2000 metres, de 25 en 25 metres de 150 a
800 metre~, puis de 50 en 50 metres jusqu'a 2000 metres: ~it 51 actresses.
- L'information mise en memoire en chaque point est la valcur du pouvoir
transmissif de l'atmosphere correspondant a la valeur de la P.V.P. constitu0.r~t
l 'c:tdresse horizon tale et qui est donneepar la courbe de conversion, dont le
numero constitue l'adressc verticale.
Sur une m~mc ligne de la mem~ire, fi. gurent done lcs cinq valeurs du pouvoir
transmissif de l' atmosphered~~ parlcs cinq courbes de couversion pour
la m~me valeur de la P.V.P.

.../ ...
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2.3. Description d'un cycle de calcul
Le calcul de la P.V.P. s'effectue en deux temps
- selection de la courbe

a utiliser :

Un circuit de selection automatique de courbe determine l'adresse verticalc
correspondant a la courbe retenue. Cette selection intervient au debut du
cycle de mesure qui comprend le calcul des 3 P.V.P. a partir des informations
delivrees par l~s 3 transmissometres equipant la mcmc piste.
- Determination de la P.V.P. :
Une exploration systematique des P.V.P. (adresses horizontales) est effectuee a partir de la valeur la plus forte (2000 m). Les valeurs du pouvoir
transmissif de l'atmosphere correspondant a chacune des valcurs de la P.V.P.
apparaissent successivement sur le rcgistre de sortie sous forme numerique.
Ces valeurs numeriques sent convertics en courants qui sont compares au
courant delivre par le transmissometre. L'egalite des deux courants determine
la valeur de la P.V.P. et arr~te le cycle d 1 exploration a cette valeur qui
est orientee vcrs lcs circuits de visualisation et de transmission.

2.4. Programmation du calculateur
L'cnregistrement des courbes est effectue a l'aide d'un dispositif separe,
manuel ou automatique. Un tableau etablissant lcs correspondanccs entre la
P.V.P. et lcs cinq valeurs du pouvoir transmissif de l'atmosphere est traduit
sur une bande perforee. La programmation du calculateur s 'effectue automatiquement par lecture de la bandc.
Unc programmation manuelle point par point est egalement possible, ma.is elle
est longue et fastidieuse. Elle est surtout utile pour lcs operations de contrele et d·,;· maintenance. Le systeme automatique est adopte pour l 'exploitation
courante.

2.5. Avantages de la solution adoptee.
Cette solution permet !'adoption de circuits statiqucs d'ou unc excellente
' brefs~ ce qui permct
fiabilite du systeme LYNX. Les temps de calcul sent tres
une visualisation immediate des P.V.P. et la trnnsmission la plus rapide vers
les pilotes.
L'avantage essentiel de cette methode reside cependant dans l'extr~mc souplesse du calcu.lateur. La programmation de nouvelles courbes de convcrsiorne necessite aucune intervention sur l'equipement et peut ~trc effectuec
instantanement par les services d'exploitation.
2.6. Selection automatique de courbe

~

Capteur de luminance de fond

La selection automatique de la courbe de conversion neccssitc l'adjonction
au systeme LYNX d'un capteur de luminance de fond implante a proximitf de la
piste. Ce capteur determine la gamme de luminance parmi les quatre gammcs
retenues : nuit, crepuscule, jour moy2n et jour brillant.
•

•• /

•• 0
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Le luminancemetre e££ectue la mesure de la luminance de la vot1te celes te sui vunt
un cetlz ayant un angle d' ouverture de 20° environ avec une precision de + 10 %0
Son orientation doit ~tre tellc qu'il ne soit pas in£1uence par les sources
lumineuses nombreuses au voisinage des pistes.
Ce captcur delivre une information cod~e corrcspondant a chacunc des gammcs.
Cctte in£ormation peut ~tre transmise sur de grandes distances vers le calculateur LYNX.
L'intensite lumineuse des balisages est transmise directcmcnt depuis la tour
de contrSle vers le calculateur LYUX.
Les informations de luminance de fond et d'intensite lumineuse des balisages
de piste alimentent un circuit de selection qui traduit le tableau de commutation {voir paragraphc 1.3.) et determine le numero de la courbc a utiliser.
Tout changement de courbe de conversion provoque automatiquement un nouveau
cycle d2 mesure. Ainsi les P.V.P. visuai.isees et transmiscs correspondent en
permanence aux conditions presentes au moment de l'exploitation de la mesure.

2.7. Transmission de l'information
Apres chaque cycle de mesurc, le systeme LYNX emet un message vers les services de la Navigation Aericnnc. Ge message comprend :
- Le numero de la piste,
le numero de la courbe de conversion utilisee,
- les valcurs des "trois portecs visuelles de piste".
La transmission se £ai t par lignc telephonique sur des distances pouvant
atteindre 30 km. Un systeme de col1Xrelc etudiant la conforrnite du message
re<;u au message emis permet de detccter automatiquement toute panne de transmission,et dans ce cas d'annulcr l'in£ormation re~ue.
Le .s)rsteme LYNX est complete par un recepteur place chez l'utilisateuro Il
delivrc les informations sous la forme de niveaux logiquc:s permettant tout
traitement de l'in£ormation a l'echelon de l'utilisateur (visualisation, enregistrement, diff'usion).

3 - CONCLUSION
Seuls les resultats d'une exploitation continue sur un aerodrome peuvent
permettre de juger la valeur des principes et des hypotheses simplificatrices
adoptees pour la realisation du systemc LYNX, et~~t entendu que technologiquement, les solutions adoptees sont classiques et connues pour leur excellcnte
fiabilite.
La mise en oeuvre de principes i.dentiques pour l'Haboration de la P.V.P. a
l 'aide d' abaques ou de calculateurs semi-automatiques a ete generalisee en
France sur les principaux aerodromes depuis un an environ. Cette experimentation a montr~ que le principe du calcul de la P.V.P. a l'aide de cinq courbes
peut ~tre pratiquement admis.

... / ...
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Cependant une grande souplesse du calculatcur vis-a-vis de toute modification
des courbes est encore necessairc.
Ence sens, 1 1 exploitation du systeme LYNX permettra de preciser les elements
susceptibles d'evoluer, sa conception lui permettant de repondre immediatement
aux evolutions provoquees par une experimentation dans des conditions reelles
d'exploitation.
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COORBES DE CONVERSION PTA/RVR - PROGRAMMATION DU LYNX

RVR
m~tres

Pouvoir transmissi£ de
Cou.rbe 1

Courbe 2

Courbe 3

l'atmosph~re

Courbe 4

Courbe 5

125

1,1

3,0

1,5

18,9

30,l

150

2,6

6,1

13,1

28,2

36,8

175

4,8
7,5
10,6

9,9

19,l

36,9

42,5

14,1

44,7

18,5

51,4

47,3
51, 5·

13,8

22,9

54,9

54,9

27,1
31,1

sa,o

58,0

300

17,1
20,4

325

22,1

350
375
400

23,8
·25,5

32,5
34,0

60,7
61,8
62,8

60,7
63,1
65,2

35,4

25,l
30,9
36,2
41,1
45,6
46,8
47,9
49,l

63,9

67,1

36,9

50,2

68,8

38,3
39,8
41,2

51,4

64,9
66,0

200

225
250
275

425

27, 2
28,9

450

30,6

475

32,3

500

42, 7

525

33,9
36,0

550

38,0

46,9

53,7
54,9
57 ,o
59,0

575
600

40,0

48, 8

60,9

41,8

50,7

62,6

625

43,6

52,4

64,2

650
700

48,4

.725

49,9

54,1
55,6
57,1
58, 5

65, 7

675

45,3
46,9

750
775

51, 3

59,8

52,6

61,1

800

53,9

62,3

850

56, 3

64,S

900

58, 5

66,5

44,8

52,6

67,1

68,4
69,6
70,8

71,9
72,9
74,8
76,5

70,3

67,0
68,1

71,7

69,1
71,0
72,8
74,3
75, 8
77,2
78,3
79,5
80,6
81,3
81,9
82,5
82,9
83,8
84,7

74,l

73,0
75,2
76,2

77,1
77,9
78,7
79,4
80,1
80,7
81,3
81,9
82,5
82,9
83,8
84,7

.../ ...
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I

RVR
Courbe 1
Courbe 2
Courbe 3 ! _____________
Courbe 4
Courbc 5 !
___________________
! ______________
! _____________
! ____________
! _____________
1
1
I

60,5

68,3

78,1

1000

62,3

70,0

79,4

86,1

86,1

1050

64,1

80, 7

86,7

86,7

1100

65, 7

81,8

1150

87,3
87,8

1200

67,2
68,5

71, 5
72,9
74,2
75,4

83,9

87,3
87,8
88,3

1250

69,8

76,5

84,7

1300

71,0

89,1

72,1

35,5
86,2

89,1

1350

77,6
78 , 5

89,5

1400

73,l

79~4

66,9

89,9

89,5
89,9

1450

74,1

80,2

90,2

90:-2

1500

75, 0

81,0

90,5

90,5

1550

75,9

81,-7

87,5
88,1
88,7

90,8

90,8

1600

76,7

82,4

89,2

91,1

91,1

1650

83,0

89,7

9l,3

91, 3

1700

77' 5
78,2

83,7

90~1

91,6

91,6

1750

78,9

84,2

90,5

91,8

91,8

1800

79,5

84,G

90,9

92,0

92,0

1850

80,1

85,3

91,3

92,;2

92,2

190:)

80, 7

85,7

91,6

92,4

92,4

1950

81,3

86,2

92,0

92,6

92,6

2000

81,8

86,6

92,3

92,8

92,8

2050

82, 3

87,0

92,6

93,0

93,0

82, 9

85,4

f
!

950

SD,3
88,7

85,4

SG,7
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METHODS OF OPERATIONAL

COLLECTION~

AND UTILIZATION

OF RADAR INFORMATION ON CLOUD FIELDS
AND DANGFllOUS PHENOMENA
(By M.P. Rusin and E.M. Salman, USSR)

Radar observation data on cloudcover and dangerous.phenomena
are beginning to be used on an extensive scale in the operational work
of the Hydrometeorological Service of the USSR. Two types of radar
units, namely, the MRL-1 and MRL-2 (figs. 1 and 2) have been and are
being installed in the territory of the USSR. The first one is used at
airports. Unlike the MRL-2, which is used at bydrometeorological
observatories, the MRL-1 possesses not only a centimetre channel but
also a millimetre channEd, which can be· used to obtain more detailed
information on the vertlcal structure of clouds in aircraft take-off and
landing areas. The network of these stations will, in the near future,
constitute a unified syE1tem of compr~hensive radar observations over
the entire territory of the USSR.
I. The equipment used
The operation of the MRL is based on the same principles as
those used for the radar service of other countries. The meteorological
radar devices developed in the USSR, however, possess a number of special
features which enhance their meteorological efficiency.
1.
One of these features is their great power potential which
ensure a high degree of reliability and enables them to detect all types
of cloud cover and dangerous phenomena at great distances. Table 1
presents data on the probability of detecting clouds depending on their
distance over the European part of the USSR by various seasons of the
year. This ~able shows that Cb, accompanied by dangerous phenomena such
as heavy rain and thunder storms, as well as Ns with continuous precipitation can be effectively detected by MRL at distances of up t~ 150 km
in summer
_7, and in winter up to loo km _7. The eft•o.tive radius
within which clouds unaccompanied by precipitation can be detected is
considerably smaller and. amounts to about 30-50 km ;:3_7.

L1

c2

2.
Another feature of this equipment is its narrow and symmetrical
(in both planes) antenna beam ensuring high resolution in respect of
angular coordinates and making possible detailed studies of the vertical
and horizontal structure of radar-echos and measurements of their
boundaries.
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Table 2 contains data on the accuracy (mean square errors)
of MRL measuraments of upper and lover cloud boundaries. These results
were obtained by comparing MRL data vith aircraft measurements
This table shows that the accuracy of cloud boundary measurements
decreases vith distance. Nevertheless, the upper boundaries of precipitation zones at distances of up to 300 km can be measured by the MRL's
centimetre channel. The millimetre channel can measure upper cloud
boundaries and, in the absence of any precipitation, even lover cloud
boundaries within a radius of up to 30 km

1:4_7.

1:5_7.

).
The MRL's ope:rational quantitative measurements of radar-echo
intensity are effected "by means of an amplification-calibrated logarithmic receiver, with a dynamic range of 70 db and a graduated iso-echo
system (every 5 db). ~his apparatus oan measure radar-echo intensity
(reflectivity 'l) in a range from 3 to 300 km with mean square errors not
exceeding ! 3 db. Jable 3 showg tje maximum and •inimum measurements of
6
reflectivity a = ~l\-.Z.l,
in mm /m for an MRL expressed in log.~ at
I
various distances R.
Additional spiecial features of the MRL, in comparison with
other meteorological r&iar devices, include:
(a) the presence of an all-purpose radar-echo indication
system (plan position indicator (PPI), range-height indicator (RHI),
A-R scope);
(b) the possibility of documenting radar-echo pictures by
means of photo recording devices;
(c) the possibility of continuously monitoring the station's
potential.
Al though no m4>re will be said about the technical characteristics of the MRL which are deso~ibed in appropriate pamphlets, it should
be emphasized once again that the basic teo~ical feature of the system
developed in the USSR is not only the excellent meteorological effectiveness of the radar stations used but also their complete standardization,
which ensures that uniform information collection methods can be used.
We can now embark on a description of the methods used in the USSR for
the collection and use of radar information. These methods were developed
at the Central Geophysical Observatory under the guidance of Dr. E.M. Salman.
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II. Principles for the analysis of radar data
The system developed in the USSR differs from similar radar
systems in use at the :present time in ~hat it is completely independent
a.nd provides the necessary body of information on cloud oover on the
basis of radar data alone. As a result, subjective methods of analysing
qualitative radar-echo pictures are replaced by objective methods of
analysing radar data. These methods are based on the following
(a) the existence of generally determined patterns <in the macro characteristics of the radar-echoes of individual types of cloud.J (b) the existence of general statistical patterns in the structure of radar-echoes of
dangerous phenomena associated with Cb' (c) the existence of definite
correlation relationships between the radar and physical characteristics
of cloud.

[3,6,17=

In this connexion, the methods we used can provide objective
solutions to the following problems:
1.
The problem of the classification of clouds and cloud syetems.
This is doiieon'th8b&SI80r"d9termiilaied:escrIPTI:Oli8ortiieirrii'd&r-c harac teri s tic s.
The following radar characteristics are used to determine
cloud forms:
(a) a quali ta.tive picture of the vertical distribution
of the radar-echo observed on RHI;
(b) the height of the radar-echo boundary;
(c) special features of the vertical profile of the reflectivity log Z(H).
Table 4 gives an illustration of the classification of clouds
during the warm period of the year on the basis of their radar characteristics. Various types of cloud systems are ·determined on the basis of:
(a) a qualitative picture of radar-echoes on PPI observed at
the optimum antenna elevation angle without attenuation;
(b) special features of the spatial distribution of the up~er
boundary of the radar-echo fieldf
(c) special features of the spatial distribution of reflectivity (log. g) at one or more typical horizontal altitude levels.
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Table 5 illustrates the classification of types of cloud
systems during the varm period of the year on the basis of their radar
c harao teri s tic s.
A virtually uniform solution to the problem of classification
is ensured by the use of a large DWlber of criteria for determining cloud
descriptions.
2.
The problem of the detection and identification of dangerous
phenomena associated vrtheb7"'" Thie problem is solvedontiiebiSisO?
statistical criteria which together take into account a number of radar
characteristics, each one being indicative of the type of dangerous
phenomenon associated vith Cb with a certain degree of probability. These
characteristics include:

(a) vertical intensity of the radar-echo H;
(b) maximum reflectivity by height (log. g max.);
(c) height of the region where log. g ma.,x.;
(d) the reflectivity gradient (~ !;g ~ ) in a
situated above the region of log. g max.

2-3 km. layer,

The numerical expression for the calculation of radar criteria
used in the detection of dangerous phenomena such as heavy rain, thunder
storms and hail, accompanying Cb during the summer, takes the following
form

["8_7 :

gl

H • log

f A log

g

max

g'

(1)

where
I~ log
is the absolute difference between reflectivity
logarithms in the layer from H log g 11ax to (H log :6 ma.x + 2-3 km).
The Cb detected is classified as heavy rain, thunder storm or hail on
the basis of the magnitudes of the numerical value Ys in (1). The Cb
in que•tion i• classified under a specific category of dangerous phenomena
if' the calculated value Ys is equal to or exceeds the criteria value Y*
previously established for each category.
Y~~ is determined on the
basis of statistical data on the radar features of each of the categories
vhich is distinguishable. :By vay of illustration, fig. 3 gives the
distribution function of the value Ys in heavy rains and thunder storms,
observed in the north-w·es tern part of the European region of the USSR.
The storm danger criterion on the basis of these data if' the value Ys '> (Ys• ~ 8)
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It must also be borne in mind that Ys• to a certain extent
depends on atmospheric conditions associated with Cb, and specifically
on convection intensity. For this reason, the criteria Ys• can be
corrected in the light of actual convection conditions in · ~he atmosphere
at the time of detection.
As shown by .experience with the use of the
criterion Ys in the European part of the USSR, identification probability is about 0.80-0.85, even if actual convection conditions are not
taken into account.
The followill8 expression is used in wintertime to calculate
the radar criterion for the identification of dangerous phenomena such
as heavy snow:
y

H •

w

log g max

Fig. 4 gives ·the distribution function Yw
by continuous snow, and Cb yielding heavy snow. Thi
relate to the north-western and central areas of the
of. the USSR. The heavy snow criterion in these data

(2)
for Na, accompanied
data presented also
European region
is the value Yw
(Yw 11 ::: 1).

>

3.

Information problems, involving the possibility of obtaining
~~~~nal aeteorologica1-rnrormation on dingerous-j)henomena, ~!pitatio~
zones and the thermodynamic state of the atmosphere on the basis of the
radir:8cho characteristics of clouds-and:-C1oud fieldS-.--This group of
problems can be-Solved by-i-metiiod vhiCh-Illvolves definite correlation
relationships between physical and radar data. Such relationships are
described by appropriate regression equations. The numerous problems
which are at present solved by this method include:
(a) determination of the intensity of liquid precipitation
r 1 1q
in mm/hr (rain, heavy rain
.

L9.:JJ

(b) determination of the intensity of solid precipitation
I so l in mm/hr

c10J;

(c) determination of the maximum radius of particles of liquid
precipitation
R max (om)

L9 .:J;

(d) determination, during the period of maximum convection
development, its level
in km and the velocity of updraughts Wm/sec.

1\c

No solution has yet been found for a number of other problems,
despite their highly pressing nature. These include the determination of
the intensity of storm activity and the radius of hailstones on the basis
of radar data.
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4.
The problem of the dynamics of cloud cover and cloud systems,
with a view to obtaining information on cloud transformation, the
deVelopaent teDdency of cloud systems, and also to determine their speed
and direction of move•ent.
(a) The transformation of clouds from one type into another
is determined froa changes in their radar-echo features used for classification purposes.
(b) The development tendency of cloud systems is determined
from variations in height and the reflectivity of the radar-echo field.
(o) The speed and direction of cloud systems is determined
from changes in the position of characteristic points or lines in the
radar-echo field.
The following body of meteorological information can be obtained
by the use of objective methods of analysing radar data based on the
solution of the above problems:
(a) Information on cloud systems within a radius of 300 km
(type of system, its speed and direction, development tendency)J
(b) Information on dangerous phenomena associated with Cb
within a radius of 300 km (type of phenomena, their vertical thickness,
and the area they occupy)J
(c) Information on areas of precipitation within a radius of
150 km (nature of precipitation, its intensity, vertical thickness and
area occupied)J
(d) Information on clouds within a radius of 30 km (cloud forms,
their boundaries and degree of stratification).
Table 6 shows the main types of information obtained and their
characteristics. It should be emphasize~ that the principal advantage
of the methods we use to analyse radar data is their objectivity, which
ensures sufficiently uniform interpretation of results and makes it
possible to entrust the task of analysis to staff with little training.
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III. Methods of obtaining radar data
Depending on the radius of the area under observation, t he
follovill8 methods are used to obtain the body of bas i c radar data required
for purposes of analys is:
1.
In the nearby zone (R <. 30 km), use is made of the me'thod. of
vertical cloud cross-sections at given degrees of elevation. This method,
which entails observations of the distance-height indicator and measurElllenta using a graduated iso-echo, yields the following information which
is plotted on a transparent chart

L11J :

(a) Qualitative picture of the vertical distribution of
the radar-echo on the distance-height indicator;
(b) The absolute heights of the upper and lover boundaries
of the radar-echo;
(c) Quantitative picture of iso-echc distribution in a vertical
plane.
The data obtained after conversion of the values R /~ to the
values log g are used iI1 the analysis to obtain meteorologica' information
on cloud forms, their boundaries and the nature of dangerous phenomena.
In the distant zone (30km < R 4'. 300 km), use is made of the
plan position indication (PPI) method, the antenna being positioned at
angles from 0 to 20-. Using the observed data obtained from PPI and the
graduated iso-echo device~ the following observation can be plotted on
a transparent chart
2.

L11_;

(a) A radar-echo picture at the optimum antenna elevation angle
Eopt ;
(b) The maximum antenna elevation angle, E max, in each of the
square cells of the field with sides equal to 0.1 of the scan radius.
(c) Maximum ra4ar-echo intensity(R /~, db) in each of the
8
square cells of the field at two previously selected height levels.
The data obtained, after conversion of the values E. max into
radar-echo heights H, and the values(R /RN' db) into log g, are presented
8
in the form of a consolidated H and log g ohart at two selected height
levels

L11J .
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The discrete analysis of this kind of chart together with a
similar PP! chart provides meteorological information
"'
on cloud systems,
dangerous phenomena and zones of precipitation.
The entire body of meteorolog_ical information obtained by these
tv.o methods is presented on a blank chart which oan be transaitted directly
to users or fir•t coded and then tranaaitted in meaaage fora L12_7. The
time required by two operators to obtain a complete set of meteorological
information in the nearby and distant zones depends on the complexity of
the situation, and varies froa 15 to 40 ainutes.
Figure 5 indicates the sequence in which aeteorological information is obtained u•i?Jg non-autoaatic methods.
It should be noted that the use, in the USSR, of standard radar
equipment and method.a of obtaining basic information in the form of qualitative radar-echo charta plan position indicator and distance-height indicator~
as vell aa H an4 log a numerical charts at standard. horizontal levels,
ensure the standardisation of the radar characte~istics of clouds and
cloud systeaa and permits the statistical investigation of their features
in various climatic regions.
IV. The automation of radar data collection methods
As has already been deaonstrated, data on special features of
the distribution of log a in a vertical plane as well as data on the
distribution of the values H and log a at various height levels in a
horizontal plane are of considerable importance in objective meteorological
analysis. However, a large amount of time is required to obtain these data,
so that in many cases this procedure is not really practical. In order
to overcome this disadvantage, special apparatus has been developed for
use in conjunction with the MRL, ensuring the complete automation of the
process of obtaining discrete data on H and log g at five height levels
in spatial cells of 15 x 15 or 30 x 30 km (depending on the distance scale
selected, i.e. 150 or 300km) L13_7 •
. This apparatus performs the follovillg conversion and logical
processing operations:
(a) sub-division of the zone occupied by the radar-echo in
the direction of the antenna beam into discrete intervals A R c 1 kmf
(b) integration of video signals within the limits 4 RJ

(o) time averaging in respect of 8 pulseef
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(d) quantization in respect of 14 intensity levels of 5 db
each;
(e) oorreotion of the signal 'for the square of the distance'
(f) conversion of oo-ordinatesJ
(g) distribution by five heights of thickness layers 6 H

•

2 km

(~ • 1 km, H

2 • 3 km, H3 • 5 km, H4 • 7 km, H5 • 9 km),
(h) distribution by 350 square spatial cells with sides equal
to 0.1 of the distance scale;
(i) identification of the maximum values log g in each cell
at 5 horizontal levels;

(j) identification of the maximum radar-echo height H in each
cell;
(k) recording and documentation~9f data for each cell on ~aximum
radar-echo height Hand maximum radar-echo intensity log g at 5 height
levels.
The data provided by this apparatus for the nearby and distant
zones can be presented in the form of printed numerical tapes and punched
tapes. .Fig.6 shows one of these punched tapes. In order to ensure that
information on d&llgerous phenomena are obtained more rapidly, the apparatus
is designed for the output only of those data on H and log g which exceed
criteria value previously established by the operatoro Depending on the
complexity of the situation, the total time required to obtain numerical
information for the nearby and distant zones is 10 to 15 minutes. Data
on dangerous phenomena are obtained in less than 6 minutes. Fig.7 shows
a general view of the apparatus used for the processing and presentation
of radar data in numerical form.
The main advantages of the apparatus developed in the USSR for
the automatic conversion of radar meteorological video signals .into
numerical form are its very high speed, its ability ot present data in
a!JY sectional plane, and the fact that data can be stored for long periods
and tranamitted over telegraph channels.
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V. Operation of the system
The system of radar meteorolo~ical observations of cl oud oover
and dangerous phenomena developed in the USSR is designed to ensure the
operational col l ection of data used in:
{a) Analyses of the state of cloud cover and the positi on of
dangerous phenomena on an intermediate scale over the territory s ervic ed
by a regional hydrometeorologioal observatory (RHKO) or an aviati on
meteorological station (.AMS)J
(b) Short-term forecasts of the evolution of cloud systems and
dangerous phenomena on a large scale over the area of terri t orial hydrometeorological centres (THMC);
(c) The climatological description of cloud characteristics
over a given territory.
This system is to be organized in two stages in the USSR. In the
first stage, meteorological information is transmitted to eac h of
the RHMO or AMS by two operators using non-automatic me thods. The data
r eceived.on the analysis of the state of the cloud cove r and the position
of dangerous phenomena :is transmitted to local users (air t ransport ,
agriculture, transport, etc.) by all available communication channels
(facsimile, telegraph ar.1d telephone).
Information is used for synoptic purposes at the THMC after the
data from several ~"RLs have been integrated. Radar meteorological information is first coded and punched ~ then transmit ted over high-speed telegraph
channels from the REMO or AMS to the TEMC.
The task of preparing and issuing a consolidated c hart of cloud
oover and dangerous phenomena over the territory of t he THMC i s performed
automatically by means of digital computers. The average time required
from the moment that data are received at the RHMO or AMS unti l the
consolidated chart is issued at the THMC is 10 to 30 minutes.
Climatological information is obtained after sta t i stical
processing by a digital computer of a given series of observation data
which are presented on punch tape. The punch tape is prepa r ed by hand.
The schematic flow of information through a non-automatic portion of the
system is shown in fig.8.
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In the second stage, the radar data required for analysis
purposes will be obtained at each station by the automatic output of
numerical punched tapes. Numerical tapes will be used by the operator
for the analysis of cloud conditions and to determine the position of
dangerous phenomena.
Punched tapes will be used to transmit basic radar data from certain
MRLs to the THMC by telE~graph channels. The meteorological analysis of
these data, their compilation and the issue of consolidated charts of
cloud cover for synoptic analysis purposes by the THMC will be effected
automatically by means of digital computers. The task of climatological
correlation will also bE~ performed by digital computer at the THMC on the
basis of a certain series of meteorological information. The layout of
the automated version of the system used to obtain and process information
is shown in fig.9.
The automatic presentation of MRL radar data in numerical form
not only increases the operational value of the observation system but
also rend~rs it much more efficient, as extensive use can be made of
machine methods of proce~ssing, analysing and synthesizing data by means
of digital computers. Calculations indicate that the average time required
to obtain a synthesized cloud chart at the THMC from the time numerical
data is received at the RHMO or AMS will be 5 to 10 minutes with the
automated system.
Conclusion
In conclusion it may be noted that comparisons of the technical
facilities and methods used to obtain infor~ation at the present time by
various meteorological radar observation systems indicate that the
observation system developed in the USSR offers a number of advantages.
These include:
1.
The standardization of equipment and methods of obtaining
basic radar data, thus permitting the collection and statistical investigation of features of the radar characteristics of cloud cover in various
climatic regions.
2.
The use of methods of numerical presentation of basic radar
data together vith analog presentation, so that analyses can be made on
the basis of a large number of radar characteristics.

3.
The use of methods for the objective analysis of basic radar
data, thus making it possible to obtain a large volume of meteorological
information of sufficient uniformity.

4.

The use of apparatus for the automation of the numerical presentation of basic radar data and the use of digital computers for their
objective analysis.

5.

The possibility of operational transmission and long-term
storage of radar meteorological information.
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Table 1
Probability of detecting various cloud forms and
a.Jsociated phenomena usLng MRL

Detection probability in %
Cloud form Nature of Above
phenomenon
R= 50 R = 100 R = 150 R = 200 R =· 250 R = 300
observation
km
km
km
km
lan
km
point
SUMMER

Cb

hail

100

100

100

100

85

40

5

Cb

heavy rail

100

100

95

70

45

15

5

Cb

no phen.

100

95

90

6o

20

5

-

con~inuo us

100

100

95

65

30

15

-

90

35

10

-

-

-

10
6o

40

10

-

-

-

25

-

-

-

-

50

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ns

rain

As

no phen.

J\c

II

II

Sc, St

II

II

Cc,Ci,Cs

II

"

WINTER
Ch

heav_y rai:r

100

100

10

20

3

N .:;<-

cont;irnlous

100

95

15

10

-

-

snow

-

As

II

"

100

10

5

-

-

-

-

.Sc' St

"

"

Bo
Bo

70

15

-

-

-

-

50

-

-

-

-

-

-

50

-

-

A~

Cc,Ci, Cs

no phen.
II

II

-

-
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Table 2
Errors in the determination of the boundaries of
various cloud forms using MFtL

Detection distance

Cloud fo rm

R

Up to 30 km (nearby zone)

All cloud forms
Only As

Only Cb

-

km

Up to 50 km

Hs
~

<

~

Probable error in
determining boundary,ftt

-+
+

J 50 tn

150,,.,

Up to 50 km

± 200

IY\

From 50 to 100 km

-+

)QO

M

From 100 to 150 km

.:t 500 rn

From 150 to 200 km

± 700

From 200 to JOO km

±1000 m

M
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Table 3
Limits of measurements of cloud reflectivity using MRL

Dbtance (km)

3

log Zmax

log zmin

250

300

150

5.5

6

6.5

6.5

7

7.5

-1.5

-1

-0.5

-0.5

0

+0.5

50

3

4

-4

-3

I

200

100

10

Radnr feature s of

Cloud form

Typical r adar
echo pic ture in
vertical plane
(distance-heigh l.
indicator)

1,I:_, s L

vari o u:~

f'able l,
cloud form s (warm part of

probable range

Lower radar
Upper radar
Radar echo
echo boundary echo boundary layer thickness
(km)
(km)
(km)

0-2 km

from 6
to
8

from 1
to 2

Altostratus Continuous or
(As)
cellular band
Al toe umul us
(Ac)

from 2
to 3.5

from 4
to
6

from l
to 2.5

-

Stratocmulus Continuous or
cellular band
(So)
fr(;. m gro,nd
Stratus
(St)

from O
to 0.5

from l
to 1.5

from 0.5
to
1.5

from -l
]
to

Needle-shaped
band

IHlmbostratus Continuous
radio , ech0 area
{ll'e)
from ground
Cumulus (Cu) Vertically
Congestus- extended radio(c~:1U8 echo area
Cumulonimbua Vertically
extended :radar ech:
(Cb)
area from ground

0

from 0.5
to
1

0

~

~ he

°'

year)

M'.)st probable range of
reflectivity at
various heights

from 4.5
to 6

Cirrus
(Ci,Cs,Cc)

\Jl
I

2-4 km 4-6 km

-

-

rrom-3 from -3 Changes l ittle
to -1 to
-1 with height

from -1 ·fro• - 1
to
1
1 to

-

Special
features of
vertical
reflectivity
6-8 km profiles

-

-

-

Changes little
with height

Changes little
with height

from 4
to
7

from 4
to
7

Rapid diminuti or.
from 0 from 1 from -1 from -1 with height.
to
2 to
l to
0 Maximum at iso3 to
0
therm O C heigh1

from 1.5
to
3.5

from 1
to 3.5

fro• 1 from 1
to 2.5 to 2.5

from 4

from 4
to 11

to

11

tro•
to

l.~
3.~

-

-

from 1. ~ tro• 0.5 troa
to 3.~ to 2.5 ~0.5
to 1.5

Slow diminution
with height
Uniform distribution in
central thickness of cloud

Table_)_
Radar features c1f' various types o f clcud

Most probable radar1 Most pr ,bable range
echQ :picture on
of maximum radar
Type of sy;:;tem PPI
indicat,1Jr echo fieid heights
at optimum antenna
in km
elevation angle
Cu ,..,"(}- -

Cb

Chaotically
arranged cells

from 7 to

11

0-2 km I 2-4 km

trom 1 troal.5
to 3 to 2.5

Slow diminution with
height

11

trom2.5,fro11 2
to 4
to 3.5

As - Cb - Ns

Diffuse area with
diffuse cells

from 7 to

11

from 3
to 4

As - Ns

Diffuse area

St ,

As,

One or several
concentric circles

from l to

6

km I 6-8 km

Slow dimination with
height

from 7 to

Sc,

I 4-6

Special features of
vertical distribution of
maximum reflectivity of
radar-echo field with
height

from 2.~from2.5,from l.~ from 0
to
4 I to 4
to 4 I to 3.5

Band or several
bands

Ac

(in summer)

Most probable values of
maximum refleccivity at
various heiehts

As - Cb - Ac

from 6 to 10

sy;~ ~em:~

from 31froml.5,trom0.5
to 4 to 3.5 to 2.5

froml.5,trom 1
to 2.5 to 3

~om

...;.1

to

l

trom-1
to l

from-0.~from

to 1.51 -0.5
to 0
from -1
·to 1

(a) Slow diminution with
height
(b) Rapid diminution with
height. Maximum at
0
isotherm o c height.
Rapid diminution with0
height. Maximum at o c
isotherm height
Changes little with
height
\Jl
I
~

"l
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Table 6
Basic meteorological information obtained with MRL

Characteristics

Nature

Group

1.

Type of system

5

t~es

Radius

(Cu00ng-Cb;

As-Na; Aa-Cb-Ba;
Cloud systems

Dangerous
phenomena

Precipitation

. As, St, Sc)
v. lQn/ hr

2.

Speed and direction
of movement

3.

Ev-:)lutL!J1 tendency

1.

Type

2.

Vertical thickness

H km

3.

Area

s

1.

Nature of
precipitation

2 types (continuous
rain, c::mtinuous snow)

2.

Intensity

3 •t8£9B (strong,
moderate, weak)

3.
4.

Vertical thickness

H km

Area
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VIDEOMETRE NOUVEL APPAREIL DE MESURE
DE LA RVR OU PORTEE VISUELLE DE PISTE

Presente par M. ETIENNE, Belgium.

I. INTRODUCTION.
A la CIMO IV de TOKIO, notre Service Meteorologique avait presente un
compte-rendu preliminaire sur les essais de mesure de la portee visuelle de
piste ou Runway Visual Range (RVR) a l'aide d'un nouvel appareil de mesure :
LE VIDEOMETRE; appareil mis au point conjointement par le F i rme ACECCHARLEROI et notre service.
Depuis, cet appareil a pris sa forme definitive et des l'hiver 66-67, la
R VR etait donnee uniquement par cet appareil, le Videometre.
De plus, des essais ont ete effectues a la chambre a brouillard de
l 'Uni versite de Berkeley en Californie en fevrier 1967 (grace a l 'obligeance de la
Federal Aviation Agency) en vue de l'automaticite des mesures (recherche automatique de la RVR au lieu de la recherche manuelle).
II. PRINCIPE DE MESURE.

a

Un ensemble de balises identiques a celles de piste est place parallelement
celle-ci et est explore par groupe~ de 3 par une camera.

Le principe de n1e sure est de faire apparattre sur l 'ecran TV, l 1image du
groupe de 3 balises, dont seules les 2 premieres sont visibles, la troisieme etant
imperceptible; la distance de la camera a la deuxieme balise represente dans ce
cas la RVR.
La Dia 3 nous montre que les balises 4, 5, 6 sont allumees.
suivante montre le groupe 3, 4, 5.

La Dia

La Dia 4 nous montre une autre installation de Videometre ou les balises
sont placees en qui~once ou zig-zag.
La Dia 5

groupe de balises allumees et disposees en

La Dia 6 -

~ous

.n

qu~conce

ou zig-zag.

rnontre le g.roupe sui.vant de 3 balises allumees.

Reprenons le principe de mesure d 1une fac;on schematique.
Dia 7 - nous trouvons la piste, parallelement a celle-ci, !'installation du
Videometre, la camera, !'ensemble de balises allumees par groupe de 3, la
camera est placee a 75 m du bord de piste, a 300 m du seuil de piste et a 5 m de
hauteur, elle est equipee d 1une optique Speciale et d 1un dispositif special; les
balises sont placees de 50 en 50 m jusque 500 m, puis de 100 en 100 m jusque
1200 m (ceci correspondait a une Ree CMAe-MET/OA Cl fevrier 1964)(Photo 1).
Dans une installation en cours
de 3 0 en 3 0 m jusque 500 m.

a Gosselies,

les balises seront placees

. .. I . ..
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III. EXPLICATION DU PRINCIPE DE ME SURE A L'AIDE D'UN SCHEMA.
Dia 8 - sur ce schema, n o u s avon s re p resente d 'u n e part le moniteur TV
avec le bort:ier de signalisation ou de contrOle q ui n ou s permet de connart:re
quelles sont les balises allumees, d'autre part u ne pa rti e de s balises.
Supposons qu 'il y a du brou illard et que nou s effectuons la me sure de la
RVR, nous allumons les balises par groU:pe de 3 ( 50-100-150) puis 100-150-200
etc... Nous voyons chaque fois que les 3 balis e s s ont visibles sur l'ecran. Nous
arrivons au groupe 150-200-250 le boitier de si gnalisa t ion nous renseigne que c 1 e~
ce groupe que nous examinons et nous remarquons comme aux groupes precedents
que les 3 balises sont toujours visibles sur l'ec ra n . Si nous ·pas sons au groupe
suivant 200-250-300, nous voyons q u e seules les 2 premieres balises 200-250
sont visibles sur 1 1 ecran, la 3e etant est impe rc e ptible, la RVR peut clans ce
cas ~tre determinee, c 1 est la distance qui s e par e la camera de la 2e balise,
c 1est-a-dire d'apres le bort:ier de signalisation: 2 50 m. Si nous examinions a
l'reil nu, nous verrions qu 1 egalement seules l e s balises 200-250 sont visibles
(Photo 2).
Supposons que le brouillar d devienne p l us d en s e, l a RVR d i minue et nous
0
ne voyons plus sur l'ecran qu 1une "z e ro bali se ; d a n s l'exemple : une balise, dans
ce cas nous repassons au groupe preced ent o u de n ouveau, nous devons voir 2
balises sur 3 pour determiner la RVR ( P h o t o 3 ).
Si au contraire, nous en voy o n s 3 , c 'est que le b r ouillard se leve, et
que la RVR est superieure a 250 me t nou s d evons passer aux groupes suivants,
soit l OU plusieurs groupes, pour retabli r 1 1 equili bre d e 2 balises visibles SUr
l 'ecran.
IV. Voyons clans la nature, ce qu'il en e s t. Le s dia de demonstration sont des
vues prises au tunnel a brouillard de Berkeley o u nous avions fait des essais
pour la recherche autom.atiqu e d e la RVR .
Dia 9 - la dia represente le tunnel sa ns brouillard et la rampe de balise s
avec un groupe de 3 baiises allumees.
Dia 10 - represente le mome nt ou le b rouillard commence a se former.
Les balises sont en quiconce et place e s de 30 en 30 m.
Dia 11 - le brouillard est etabli et 3 balis es sont v isibles; sur 1 1 ecran,
egalement 3. Nous passons au groupe suivant .
Dia 12-13 montre 2 balises vis i ble s et 2 sur 1 1e cran TV et la condition de
mesure de la RVR est realisee, c 1est l a d i stanc e qui separe la camera de cette
Zeme balise.
Dia 14-15 montre l balise v i sible et l su r 1 1 ecran, nous devons revenir au
groupe precedent.
V. EXAMINONS LES INSTALLATIONS DE BR UXE L LES-NATIONAL.
Dia 16 - sur le plan de l 1aeroport, nou s v oyon s :
a) les 2 pistes 26L et 02, le long desquelles son t places les Videometres, l'annee
prochaine le prolongement de la piste 2 6 L ser a termine et nous aurons 2
Videometres places le long de cette piste, e t clan s ce cas la piste sera equipee
suivant les recommandations internationales du moins en ce qui concerne le
seuil et le chemin de roulage de la piste;
b) le poste d'observation principal situe a 3 km 2 et d'o u t ou t es les mesures d e
RVR se feront cet hi ver.
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Dia 17 - revoici ! 'installation de la piste 26L; le glide path, la camera
;quipee d'un systeme optique asservi au circuit d'allumage pour que la camera pui.sse
·iserles balises allumees et que les images obtenues soient identiques en grandeur
[Uelles que soient les balises visees; la caravane dans laquelle l'observateur effecuait les mesures de RVR pour les 2 pistes et ou eurent lieu les comparaisons;
1 echelle qui permettait aux observateurs de faire les comparaisons.
Antenne du relais hertzien qui permettra d 1envoyer le signal video de la
:amera vers le paste d 'observation prindpal distant de 3 km, d 'ou toutes le s
nesures se feront des cet hiver.
Dia 18 - Videometre de la piste 26L avec les balises.
Dia 19 - Videometre de la piste 02 recemment installe.
Dia 20 - interieur de la cabine avec l 'alimentation speciale stabilisee en
:ourant, les circuits de contrOle de la camera le systeme de codage et d 'allumage
les balises, les differents systemes de securite.
Dia 21 - balises. Les balises sorit dedoublees. En cas de grillage du
ilament de l 1une, l 'autre s 1allume automatiquement, et de plus l 'observateur est
>revenu de la panne par une lampe clignotante. Le systeme d'allumage des
,alises a Thyristors est place entre les balises.
Dia 22 - systeme d 1allumage des balises a Thyristors. Systeme statique
Le presentant plus aucun relais done risques de corrosion et d'ennuis elimines.
Dia 23 - ecran de TV de la toute lere installation avec son battier de
;ignalisation des balises allumees. Dans ce cas, ce sont les balises •.......
Dia 24-25 - nouvelle installation a l 1interieur de la caravane permettant
le sui vre 1 1evolution de la R VR le long des 2 pistes 2 6L et 0 2, le s moni teur s TV
lesservant les 2 Videometres, les lampes de signalisation les unes en ligne droite
>our le lerVideometre installe,. les autre s en quinconce pour le 2e Videometre,
es boutons. de commande de va-et-vient du balayage ou d'exploration des balises
lans un sens et dans l 1autre, le bouton permettant d 1afficher la valeur de la RVR
. distance des qu'elle est trouvee. Si nous avons obtenu sur l'ecran la condition :
: balises visibles, nous appuyons sur ce bouton, automatiquement la valeur trouvee
le la RVR est affichee sur un tableau lumineux d 'affichage de l 'actuel meteorolo;ique, le bouton de commande de l'intensite lumineuse des balises : 30 et 1003.
:eci etait necessaire pour les comparaisons entre l'ceil humain et le Videometre.
~n effet, la nuit, 1 1 ceil humain est beaucoup plus sensible que la camera, d'autre
>art les RVR etaient donnees pour des intensites de balises de 303 de I MAX .
..1e Videornetre dans ces conditions donnait systematiquement au mains une balise
rop peu. Pour remedier a ce manque de sensibilite, il a suffi, de maintenir de
our comme de nuit 1 1intensite lumineuse des balises du Videometre a 1003. La
:oncordance, la nuit, entre la RVR donnee par un observateur humain (Balises
.llumees a 303) et celle donnee par le Videometre (Balises allumees a 1003) est
.!ors quasi-parfaite (voir les resultats).
Dia 26-27 - tableau lumineux de l'actuel meteorologique complet. Il est
ui-meme repris par une camera qui l'envoie a tousles utilisateurs;briefing
neteo ATC, ACC, Compagnies Aeriennes , etc ...
Dia 28 - ecran TV de l'actuel. meteo, (la valeur de la RVR affi c hee) les
.tilisateurs ont le choix entre differents programmes.

. .. I . ..
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Dia 29 - un des utilisateurs - le briefing meteo aux pilotes (egalement
par television).
Dia 30 - poste d 1 observation principal, son antenne de reception du signal
UHF.

Dia 31 - l'interieur du poste d'observation et une possibilite d 1affichage de
la RVR par tube nixie.
Dia 32 - nouveau poste de commande ou de surveillance de la RVR etabli
au poste d 1observation principal. Nous retrouvons les memes dispositions
d 1identification des balises et les commandes.
Dia 33 :.. les images TV sont ici commutees; sur l 1ecran TV apparart done
alternativement (temps reglable) !'image donnee par le Videometre de la piste 02
et par celui de la piste 26L. L 1observateur peut arr~ter a tout moment le deroule
ment des images sur l'irnage du Videometre qu 1il desire examiner et determiner
la RVR.
VI. RESULTATS DES MESURES A BRUXELLES-NATIONAL.
RESULTAT GLOBAL 1965-1969.

L 1ensemble des observations portent sur 810 comparaisons qui donnent les pourcentages suivants :
concordance absolue 83 % ; concordance a + 1 balise pres, l 00
R VR de 0 a 300 m.
R VR de 300 a 600 m.
concordance absolue 90%; concordance a ± 1 balise pres, 99
RVR de 600 a 1200 rn. : concordance absolue 95 % ; concordance a± l balise pres, l 00
De nuit :

619 observations.
RVR de 0 a 300 m. : concordance absolue 79%; concordance a+ l balise pres,
RVR de 300 a 600 m.: concordance absolue 87%; concordance a+ 1 balise pres,
RVR de 600 a 1200 rn.:concordance absolue 85%; concordance a+ 1 balise pres,

99~
93~

97c

Les resultats sont donnes avec plus de details dans le document de travail
n° 37 et dans les brochures mentionnees en appendice.
Nous voyons que si nou,s admettons une erreur d 'observation de ± une
balise, c 'est-a-dire dans les cas qui nous preoccupaient de 50 m jusque 500 m;
l O·O m au-dela, nous pouvons conclure :
l

0

que le Videometre est en concordance parfaite avec ce que donne un observateu :

2 ° qu 'il donne done une RVR tout a fait valable et comparable a celle donnee par
des observations;
3 ° que dans le s quelque s cas ( quelque s %) ou le Videometre donne une R VR
inferieure a celle de l'observateur de plus d'une balise, la RVR du Videometre
n 1 est jamais inferieure de plus de 2 balises a celle donnee par l'observateur.
Remarqueons que cette erreur de plus ou moins une balise est :
a) celle generalement ad1nise dans les rnesures;

... I . ..
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b) elle represente egalement la dispersion la plus usuelle entre les mesures faites
par .d ifferents observateurs. En effet, !ors de nos essais au tunnel a brouillard
de la FAA, nous po.mes montrer dans les resultats que le Videometre compare
a 5 observateurs (2 RVA-ACEC - 3 de 1 1universite) etait comparable et equivalent a un· quelconque des observateurs et que l 1erreur d 'une balise que l'on
pouvait faire avec un Videometre etait celle qu 1un observateur quelconque pouvait
egalement faire. De plus, le Videometre a, lorsqu 1il est compare a un observateur
humain et qu 'il donne une valeur differente, une tendance plus marquee a souse stimer, ce qui est preferable du point de vue securite.
VII. DESCRIPTION TECHNIQUE DU VIDEOMETRE.
Dia 35 - En Bl la camera avec son optique speciale brevetee (voir doc. 4).
En B2 son dispositif de reglage.
En B3 11alimentation en courant stabilise des balises.
Cette alimentation est necessaire pour les raisons suivantes. Nous voyons
que toutes les lampes sont mises en serie, que ces lampes sont allumees par le
dispositif B4 par groupe de 3, des !ors si nous passons a un nouveau groupe, nous
avons dans ce groupe, 2 balises dont les filaments sont chauds et une dont le filament est froid. Par suite de la difference de resistance entre les filaments, si
le courant n 1 est pas rigoureusement maintenu constant, les lampes chaudes grilleront lorsqu'on allumera en serie avec elles la lampe froide.
L'allumage se fait par Thyristors de fa~on suivante (les cables d 1alimentation etant A2 et de telecommande A3) :
En parallele, sur ces lampes sont places les Thyristors (equivalents aux
Thyratrons). Les Thyristors peuvent etre consideres comme des interrupteurs
places en parallele sur ces lampes et qui les cou:rtcircuitent. Ceci est realise
en appliquant au gate du Thyristor · une tension, ce Thyristor conduit et courtcircuite le s lampes. Si done nous voulons allumer 3 lampes, il suffit d 1ouvrir cet
interrupteur, c 1est-a-dire de ne plus envoyer dans lesThyristors correspondants
une tension pour que ceux-ci se b~oquent et a ce moment la, seules ces 3 lampes
seront allumees puisqu 1elles ne sont plus court-circuitees par les Thyristors.
En B6, les cables de telecommande et de signalisation, le cable Video OU
en BB le relais :Iiertzien qui transmet ce signal au moni.teur ( 1); en C3, le battier
repetiteur ou de signalisa.tion des balises.
En CZ, les boutons de commande : mise en march«:: pour le mouvement
de va-et-vient du balayage de la rampe lumineuse (cest-a-dire allumage) et un
bouton pour 1 1affichage de la RVR a distance, le bouton de commande 1 1intensite
lumineuse des balises.
Des que la RVR est trouvee, l 1observateur appuie sur ce bouton et envoie
l 1in£ormation par cable telephonique B6 et D3 via B4 au dispositif de decodage Dl
qui lui, fait afficher en DZ cette valeur.
Dia 3 6 a 43 - voyons encore tre s rapidement quelque s dia; 1 1emetteur UHF
du relais hertzien a courte distance pour le signal Video, le recepteur UHF, le
systeme de decodage et d'affichage de la valeur de la RVR (tubes Nixie), le tunnel
a brouillard de l'Universite de Berkeley (fog chamber), la vue interieure avec
l'avion qui descendait le long d'un rail pour simuler les atterrissages, l'endroit
de nos mesures et 2 vues de brouillard dans la chambre.

. .. I . ..
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LEGENDE
A - LIGNE SPECIALE DE
BAUSES - 17 UNITES

82 - Oispositifs de protection et organes de reglage local de camera.

A1 - Circuit de commande a trinistors,
securite intrinseque, pour allumage et extinction des lampes.
A2 - Cable de puissance pour alimentation des lampes en courant
stabilise.
A3 - Cable multiple a 20 paires (ou
2 x 10) pour la telecommande de
l'allumage et de !'extinction, ainsi
que pour la signalisation de defaut.
A4 - 8alise (Type equipant normal ement les pistes).

83 - Unite d'alimentation des balises
en courant stabilise.

85 - Cable d'alimentation de camera
pour amenee du reseau et des
reglages optiques et electriques.

B - POSTE DE MESURE

88 - Liaison hertzienne eventuelle pour
la video, en remplacement de la
liaison par cable.

a

81 - Camera de television transistorisee ACEC avec optique speciale
brevetee, en boltier etanche climatise.

84 - Unite de commande des balises
avec dispositif de codage.

86 - Cables de liaison video, de telecommande et de repetition de
balises.
87 - Cable d'amenee du reseau.

89 - Armo ire metalliq ue du type exterieur maintenue au sol par 4 attaches de rupture.

810 - Py16ne metallique, support
camera - hauteur : 5 m envirc
811 - Oispositif de climatisation
interne.

C - POSTE D'OBSERVATION
CENTRE
METEOROLOGIQUE
C1 - Televiseur ACEC transistorise.
C2 - 8oitier de commande d'alluma
des balises et de choix de I'
tensite lumineuse.
C3 - 8oitier repetiteur
allumees.

des

balis

D - TOUR DE CONTROLE
01 - 8oitier de decodage.
02 - Oispositif d'affichage digital.
03 - Liaison par cable telephoniq
(existant ou
placer).

.a
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VIII. PROJE TS.
Videometre

a ·recherche

automatigue.

Ce Videometre a recherche automatique de la RVR est necessaire sur les
aerodromes lorsque differents points de piste et plusieurs pistes doivent etre
examines simultanement. Une recherche manuelle serait trop longue et le renouvellement des donnees a un rythme rapide serait fastidieux. Apres les essais
a BERKELEY, la realisation est en cours a la firme ACEC.
L'affichage a bord des avions en approche de la derniere RVR a ete envisage, de meme qu 'un systeme vocal automatique retransmis sur une frequence
determinee de l 'aeroport.
IX. CONCLUSION

GENJ~RALE.

Depuis la derniere session de la CIMO, le Videometre a prouve qu'il etait
un appareil valable pour la me sure de la RVR et peut etre le seul actuellement a
donner une RVR instantanee.
- Ses performances sont semblables a celles d 1un observateur humain et
peut, clans ce cas, pleinement le remplacer a la parfaite satisfaction.
- Plusieur s points d 'une meme piste ou plusieurs seuils de piste peuvent
etre surveilles simultanement.
- La R VR peut E:tre me suree de 30 en 30 m. (et probablement de 10 en
10 m.).
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Remargue
Ce texte etant le resume d'une conference accompagnee d 1une serie de diapositives, nous recommandons aux membres de la CIMO de se reporter aux brochures publiees sur le Videometre pour obtenir des renseignements plus detaillees
a) Videometre nouvel appareil de mesure de la RVR (Regie des Voies Aeriennes,
Direction Meteorologie, Avenue des Arts, 41, 1040-Bruxelles).
b) Report n ° F AA-RD-67-32 Final Report Tests on ACEC Videometer in fog
chamber at University of California - Berkeley - USA.
c) Doc. 37, point 7, de la CIMO V - Versailles 1969.

Remark :
The present text being the summary of a conference accompanied of a set
of diapositives, the CUvfO members are advised to refer to the published booklets
about the videometer to gain more detailed information.
a) Videometer, New divice for the measurement of the Runway Visual Range. (RVA
b) Report n ° FAA-RD-67-32 Final Report Tests on ACEC Videometer in fog
chamber at University of California - Berkeley - USA.
c) Doc. 37, point 7, CIMO V - Versailles 1969.
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Photo 2
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Photo 3
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THI: U. S .A. ON S'IDRM DETECTION RADAR
INSTRUMENTATION
( by S • G o

Big 1 er 7 U • S A
o

o )

ABSTRACT
Three major equipment developments are discussed. First, economical remoting of
radar displays for distances of 1200 km has been demonstrated. The remoting
technique utilizes telephone lines for transmission of displays at 100-second
intervals. Handwritten interpretation of the echoes and a map of the geographic
area around the radar are also included in the transmitted data. The second
important development is the contouring of weather echoes in terms of echo in•
tensity. While several contouring methods have been available for about 20
years 5 averaging of the highly variable weather signal improves the definition
of the edges of the contour. For routine operational purposes, six-contour
levels are displayed continuously to the radar observer. The third development
is that of automatic digitizing for computer processing. Conventional radar
reports in coded form are cumbersome and do not permit detailed description of
the characteristics of echo patterns. Digitizing should significantly improve
the transmission and utilization of radar data.

*

*

*
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ON THE COMPREHENSIVE AUTOMATION OF THE
HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL SERVICE OF THE BYELORUSSIAN SSR
(By A.A. Glomozda, Byelorussian S.S.R.)

First of all I would like to say how pleased I am at the
honour of being asked to present to you the report on the Comprehensive
Automation of the Hydrouneteorological Service of the Byelorussian SSR.
It is readily apparent to all of us that, almost everywhere
in our world of today, -technical progress is steadily penetrating all
branches of the economy. With the help of technical progress man has
penetrated the cosmos; technical progress is helping scientists to reveal
the secrets of nature and is laying the foundation for improved labour
productivity in production, etc. Yet, at the same time, it is making
new demands on national bydrometeorological services in connexion with
the hydrometeorological information they have to provide in the interest
of economic development . Some time ago, eminent meteorologists rightly
expressed the view that the time would come when technical progress
reacp a level where the weather would no longer adversely affect production processes; in other words, harmful weather phenomena would be controlled by powerful technical means. This view was not unfounded, and examples
already abound in which~ with the assistance of technical facilities, man
is controlling hail clouds, dispersing fog, creating artificial rain, etc.
Perhaps in future science will provide man with technical means that will
give him complete control over the weather. But this is still in the
future. At the present time we can merely note the fact that, as technical
progress is made in production, the demand for hydrometeorological services
to meet the requirements of various branches of the economy is not declining but, on the contrary, increasing.
For this reason, many governments are devoting great attention
to the problem of providing their services with new technical facilities
in order to improve thei.r efficiency. It is also gratifying to note that
technical progress is rapidly penetrating international meteorological work.
This is confirmed by the fact that WMO created the World Weather Watch
system on the basis of technical achievements throughout the world. This
system is designed not only to assist national services to improve the
quality of their work but also to help such services throughout the world,
and particularly the hyd.rometeorological services of the developing countries, to make further technical progress.
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I have alrea.dy mentioned that technical progress is increaa:dng
the demand for bydrometeorological services in various branches of the
economy. In my own country, the demand in various branches of the economy
for bydrometeorologioal services has reached such proportions that the
Service with its existing technical facilities, is no longer able operationally to satisfy the demand for bydrometeorological services of the proper
quality. For this reason, following a scientific analysis of the present
situation as regards the bydrometeorological requirements of the national
economy, and taking into account future prospects in this field, we
decided to embark upon the comprehensive automation of the Service and
the use of automatic fa.cilities to process observations, to collect information and to perform the entire observation process. I should note in
passing that the implementation of this system called for considerable
financial, material and other resources. However, we were assisted in
this matter by our Government and the Central Office of the Hydrometeorological Service of the USSR, which is providing us with very large amounts of
financial, material, scientific and methodological assistance, enabling us
to do everything that is necessary in connexion with the automation of the
Service.

Principles 1mderlyine; the system of comprehensive automation
Before actually embarking upon the comprehensive automation of
the Service, we undert~:>ok a certain amount of research work which enabled
us to use scientific principles in the establishment of this system of
automation within the :Service. First of all, the optimum distribution of
technical facilities of various kinds was decided upon, the standardization of these facilit:ies was determined on the basis of their functions
and their performance of specific tasks, and the most effective methods
of collecting and tran1::1mi tting operational information to national economic
bodies were defined. Lastly, it was decided that maximum efficiency would
be achieved throtJ8h cornprehensive automation, since the automation of
individual parameters or types of observations would simply hamper automatic processes or make them completely ineffective. This preliminary
research enabled us to embark upon the task of preparing a basic plan
reflecting all aspects of the establishment of an automated system. What
exactly was covered by this basic plan?
First of all, the plan envisaged that technical facilities would
be incorporated in the Service in two stages. In the first stage, all
meteorological stations were to be provided with teletype machines, and
all types of observations were to be recorded on
media namely,
punched tape and punched cards. Puncheq cards were used mainly to record
hydrological observations.
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The second stage was more complicated, and entailed the
construction of the Hydrometeorological Centre and three regional
observatories, as well as the construction of a number of new stations.
The Hydrometeorological Centre was to b.e established at Minsk, and
regional observatories were to built in Gomel, Brest and Vitebesk.
The Centre and regional observatories has to be provided with electronic
computers, new communic}ations facilities and other new automatic
techniques.
During this utage., moreover, fifty automatic stations and over
twenty radar installat:lons for different purposes has to be built. It
was also planned to improve the entire communications system during
this period with a view to connecting the Centre's terminal with the
automatic stations, regional observatories and district bydrometeorological offices. Generally speaking, all work connected with the introduction of comprehensive automation, including the starting-up and
experimental testing of the automatic system as a whole, was to be
completed during the SE~cond stage.
It would have been impossible to carry out all the work
connected with the introduction of comprehensive automation on the basis
of the plan alone, since a large number of important technical details
could not, for a variety of reasons, be reflected in them. For this
reason, a technical project was prepared on the basis of the plan and
with the active co-operation of experts from the Moscow World Centre.
This project was examined by a special committee and approved. As a
result, ve obtained all the necessary design and engineering information
enabling us to embark upon the actual establishment of an automatic
system within the Service.
During the first stage of this comprehensive automation, we
made arrangements for the conversion of the entire station network to
the punching of observation data. In order to ensure that this was done
properly, we had to acquire am.install sixty punchers (teletype machines),
train staff in their operation, devise a coding system that could be used
to record observations on media, punched tape, to train operators in the
use of this system and to develop special programmes for all types of
observations, so that the punched tapes could be fed _into electronic
computers and that all meteorological tables could be prepared by machine
methods. Special programmes has also to be developed for the ma.chine
monitoring of all meteorological tables. The various obstacles and
difficulties we encountered in the solution of these many problems were
all overcome, and very soon the system was put into operation. At the
present time, the punchers are working well at all stations, operators
have fully mastered the entire system and are operating the apparatus
efficiently and correctly to have observation data recorded on media, .
punched tape. All machine processing programmes and programmes for the.
machine monitoring of meteorological tables are now available. A large
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prop ortion of all meteorological tables have for almost a year been
prepared by machine. This does not of course represent an innovation
in international meteorological practice, although for our Service it
constitutes considerable progress towards the implementation of the plan
f or the complete automation of the Service. Moreover, experience has
revealed the considerable scientific, t ·e chnical and economic ad.vantages
of punching the observational data. For example, the time required by
an operator to process and check information and to prepare tables is
reduced by almost three times. This enables the station staff to perform
other more important work connected vith observations. Moreover,
further machine procesBing makes it very easy to obtain tables containing
a large variety of statistical parameters which could not have been
calculated manually. This of course improves the quality of the bydrometeorological services provided to the national economy. Automatic
monitoring ensures data of a higher quality than those processed by hand,
etc. All these facts demonstrate that our technical reorganization of
the Service is fully justified, even in the initial stages of comprehensive automation.
During the second stage of the introduction of comprehensive
automation we must, as I have already stated, solve a number of more
complex problems. During the period 1969-1970 we must acquire, install
and put into operation a large amount of technical equipment connected
with the automatic system. In addition, we have had to create the
necessary basis for the: distribution and operation of the technical
facilities constituting this system. Lastly, we have had to assemble
the necessary number of highly qualified staff who could ensure the faultless technical operation of these automatic instruments and installations.
Most of these problems have already been solved, although some
are still in the process of solution. What has been already achieved in
practice in connexion with the second stage of comprehensive automation?
First of all, the necessary arrangements have been made at all
hydrometeorological stations for the acceptance and installation of
automatic stations and the siting of sensors on meteorological plots.
The layout for the connexion of automatic stations to the communication
system has been prepared and adopted. The routes by which synoptic and
storm warning messages are to be transmitted from automatic stations to
the Hydrometeorological Centre's terminal facilities have been decided
upon. The pattern of bydrometeorological services for various branches
of the national economy in the context of comprehensive automation has
been decided upon, and the procedure for the issue of operational information and its transmission to national economic bodies has been laid down.
Three radar units to determine cloud characteristics have been received,
i ns t alled and put into operation,three radar units for upper-air sounding
have also been received and put into operation, an electronic computer
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for the machine processing of punched tapes has been received and
installed, and tvo more powerful computers are to be received at the
end of this year. The first automatic stations have been installed
and put into operation and the remaining stations are to be received
during the fourth quarter of this year and the first quarter of next
year.
Building operations have been completed and the Gomel regional
Observatory has already been constructed. This Observatory will provide
hydrometeorological services to all branches of the economy in the
southern part of the Republic; it will also provide technical services
and control the automatic system in its area. It is to be equipped with
the most.modern automatic and radar facilities during the course of this
year. Next year, work will begin on the construction of a similar
complex of buildings for the Brest Regional Observatory and, later on,
for the Vitebesk Regional Observatory.
It has been d~ ecided, in connexion vi th the introduction of
automatic system, to oi~ganize a Territorial Hydrometeorological Centre
in Minsk, the capital of our Republic, to co-ordinate the automatic
system as a whole. This Centre will be equipped with automatic, radar
and computer facilities: for different purposes. It vill be the centre
for the selection, processing and transmission of various kinds of
operational information, and will be connected to the Moscow Regional
Centre. It will also undertake scientific research work in various
fields. The constructi.on of a large building "or the Minsk Territorial
H.ydrometeorological Centre is being completed this year. In addition,
we anticipate receiving, next year, over twenty radar units, which will
be used for the study of precipitation, as well as other types of equipment .
One of the ma.ny questions which has to be solved in connexion
with the technical reor·ganization of the Service concerned the retraining
of staff. A large number of specialists were required to operate the
new equipment, and for this purpose we organized special courses to
train the technicians w·ho were to put into service the automatic stations.
Sufficient numbers of such staff have now been trained. The State
Planning Commission of the Byelorussian SSR has sent us highly trained
specialists to work in the comp~ter centre, and the problem of key staff
has at present been basically solved.
I shall not dwell in detail in this paper on the teohnioal
characteristics of the equipment and instruments which consitute the
automatic system. This would require a great deal of time which I do
not have. Moreover, these automatic facilities are of various designs,
and are to be used for various purposes, so that it would be a very
difficult matter to describe their characteristics.
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Before drawing the necessary conclusions, I should like to
say that the cost of comprehensive automation amounts to about 20 million
roubles, or the equivalent of USS 22 million, a sum which , you vill agree,
is quite impressive.
It may well be asked what results will be achieved by comprehensive automation and what advantages it offers to the Service. This
is a logical question air.id I shall try to answer it.
We are all fully aware that the existence of meteorological
and bydrometeorological services in various countries of the world is
explained by their econiomic development requirements . There is no doubt
that it is now generally recognized that disregarding bydrometeorological
factors in the solution of any economic problem has unfo r tunate results.
For this reason, inore~1~ing demands are being made on b7drome teorological
services to improve the bydrometeorological informati on they provide to
various branches of the economy. In my own country, as I have already
noted, this demand has reached such proportions that it can no longer be
satisfied on the basis 1:)f the present techniques ava ilabl e to the Service.
That ·is why we decided ·to introduce modern technical facilities into the
Service or, in other words, to create an automatic system embraci!g all
branches of the Ser'Vice's vork. This system s hould be able to solve a
number of important problems connected with our work and operational
a.ctivi ties. Specifioal1y, it will ensure objectivi t y i n observations
and the analysis of hyd:c-ometeorological data, speed up the processing and
preparation of forecast:~ and climatic and hydrol ogical reports as well
as the analysis and proc:~essing of all types of bydrometeorological information with the help of analogue and digital el ec tronic computers, reduce
the processing time 1lr all types of bydrome teorol ogical information,
including storm information, increase accuracy in t he measurement and
calculation of bydromett~orological characteris t ics, etc. This list is
far from exhaustive, bu·t even so we shall be able not only to satisfy
fully all requests for hydrometeorological s ervi ces by various branches
of the economy but also considerably to increase the economic effic·iency
of services. I shall e1:1deavour to explain t h i s in greater detail by
reference to specific e:[amples.
It is known, for instance, that the earl i er a warning can be
given, the greater is i-ts effectiveness. And ·it is prec i sely one of the
features of the automatic system that it will give grea t er advance
warning of ad.verse weather phenomena. Experience and c alculations indicate
that advance warning of an increase in wind fo rc e can be given about
20-30 minutes earlier. This means that if suc h advance warning is given,
the necessary steps can be taken to prevent the de struction of various
items of equipment such as tall cranes on construc ti on sites • . Timely
advance warning can also be given of other hydromete orological elements
which present a danger in various branches of the economy.
1
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Automatic facilities ensure objectivity of observations
and a high degree of accuracy in caloulations. ~~is is of great
importance in the planning and implementation of research work and in
forecasting. Highly accurate calculations as provided by an automatic
system offer enormous eoonomic advantages in the design of any type
of economic struotures. Very often the quality of scientific research
in the field of bydrometeorology is impaired simply because the basic
observation data used were unsound. This danger is eliminated by the
automatic system and the reliability of the results of research is, as
a result, increased. An automatic system not only ensures objectivity
and accuracy in observations, but also facilitates the operational
collection of a vast amount of bydrometeorological information. This
obviously helps to improve the quality of synoptic forecasts. If, to all
these advantages is added the highly reliable and operational transmission
of all forecasts, reports and analyses to the user, it will be found that
the economic efficiency of services is increased several times over. Nor
should it be forgotten that an automatic system considerably facilitates
the work of the Service's engineers and technicians, and that it completely transforms the nature of the work of our bydrometeorological observers.
Lastly, it considerably reduces the staff of the Service,which can thus
be operated more economically.
In conclusion, I should point out that, despite the large
outlay on the establishment of an automated system within the Service,
it is fully justified and, what is most important, this entire expenditure
will be amortized during the operation of this system for one to two
years. I hope that we will be able to hear a more interesting report at
the sixth session of CIMO describing the operation of the automated system,
its advantages and dis;advantages, and its completion. In my view, technical progress in. bydrometeorology opens up new prospects for the development
of this science in the interest of mankind as a whole.
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OF AUTOMATIC WEATH~ DATA ACQUISITION
PUBLIC TELEPHONE NETWORKS

EXP~IENCE

VIA

1

Magnus Aronsson

(Swedish Meteorological and

1.

Hyd~ological

Institute, Stockholm)

Introduction
In the conventional system for weather data collection in Sweden
the magnitudes of the different meteorological elements are observed manually. After the observations have been made the results
are sent to collection centres by oral telephone calls. From the
collection centres the different messages are sent to a national
centre by manually operated teleprinters. The paper tapes are
then taken care of by personnel at the national centre and after
editing sent to a computer centre for evaluation.
The collection system described above is built up with the technical
facilities that existed thirty years ago. It is highly unlikely
that the old system is the most efficient solution for meteorological data acquisition of to-day.
In recent years the Instrume.nt Di vision of the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute has tested different acquisition systems. Experience gained from these systems has been
of great help when laying down specifications for a new automated
digital acquisition system using telephone lines. The new system
has been developed by ASEA, Sweden, in collaboration with the
Institute that has supplied the sensors.
Before reporting on our experience of automated data acquisition
via public telephone networks I intend to give a short description
of the new acquisiton system. A more detailed description will
be given in the Monograph of the American Meteorological Society
Symposium on Meteorological Observations and Instrumentation 1969.
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2.

Block diagram
Block diagram of the ASEA system without radio extension is shown
i n Fig. 1.

3.

Word Format
The data word is 24 bits long and consists of the synoptic data
and the associated address. The data are in coded binary decimal
form.

4.

Transmitter terminal
General information

The transmitter terminal is available in

three configurations, one automatic, one semi-automatic and one
model with only manual input.
The automatic equipment reads without any manual assistance the
sensors connected to the terminal. The sensors can be either of
analogue or digital type.
The semi-automatic equipment reads without any manual assistance
the attached sensors and also the manually set BCD switches.
Operation

On receiving an ordinary call signal, an Automatic

Answering Equipment (AAE) starts a control unit with a scanner.
In its first position the scanner sends a transfer pulse to a
gate for the identity number of the weather station. This number
is then transferred to the data transmitter, which forwards the
word to the receiver station.
When the data transmitter has completed the transmission, a
stepping pulse is sent to the scanner. In this way, the different numerical data are gated by turns into the data transmission
and transmitted to the receiver. In the present equipment

th~

scanner is designed for 28 data words.
The manual settings are made according to the WMO synoptic code.
To be able to check the analog values the transmitter terminal
is equipped with a digital display and a display selector. The
last word in the message will initiate the disconnection of the
circuit and the resetting of the telephone terminal relay.
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Automatic answering equipment (AAE)

The call at the observing

station is detected by the AAE, which connects the data transmitter to the line. The AAE also disconnects the circuit when
all data have been sent.
The block diagram in Fig. 2 shows the transmitter terminal.

s.

Transmission
A digital data communication (DIDAC) system is used for transmitting the information from the synoptic station to the national centre.
A block diagram of the system 'is shown in Fig. 3.
Transmitter

The information is supplied.to a shift register,

where the data are converted from parallel into serial .form.
These series data are then fed into a code converter, which
converts each binary character according to a special code.
A special character is also added to define the beginning of
each message. This train of pulses modulates the carrierfrequency transmitter.
Receiver

The carrier-frequency receiver demodulates the incoming

signal and feeds the train of pulses into a code demodulator,
which decodes each combination of characters according to predetermined conditions. If the conditions are fulfilled, the character
is converted into the corresponding binary value according to
the code used. These binary values are then fed into a series/
parallel converter. When all the characters in the message have
been approved, the contents are transferred to a memory.

6.

Receiver terminal at national centre
General information

The receiver terminal is equipped with

a Model PDP 8 computer on which the interface has been extended
to contain an input-output unit for collecting data from the
DIDAC digital data transmission equipment. A Model 33 Teletype
printer, equipped with paper tape punch and reader, is included
primarily to provide print-out.
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Operation

A master clock orders the computer to collect data

according to a preset time schedule. This computer sends out
one of the pre-progranned telephone numbers to an automatic
calling equipment. which pulses the digits and establishes the
connection of the circuit to the transmitter station.
After receiving the last word in the message, the circuit is
disconnected and the computer c.an process the infonnation. Such
processing may comprise correction of decimal point, conversion
of code format, editing, block parity check, request for repeats
and calculation of data to be recorded.
A print-out of the information fn the f onn of punched tape or
typescript is obtained on each sampling occasion or on special
request.
Automatic calling equipment (ACE)

The ACE is used for the calling

up of observing stations. It c,onnects the terminal equipment to
the automatic switchboard of tqe public telephone network. generates the necessary pulses for the connection of stations and
disconnects the circuit when the telegram has been received.
The ACE is controlled by the computer.
The receiver terminal is illustrated in Fig. 4.
A simplified flow diagram of the routine is shown in Fig• 5.
The computer is programmed to initiate the connection with a
station twice if necessary. If the line is busy or if the block
parity check indicates an error, the corresponding telephone
number is stored in a rest list. A new attempt is made with the
numbers in the rest list, when the first calling cycle has been
completed.
The time between interrogations can be chosen from 10 minutes
to 12 hours. The transmission time for a full synoptic telegram is 4 seconds. This means that the current expenses for data
collection with the system are at present 11 ore (some 2 US cents)
per station.
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1.

Transducers
The transducers for the system have been supplied by the Swedish
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute. After a test period.
modified sensors will be integrated with the system.
Pressure

An aneroid stack of 12 capsules is used. The aneroid

movement is sensed by a differential transformer. The output
voltage of the transfonner is amplified to match the input
requirements of the analogue/digital converter of the transmitter terminal.
The sensing element is a platinum resistance

Temperature

thermometer. It forms in a conventional way one arm of a
Wheatstone bridge circuit. The out-of-balance voltage of the
bridge is amplified in a stable amplifier and fed to the
analogue/digital converter.
Humidity

A hair hygrometer with analogue electric .output is

used.
Wind velocity

Wind velocity is measured in

a conventional way

by a cup anemometer fitted with a reed relay. The anemometer is
provided with a device for thermostatically controlled heating
to prevent ice deposits.
Wind direction

The wind direction is sensed by two turbine

wheels. which rotate when they are exposed to asymmetrical wind
force. The wheels drive a potentiometer via a large reduction
gear.
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8.

Experience
The system has been tested for fifteen months with one semiautomatic station at Stavsnas on the east coast of Sweden and
one automatic (started June 1969) at Stora Vadero on the
west coast. T'hose two places were chosen for their troublesome
public telephone lines and inhospitable climate as fas as the
sensors are concerned.
During the autumn five manual stations will be delivered. and
next year three automatic stations with radio extension will
be incorporated in the test program.

8.1

Transducers
Pressure

Accuracy +- 0.3 mb. No interruption of the service

during the test period.
Accuracy +_ 0.2 0 C. No interruption.

Temperature
Humidity

Accuracy +
_ 2.0 0 C dew point. No interruption. The

hairs have been cleaned with destilled water every three months.
Wind velocity.

Some defects in the mechanical mean wind speed

integrator have occurred, but the problems now seem to have been
solved. Later on, a solid state mean wind speed integrator will
be introduced.
Wind direction
8.2

No interruption of the service.

Transmitter terminal with automatic answering equipment.
No interruption of the service during the test period for
station No. 1 (Stavsnas). Some small corrections to eliminate
blockparity errors have been made. At station No • . 2 (Stora
Vadero), an analogue input has been damaged by burst of thunder.
The station is now protected by a lightning conductor.
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8.3

Receiver terminal with automatic calling equipment and typewriter
The equipment appears to hav,e very high reliability. Only small
adjustments of clock frequency in the computer and peak voltage
safeguard levels in the d.c. power supplies of the interface
have been made. The programme has been corrected to optimate
the data collection procedure. The built-in-control of the data
decoder does not allow a mutilated data word to be printed out.
To r-educe the "Line Busy" frequency further the program will be
changed to get a second check of the rest list.

9.

Conclusion
Provided that the public telephone network· is large enough and
of medium quality, the automatic weather data acquisition

~ystem

shows great promise for the future. One great advantage of the
system is the possibility of direct transfer of data from the
source to the processing computer.
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STANDARDIZED SENSORS FOR AUTOMATIC WEATHm
STATIONS

(K.N.

MAUILOV,

u.s.s.R.)

.ABSTRACT
In accordance with the plan for the technical modernization of
the USSR Hydrometeorological Service, work is going ahead for the
automation of the observation network. With this is associated the
construction of different kinds of automatic stations and posts.
This report is concerned with standardized hydrometeorological
sensors that are to be utilized in various automatic stations and that
can also enter into the composition of sp~cific telemetric instruments.
Among the sensors considered in the report are those utilized
for the measurement of the following hyd.rometeorological elements:
-

atmospheric pressure at the level of meteorological stations;
air temperature at the time the observation was taken,
maximum and minimum air temperatures between times of observation,
humidity of the air (dew point),
wind speed (mean of 10 min.),
direction wind (average direction in 10 min.),
maximum wind speed over a number of observations,
amounts of liquid precipitation over a number of observations,
incidence and duration of sunshine,
visibility (atmospheric transmissivity),
height of cloud base,
weight of icing sample
temperature of water in reservoirs,
water-level in reservoirs, etc.

Basic characteristics of sensors are set out in the report,
together with a short description of their special features and the
basic principles on which they operate; the report also contains data,
showing results obtained from the practical application of sensors.
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VAISALA METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE GROUND STATION
(T. Talvinen, Finland)
A

Function

prin<~

The Satellite Receiver SR 11 is intended for reccrtion of
signals transl':litted by meteorological satellites operatL1q
on the 137 MHz frequency band.

The signals can be record-

ed on tape or photographed with a 35 mm camera, or displayed by a facsimile recorder.

The equipment is suited

for reception and recording of APT signals transmitted by
ESSA and NIMBUS satellites, infr0.-red (HRIR) signalE'. fror:.1
NIMBUS, and cloud and weather maps transmitted by ATS-3
satellite.

Fig. 1.

i~

Block diagrru1 is illustrated

The

numbers in the beginning of each paragraph refer to

the

numbers of the block diagram.
1

Antenna
The antenna is a six-element cross yagi antenna and its
gain is 13 dBic.

The antenna can be remote-controlled

(azimuth and elevation)

from the receiver. The or.ientc=i.U.0:-1

accuracy is about ±1°.

The antenna control system is

constructed so that later on it is easy to provide it with
an automatic control system, for example punch-tape
In the standard version the basic orientation

i~>

~ontrol.

cionc

Lv

adjusting the azimuth (2) and elevation (3) dials on the
receiver control panel into desired positions, whereaf.tcr
the antenna turns by motor into corresponding position.

4

Antenna filter
The antenna filter is a band-pass coaxial filter for the
proper band width with a sufficient attenuation for out-ofband frequencies.

Interferences and cross

thus considerably reduced.

modulation~

ar0

The band width fits well for

reception of ESSJ\ and NIMBUS frequencies, but the

l~TS

satellites need a separate antenna filter.
5

Antenna amnlif ier
rl'he arnplif icr is coupled directly to

The low noise amplifier eliminates
the down-lead cable.

th~

antenna element:>.

evc~tual

attcnu~tion

Noise figure is 2,5 dB.

in
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6

Receiver
The receiver is in princ:.ple a double superheterodyne.

The

local oscillators are crystal controlled, and up to six
channels, that is, six

frequenci~s

can be received.

The

receiver is fitted with crystal filter and crystal discriminator.

Thus, the receiver ·is very stable and reliable in

operation.

Change-over from one channel to another is done

by exchanging crystal.

IF band width is 40 kHz.

The

video band is from 500 to 4000 Hz.

7

consists of amplifiers.

The signal is fed from this unit

to the audio amplifier, video amplifiers and pulse stages.
8

is a gamma correction circuit.

It is used for signal cor-

rection, especially if the dark current in satellite camera
tube is too

high~

· The correction circui.t is a non-linear

amplifier, the degree of non-linearity being adjustable.
Schematic characteristics of gamma-correction is illustrated
in the Figure 2.
9
10

is the

a~dio

amplifier.

illustrates the video amplifier, which feeds the signal
(the modulated sub-carrier-frequency) to the oscilloscope.
The oscilloscope (19) includes the demodulator, where the
signal is demodulated. _ The video information polarity can be
reversed~

so that either negative or positive image is

obtainable.
11

is the PHASE-lock oscillator, operating at 2400 Hz.

The

sub-carrier of the signal synchronizes the oscillator, the
frequency of which is used for synchronizing
through a divider.

When the

receive~

t~e

oscilloscope

picture has been

transmitted directly by the satellite, the oscillator
synchronized by a frequency obtained from the crystal
meter.

Synchronizing by

s~b-carrier

is used only when

is
ch~ono
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recording signals through play back from the tape recorder.
If the tape recording has been done as twin channel record,
the phase-lock oscillator can again be synchronized by the
pilot signal.

The mentioned oscillator feeds also the

needed.synchronizing

signal~

to the facsimile recorder

(1200 Hz).
12 and
13

represent the dividers.

2400 Hz is divided by 600, so that

4 Hz pulsts for synchronizing is obtained.

Before starting

each picture the dividers turn into a base position,
centering the picture properly.
14

is a gate circuit

which controls the triggering of the

oscilloscope, film advance and film counting.

The gate

circuit j_s controlled by the synchronizing circuit 15.
15

is a line synchronizer.

The start tone triggers it.

There-

after the circuit is synchronized by means of the synchronizing pulse at the beginning of each picture (total number
of pulses at the beginning of each picture is 20, but only
16 are used for the synchronizing).

~he

circuits are

constructed so, that eventual interference pulses between
the synchronizing pulses are eliminated.

The proper

synchronizing pttlses are picked up by automatic probing. The
line synchronizer controls then the gates and generates the
start pulses for the dividers.
16

is the start tone detector.

It is tuned in for the start

tone, and when the tone is present, it resets the divJ.dcrs
and it stops at the same tirne all acticns for a moment,
during which cycle the synchronizing works and illuminates
the camera clock display.
17

Motor drive
The action of the stepping motor is controlled by a special
=ontrol circuit.

The start tone detector (16) generates a

pilot signal for the quick-advance circuit of the motor
after having obtained a triggering rrom the start tone.
In normal run the motor steps 4 times a second, and in quick-
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advance 200 steps per second.
18

is the camera.

It contains also a digital clock and film
The start tone detector (16) controls

advance motor .

exposure of the clock.

The real time is photographed on

the same film, indicating the original photo shot-tiMe.
19

Oscilloscope
incorporates sweep circuits and video detector.

The

pictu~c

polarity can be changed so that either negative or positive
image is obtained on the screen.
20

is the film counter, indjcating in millimetres the amount of
exposed film.

The counter is manouvred by the control

pulses to the stepping motor.
21

is a 9igital, crystal chronometer.
Its accuracy is
7
5 • 10- a month.
, The chronometer controls the time
display unit (23) and ~igital clock (24) in the camera~
In addition, a standard frequency for synchronizing the
picture is also obtained from the crystal.

25

is the squelch circuit, which automatically switched on the
camera and other operating circuits, as soon as the satellite
signal has reached a certain level.

B

Camera x/
The camera consists (in Fig. 3) of the following parts
moto~

1

camera body - lens -

2

film storing cartridge

3

film tank

4

digital clock

with driving gears

.The camera body is made of steel plate and aluminium.
The lens is a KARL ZEISS FLEKTAGON 2.8/35 wide angle lens.
The scale of image reproduction is approx. 4.
x/
Camera system

patents pending

Tl:e steppL1q
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motor advances the film, and the
nected to the film cog ~.,heel.

~otor

drive gear is cory-

The exposure is do!'e right

on the cog wheel, on which the film runs tight.

From the

wheel the film runs through a slot down to the film tank.
The tank is fitted with an automatic gate, which closes
the slot when the tank is detached from the camera body.
Right above the film tank, in the camera body, there is a
film cutter, which at the same time works as a light gate
for the unexposed film.

The clock digits are projected

on the film just above t1"e actual picture area.

The clock

dial is automatically illuminated for photographing after
having got a control pulse from the start tone circuit.
In both the sides of the

digi~s

there are slots for paper

strips with eventual notes about the relevant satellite
etc.

The camera is painted black both in- and outwardly.

as well as other parts, which might give harmful reflections
to the camera interior.
The camera is provided with fittings for attachment in
front of the oscilloscope screen.

The function principle

is as follows :
An intensity modulated spot sweeps over the oscilloscope
screen and the sweep is synchronized to the satellite
signal.

The sweeping spot makes a horizontal line over

the screen.
the film.

After each sweep the stepping motor advances
After having exposed the time mark, the camera

advances the film faster to make a space for the relevant
picture.

When receiving HRIR pictures, the motor runs

two steps at a time, which ensures a correct shape for
the picture.
C

Degree of automation
The receiver is crystal controlled and the intermediate
frequency band is so wide , that the Doppler effect does
noJt cause any c.orrection adjustments.

Efficient video

automatic volume control (video AVC) makes the si<.1nal
suitable for the oscilloscope, whether the signal is
obtained from the receiver or tape recorder.
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The starting tone controls the following
a)

quick-adv~nce

fu~ctions

of film and expo s ure of the real tirn0

mark on the film
b) picture synchronizing.

In direct reception of the

satellite signal the chronometer crystal is used as
a frequency source.

The advan t age is, that the pictn ;:· c

remains straight even under disturbance conditions.
When using replay frorn the tape recorder, the phase-l ock
system synchronizes t he picture.

The first picture, on

which the start tone may pe missing, can be synchronized
through a push button.
and

continue~

Th~

synchronizing starts then

as in ordinary operation by start tone.

During picture reception the operator has only to orJ'2ntl-:.t0
the antenna.

The receiver

picture ~ reception

c~n

be connected for

by turning only two switches.

can be exposed on the film by a push button.
is enough for a picttire.

~he

HRII:
Time mark

One time mark

time mark appears as a black

streak.
In HRIR reception the picture is synchronized during each
sweep.

The receiver is also fitted with a squelch control,

which is tuned-in for 2400 Hz.

When the satellite signal

exceeds a certain level (approx. l;uV)

, the camera and

other functions of the equipment are automatically
on.

~wi.tchc~ d

The squelch circuit has a delayed action so, that it

holds about 10 seconds after missing satellite signal.
The squelch circuit switches of all the functionB al!:o
~hen

the signc-tl or noise disappears entirely, for

ex::n)JL _,

if the receiver is switched on for tape recorcting, and
no signal is

injected.

Thus unintended film advance is

prevented when the film cartridge is removed, or some
other vital part is detached.
In the receiver a phase-lock

oscillate~

be locked to 2400 Hz by external signal.

is used, ·Nhich can
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The oscillator is

~sed

as freq11ency source for obtaining a

4 Hz sweep synchronizing signal.

The same oscillator can

·also be synchronized by the APT sub-carrier.

This method

is used if a crystal chronometer, or some other stable
2400 Hz frequency generator is not available.

Play back

from tape recorder can be carried out as single channel
record, meaning that a pilot tone is not necessary.

The

phase-lock oscillator follows the sub-carrier synchronously,
and the picture does not fall out of phase.
The phase-lock oscillator has also an output for 1200 Hz,
which can be used for synchronizing the facsimile recorder.
Facsi.rnile pictures are also· obtainable from tape replay,
because

~he

phase-lock oscillator can be synchronized by

the tape recorder signal.

In direct signal reception the

phase-lock oscillator is synchronized by the crystal.
When receiving HRIR pictures as play back from tape recorder,
the facsimile record8r can be synchronized by the phase-lock
oscillator.

The camera, however, is synchronized by the

synchronizing pulses at the start of each picture.

(Manufacturer:

Vaisala Oy, Helsinki 44, Finland)
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Fig. 2: Characteristics of gamma-correction circuit.
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PARAMETRIC REPRESENTATIOO OF wmoo IN THE FIRST KILCMETRE
OF THE A'IMOSPHERE OVER IESERT AREAS

by A. S . A. Khalil

1.

SURFACE

wnms

OVER DESERT AREAS

The general picture of the diurnal variation ·of wind velocity near the ground
over open desert areas differs from the aaae picture over non-desert areas which was
obtained by ~oth Laik:htman (1) and Sutton (2).
Laikhtman (1) related the daily variations in wind velocity in case of very
simple mechanism, to the variations of the intensity of eddy mixing. He explained
the variations in wind velocity near the ground and during the course of the day as
follows: "from sunrise onwards, the eddy mixing increases and gives rise to an increase
of wind velocity which attains its maximum in the period of strongest mixing. Then
with the decrease in the eddy mixing, the wind velocity decreases, attaining a minimum
value at night."
Sutton (2) was seeking the close relation between the temperature lapse
rate and the degree of turbulence shown by the wind. He draws a typical picture for
the diurnal variations of wind measured at 13metresand the difference in temperature
measured at 1 and 17 metres above ground level. Both measurements were taken over
non-desert areas during 24 hours of clear weather.
Typical Sutton records, as given in Figure 1, show that the temperature
inversion in the layer from 1 to 17 m above ground occurs approximately during the
period from sunset to sunrise. It starts 1 hour before sunset and ends about li hour~
efter sunrise. The surface wind at 13 m calms down after sunset and freshens up about
one hour after sunrise . It attains its maximum speed around midday at almost the same
time when the maximum temperature lapse rate is reached. The phase difference between
maximum temperature inversion and maximum wind speed is about 10 hours. The same picture for the non-desert areas was also given by Laikhtman (1) but was explained as
a result of the variations in eddy mixing.
Over desert areas, the picture is different. Here, the temperature inversion in the layer between 1 and 16 metres, as measured by Flower (6) generally starts
about four hours after sunset and remains through for about three hours after sunrise. The surface wind measured at the 10-m level over Fayoum desert area, as shown
in Figure (2), was found to have a minimum speed around sunrise and a maximum speed
around one hour after sunset. Here the phase difference between the maximum temperature inversion and the maximum wind speed is about 13 hours. It was also found that
wind speed falls down at early morning but the occurrence of calm wind nights is very
scarce.
2.

2.1

DESERT WINDS IN THE LAYER FROM 10 '1'0 50 ME'1'RES

General discussion
Tc derive an empirical formul~ for the realtionship winds at different
heights in the layer from 10 to 50 metres, the wind-speed measurements made at Fayoum
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desert for the heights 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 metres were c~rr,iated with Flower's
measurements of temperature variations at heights of 16 and 61 metres over lama.ilia.
These observations are the only actual tower measurements for winds and temperatures
taken over the desert areas in the U.A.R.
The values of (Vz/v10 ), where z is taken to be 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 metres,
Vt1rE: ca,lculated for all wind observations. The distribution curves of these values
with respect to time of observations were drawn for each of the heights 20, 30, 40
and 50 metres. In some cases, the distribution of these values around their means
was unrealistic. The root mean square errors for each set of observations were then
calculated. The distribution curves, however, shoved that the unrealistic values
were thos on the occasion when the wind speed at·10 metres was less than 5 m/s. This
could be due to the poor vertical eddy mixing at such low wind speeds. Observations
at those occasions were, therefore, not taken into consideration. The rejected values
in any of the 32 sets of observations never exceeded l~ of the total number of observations in each set. The new curves showed. that the distribution of the values
(Vz/v10 ) around their corresponding mean values gives way to small permissible deviations. In order to teat for the realisticity of this distribution, the root mean
square error for each set of observations was calculated. These values for the 32 sets
of observations are very n·e ar to each other and lie in a very limited range from 0.06
to 0.14.
This proves that the distribution of the values (Vz/v ) for all sets of
10
observations around their corresponding mean values is normal. The mean values of
(Vz/v10 ) for each height and time of observation were then calculated.
The average distribution of wind speed gathered from the observations at
Dolgobrudnyi was presented by Laikhtman for 12 hours (from 1300 to 0100) at various
heights. From these observations, Laikhtman concluded that diurnal variation of wind
speed is entirely determined by the regime of turbulent mixing, which attains maximum
intensity during daytime and decreases to minimum at night.
The Dolgobrudnyi case is one of the simplest cases of the diurnal variations
of wind speed with height. Sometimes they are considerably complicat~d due to the
influence of additional factors. The typical deviation from the above-examined scheme
is connected ~ith a montonic variation of the wind speed with height. According to
Laikhtman, the mechanism of these deviations can be understood if we take into consideration that the variation in the intensity of the vertical eddy propagates upwards
from the ground surface in· a wave-like form. This feature of the time variation of
eddy mixing .intensities with height is caused by variations of the turbulence and
of the tmeprature lapse rate.
In the present investigation of wind profile over desert area, the features
are different and complicated as shown in Figure 3. The minimum wind speed at J.O metres
above ground-level occurs at 0300 u.T. (around sunrise). At that time there exists
a big decrease in wind speed at 50 metres, but the minimum wind speed at that height
occurs about three hours later. The maximum wind speed at both 10 and 50 metres
occurs at the same time and about one hour after sunset. The wind speed at 50 metres
(v ) is always higher than that at 10 metres (v ). The difference between them
10
50
~v
- .v ) has a minimum value during daytime and increases in the afternoon to reach
10
50
its maximum value .at night.
The correlation between wind speed variation (~V = v
- v ) and the
10
50
temperature ·variations (6 T = T
-T ) can be summarized as follows:
16
61
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The wind-speed variation over desert area increases with the decrease in
temperature lapse rate until it reaches a maximum value at the top of the layer where
the temperature laps·e rate exists. It maintains this value during the period of
temperature stratif'ication and then decreases with the increase of the temperature
inversion till it reaches a minimum value at the end of the temperature inversion.
From the previous discussions and due to the similarity of the behaviour of
wind-apeed variations with time, the data during the period of investigation can be
grouped in the following way:
(a}

Daytime observations during the period from 0500 to 1300 U.T. are represented
in the present work by the observations at 0600, 0900 and 1200 U.T.

(b)

Afternoon observations during the period from 1300 to 1900 U.T. are represented
by the observations at 1500 and 1800 U.T.

(c}

Night-time observations during the period from 1900 to 0500 U.T. are represented by the observations at 2100, 0000 and 0300 U.T.

2. 2.

Empirical formulae for wind variations

An empirical formula for representing wind variations with height over desert
areas in the layer from 10 to 50 metres was put in the form:

vz

=

°'

-

L 1S_ (Z) j

/1

+
(l)
VlO
Following Giblett (7) and other investigators who tried to solve the problem
with respect to non-desert areas, equation 1 can be written in the form:

=

+ "'(

[

From initial conditions, if we put z = 10 in equation 2, -the LBS will be
equal to unity andO(:. will be equal to unity. Also from the general discussion in
paragraph 2.1 and according to Figure 3, the wind-speed variations with height during
daytime period follow a linear relationship. Hence, during daytime we can write:

/3

=u

~d

,/'

=l

(;)

The distribution of wind speed variations with height over desert areas can
thus be considered as composed of two main functions:

(i)

Power function

-------------

This function is the same as the power functions generally indicated by other
investigators over non-desert areas, but the present function has different
power values which are related to conditions in desert areas.

(ii)

Linear function
The linear function is introduced in this study in order to satisfy the conditions in desert areas which have not been considered by other investigators.
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From the relations (2) and (3), the equation for wind-speed variations with
height within the lower layers of the atmosphere over desert areas can be put as
follows:

[ _z_ ] /3

=

Desert

V4 nda

-~-

fable (1)

TillB

0.022
0.022
0.020
0.019

v/v10 =

Deri.251i PlQQ
0.022
0.044
0.059
- o.075
1

(

z - z10 ]"

Lg

:.A..

L&...L .

Zio

zlO

.30103
.47112
.60206

0
0
0
0

1
l

1
l

+ o.021z - Z10

0
0
0
O·

J

Table (2)
THI! oeriod; ~00 to 1200 UT
0.0030
0.0025
0.0030
0.0035

V/Vio

=f_e._1
zlO

.02101
.03340

1.050
1.080
1.102
l.119

0.003
0.005
0.009
0.014

t

.003

o.oo

.04214
.04899

l

0.07

z z- 1,0
10

J

Table (3)
Time l>eriS!ii i200 to Q200

l.105
l.172
l.224
l.265

0.0030
0.0030
0.0033
0.0030

o.006

0.01.0
0.01.2

0.14

V/Vio

=ft-1
10

+

YI

.04214 d~U

1.102
1.166
1.2.14
l.255

0.003

.06680

.CS429
.rq/8"

RJ

.oo

z - Zio

z

Zio

z
zlO

1
2
3
4

2
3
4
5

20
JO

to l.300 ·YI

zlO

1.053
l.085
l.lll
l.l.33

(4)

in the luer frca 10 to 50 meters

Calculs
.Act.-Cal V./V10

Actual . .

v/v10

1.022
1.044
1.059
1.075

+· y

10

.fflfm

40

50
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Bow~ according to the results obtained from the expressions (4) presented
in tables 1, 2 and 3, the emperical formulae giving the variations of desert winds
with height in the layer from 10 to 50 metres are given in the following:

(i)

For morai.pg period (0500 - 1300 U.T.)
l

0.020

z - zlO J
L---

(5)

z10

(ii)

For afternoon period (1~00 - 1200 U.T.)

v
_z_
VlO

= LJ_ j

o.cn

zlO

+

0.003

L

Z - Z.iO
zlO

J

(6)

(iii) For night-time period (1200 - 0500 U.T.)

,. z , 0.14

= L- J
zlO

(7)

Over non-desert areas, the question of the type of variation which the
velocity profile shows with temperature gradient was discussed by Giblett(7)~ His
results from a long series of observations at Cardington indicated that tlie power
index (p), in the equation ( Vz
v1 (z/Zi)P] , is closely correlated with the magnitud~ and sign of temperature gradient. {p) ranges from 0.01 in high lapse rates to
o.62 in a large inversion.

=

Over desert areas, taking the power function to be the more effective one,
the power index is correlated with temperature gradient. As shown in Figure 4, the
minimum value for the power index occurs at the time of maximum lapse rate. It increases
with the decrease of lapse rate till it reaches a maximum at the beginning of temperature inversion. The power calculated in this study, based on observations made at
Fayoum, ranges from o.oo to 0.14.
The major difference between desert and non-desert areas is that the maximum value of the power index is not correlated with the maximum temperature inversion.
Also, complete turbulence conditions can be reached over desert at morning periods
from 0500 to 1300 U.T. when (fi = 0).

WINDS IN THE LAYER FROM 50 to 1000 METRES
During the first experiments of synoptic sounding rocket firing, the writer
adopted the assumption that winds which were measured over Helwan at levels higher
than lOOOm can be used for rocket pre-flight corrections. The direc~ distance between
these two sites is about 20 kms. This assumption was found later on to be an observational fact. This can be seen from studying the correlation between winds measured
at 50m over Fayoum range and those measured at 950 mb level at Helwan station. Such
studies were made in the following way:
The upper-air sounding balloons were released around 0500, 1130, 1700 and
2330 U.T. The 50m winds were observed at one hour before the time of balloon reiease,
at the time of balloon release and one hour after balloon release. The mean 50m winds
during those three hours were then. compared with the 950 mb level winds. The vectorial.
winds were taken into account in the present case and both 50m mean winds and 950 mb
level winds were resolved into easterly components {u) and northerly components (v).
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The approximate height of the 950 mb level above the launching site level at Fayoum
range is 500m and hence we are going to refer to the 950 mb level as the 500-m level.
Seeking for the correlation factor (r) and the degree of significance (t)
between the pre-mentioned vectorial winds, the following general formulae are adopted:

r =
t

z [(x - x ) ~

=r

'i _

7 ;y

v c~ cx _ x)'2 •

V(r! - 2)/v (1 - r 2 )

~ ,y _

:z; 2 J

(5)

( 9)

The correlation coefficient between the (u) components is 0.7186 and the degree of
significance is 10.02. For the (v) components, (r = 0.5627) and (t = 6.60). Th~se
values, calculated from 94 pairs of observations, indicate that the 50-m winds at
Fayoum and 500-m at Helwan are definitely correlated to each other.
Hence, it will be accurate and safe to use the winds measured at 50 metres
at Fayoum and those measured at the 950 millibar level at Helwan upper-air sounding
station, as if both measurements were made at the same site.
Now, in order to find an empirical relation which can describe the vertical
distribution of winds through the layer from 50 to 1,000 metres above ground level,
the writer is inclined to use the simplest expression which has been adopted by
Giblett (7) and others. This expression is the ~ower law for wind profile, and is
usually written in the following form:
(10')

The writer will make use of the tower-wind observations which he conducted
at heights from 10 to 50 metres over a desert area at Fayoum firing range. These observations will be discussed together with radar-wind observations at heights of 300, 600
and 1,500 metres at Helwan. The mean wind speeds at these heights are represented by
Figure 5 from.which we can draw the following conclusi ons:

(i)

For the level from 10 to 100 metres

-----------------------------------

The vertical wind distribution in this layer, at both daytime and nighttime, can be simply represented by the two sets of relations (1) and (2)
of the same form as relation (10). These two sets were previously included
in relations (5) and (7), which dascribe the wind profile at daytime and
night-time.
(ii)

~~~~!-!!l!:_!:~~-!QQ_~~-!i~gg_!!~!!!
The wind changes through· this layer can be simply re~eaented by the set
of relation (3) which have the same form as relation (10). The wind
decreases with height throughout this layer. Hence, the power index (p)
of relation (10) will be of negative sign to describe this decrease in
winds with height.

In order to keep this power index in its usual form, (p~O) which is normally .used by other workers, the writer will modify relation (10) in the following
form:
-vl rz
(llJ'
z
~ . 1 ;z·P
)

v

=
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The power index (p) in equation 11 was calculated by taking into consideration the mean values of wind speeds at the heights of 300 and 600 metres for both
day and night periods, and it was found that this power index (p), for both day and
night, can be given one value (p = o.64) without losing any appreciable accuracy.
From the above discussion, the wind speed at the intervening levels between
100 and 1,000 metres can be derived with a good degree of accuracy from the following
empirical relation:

= ( zl

v-:,
Z..

.J..

(12)

z

v,

where:

)o.64

=

lOC

ti

lCGc L z L ico

Based upon the above argument, Figure 6 shows the vertic&l distribution
of lower-levels wind in the first kilometre of the atmosphere over desert area depending only on the measurement of surface winds at 10 metres above station level and
taking this surface wind as unity.

4.

THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE PROCESS

The test for the standard deviation throughout the whole process is carried
out according to the following steps:
(i)

Calculation of the roct me~.Jl square error of the dependent actual values
of wind speeds at each of the heights 20, 30, 40, 50 and 500 metres around
the actual mean of each set of observations during daytime, afternoon and
night-time.

(ii)

Calculation of the root mean square error of the calculated wind speeds at
each height and time around the same actual mean value for the corresponding set of observations as mentioned in the first step.

From the values obtained, the RMS value for each set of data at any case
with respect to heights and times of observation is always around one metre per second
either for observed or for calculated values.
These results prove that, for the present purpose and similar work, the
degree of approximation achieved by the writer when introducing his set of equations
for the vertical distribution of winds is satisfactory.
These equations can be used for the calculation of wind profile iu the
first kilometre of the atmosphere over the Fayoum desert area. They may be used for
the same purpose over similar desert areas with the same degree of approximation.
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REPRESENTATION OF WIND VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION
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A Rainfall Intensity Recorder
K. Otani
(Japan Meteorological Agency)
1.

Introduction

A rainfall intensity recorder for routine use has
recently been developed by close cooperatio~ among .the staff
members of Japan Meteorological Agency. ' The \ principle of this
device is to record the amount of rain which has fallen in a
short time.
Numer9us experiments and field tests during the past
years resulted in improvement of the first model in several
respects. The improved ·model of recorder was completed in
1967 and has since been put ·into service at the synoptic
stations of more than sixty.
This paper outlines the con5truction of equipment and
discusses on the results obtained through experiments and
on the process. of improvement.
2.

Description of equipment

Fig. 1 shows schematically the structure of rainfall
intensity recorder and Fig. 2 illustrates the simplified
functional blockdiagram. It consists of a pulse generator,
a transducer and a recorder.
Raindrops are caught by an ordinary collector·funnel
having a diameter of 20 cm and fall through kelosene oil
layer into water reservoir. The reservoir is connected through
a siphon tube with an orifice which is immersed downward in
an oil tank. The orifice produces water drop of constant
diameter which corresponds to precipitation of 0.0083 mm.
A pulse is generated when the drop sinking through the oil
layer interrupts a light beam on a photocell. The generated
pulse is sent to the transducer, in which pulses are integrated every one minute, using pulse motors for driving and
resetting a cam. ·
One pulse per minute is equivalent to the rate of ~ain
fall of 0.5 mm/hour. Thus, total rainfall per minute is recorded
on a chart with the unit of mm per hour. The chart with a
logarithmic scale is used to cover a wide range of the rainfall
intensity of 0 to 100 mm/hour. The cam in a special shape
drives a recorder-pen in a logarithmic mode.

3. Experiment and improvement
(1) The mechanism of counting waterd:.r'ops in the first
model of equipment was to close the electric circuit directly
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by waterdrops on a couple of platinum wire immersed in the oil
layer as shown in Fig. ).. After numerous field tests, it was
recognized that the decrease of electric conductivity of rain
water causes the mal-function of platinum contact, particularly
in case of heavy rain.
(2) The elaborate shaping of orifice is essential to
obtain a constant diameter of waterdrops. A series of laborious experiments to.determine the optimum size and the shape
of orifice have been conducted in Fu.kawa Instrument Laboratory.
The tube material and its size have also been examined.
Examples of some of experimental resUlts are shown in Fig. 4,
5 and 6. The main conclusions are as follows:

i) The number of waterdrops equivalent to 1 mm rainfall
changes with the rainfall intensity as shown in Fig. 4. Its
feature is that the coefficient curve varies with the combination of orifice of different size and the tube, and also with
material used. The optimum dimension finally chosen is as
follows:
orifice
diameter

3.5 mm

siphon tube
4.0 mm

water reservoir
28.0 mm

ii) T-he contamination of orifice causes to proauce
occasionally bigger wat ercirop than anticipated.
To remedy
this problem, several orifice of dif±'erent shape have been
tested and. the optimum dimension has been determined. No
sinificant difference between teflon and steel orifice is
confirmed.
iii) Some of silicon oil have also been tested, however,
kelosene oil is found to be most pertinent.

4.

Discussion

As described above,
demerit of the counting mechanism
is the systematic change of the coefficient (the number of
droplets per 1 mm rainfall) vd th the rainfall intensity.
It is considered difficult to improve the accuracy of equipment remarkably, for the functionning of the counting mechanism is essentially controled by an unstable phenomenon in
me,king the size of waterdrops by the orifice constant.
However, the function of equipment does not require to measure
the rainfall intensity so strictly in ro~tine observations
as in the case of research purpose-s. The.main aim 1~ to measure
the general variation and the tendency of rainfa11 intensity
on a remote and real time mode in routine observations.
A set of rainfall recorders composed of the improved
rainfall intensity recorder and an ordinary tipping bucket
raingauge has been widely used in the synoptic station
network in Japan and proved to be a satisfactory means for
reporting rainfall messages to forecast centers and for
disseminating timely information to the public.
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Further improvement and field tests of this equipment
for use in regions with snowfall are now underway.
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NEW A'IMOSPHERE SIMULATOR FOR RADIOSONDE CALIBRATION

JN

U.A.R.

by A. S. A. Khalil

1.

INTRODUCTION

The atmosphere simulator, which was recently installed in the calibration
laboratories of the Meteorological Department, Cairo, is the final output of five
years' study. Although its main function is the calibration of radiosondes, it can be
utilized for any climatic experiment where artificial atmosphere can be created according to certain requirements of constant or controllable changing weather cond.i~
tions. Any atmospheric conditions simulating the atmosphere from sea level up to
fiftykilometres altitude can be reached as steady or changeable with predetermined
rates of change.
Visits to the meteorologicalservices where radiosonde calibration systems
are installed, such as United Kingdom,France, 'West Germany, Belgium, Switzerland,
Spain, India, Finland and Czechoslovakia, were accomplished. Details of the calibration systems in u.s.A. and u.s.s.R. were collected. Studies of the various systems
and the mutual discussions with the experts in those countries make it clear that all
the existing systems, at that time, were not capable of calibrating radiosonde systems
adequately. They all embodied certain systematic errors and operation difficulties
and disadvantages which cannot be neglected or overcome. Some of their deviations
from perfection are summarized as follows:
(i)

The calibration of the temperature-sensitive elements is carried out in a
liquid medium instead of air.
This will induce many errors in the calibration of bi-metallic sensors as the
behaviour of these sensors in liquid is completely different from that i~ air.
The reproduction of the calibration curves will . vary widely in the two cases
according to the structure of the bimetallic element itself.
Also, the use of a liquid medium will not help in any way in the calibration
of electric temperature sensors such as thermistors.

(ii)

All the systems known to the writer adopted the idea of ' calibrating each of
the three sensors for pressure, temperature and humidity separately. In other
words, there will be three calibration chambers, one for pressure, one for
temperature,and the third for humidity.
This, of course, will lead to the introduction of certain corrections for
the effect of the ambient conditions upon the different sensors.

(iii)

In some of the systems, the sensitive elements are placed alone in chambers
distant from the radiosonde transmitters. This will cause systematic errors
resulting from exposing the different parts of one radiosonde to different
ambient conditions.
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(iv)

The use of constant suppll" from the mains instel;\d of using batteries also
introduces some errors in the radiosonde systems which are normally affected
by the drop. or battery voltages.

{v)

All the systems are usually designed for one t ype of national radiosome
system, and they can hardly be used with ot her s .

(vi)

The control of temperature •ariatione inside some calibration chambers was
difficult becQ.use a mixture of solid co 2 and spirit down to a temperature
range of •60°c was used.

The study of the above-menti oned radiosonde, calibration systems leads to a
basic essential. principle which should be taken into consideration when planning to
establish new plant for radiosonde calibration. The basic e~eential principle is:
The ·1aboratory radiosonde test and oalibratiGD must be processed in an atmosphere simulator which is capable of creating an artificial atmosphere
similar to the actual atmosphere through which the balloon will ascend. AIR
must be the effective mediua in that atmosphere simulator.
Based upon this fact, the apeoitioations of such a new atmosphere simulator
were laid down by the writer, and manutaotured b7 a Gerllan fira. Thie atmosphere
simulator had been installed in the calibration laboratorie• of the Instrumental
Division, Meteorological Department, U.A.R. It is used now in routine calibration
of radiosonde transmitters.
2.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS .OF THE lfDi ATMOSPHERE SIMULATOR FOR RADIOSONDE
CALI13RATION

The general specifications of the atmosphere simulator used for radiosonde
calibration in U.A.R. can be summarized as fol~ows:
2.1
2.2
2.3

2.4

The effective medium inside the simulator is AIR.
The pressure, temperature and relative humidity inside its working space can
be varied independently and simultaneously.
The ambient conditions inside the chamber can be controlled manually and
automatically to maintain certain constant-state values or certain rates of
change for pressure, temperature and relative humidity.
In case of changing pressure, temperature and relative humidity under certain
pre-determined programmes, there is sufficient ventilation inaide the net
working space under conditions of pressures down to 200 ab.
Arrangements are taken to ensure the validity of the actual measurements in
different parts of the working space below this pressure.

2.5

The working space must be sufficient for 15 complete radiosondes, and there
must be enough spacing between them to permit suitable ventilation.

2.6

Filters are to be supplied to the air input and output to permit clean 6.ir
inside the simulator.

2.7

Pressure r&!lRe 1050 - 5 mb
Which can be varied with suitable rate of change and also can be kept constant
within l mb/hour.
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2.8

Temperature ra.nge +5o 0 c to -85°C
The temperature gradient inside the net volume must not exceed 1 °c.
The temperature can be varied with certain rates of change, and can also be
kept con~tant within ±o.5°c.
The damping period to reach CO'!J.Stant temperature must not exceed two minutes
in extreme cases.

2.9

Humidity ra.nge 15~ - 98%
Which can be varied with suitable rate of change and kept constant at all
points of the net volume at +3%. This restriction can be released at temperatures lower than -40°c and ~essure lower then 300 mb.

2.10

Sensors and transducers, used for probing the .a tmospheric conditions inside
the chamber and also for controlling different' states, must have time-lag
coefficients less than 1 sec. They can maintain their calibration curve for
at least 1,000 hours of continuous work.

2.11

Degrees of accuracy for measuring

~ensors

For pressure ±0.5 mb
For temperature ±o.2°c.

2.12

The recorder chart
width will not
be less than 250 mm.
for rUll-scale deflection is better than one second.

2.13

A buard having 30 electric connectors to facilitate any electric contacts
from inside to outside the simulator together with UHF antenna output is
supplied.

2.14

The atmosphere simulator is designed to be an independent piece of equipment
complete with its controls, sensors, indicators and recorders. Facilities
for wire or wireless connexions from inside to outside the chambers are
available. Experimenters have only to provide equipment according to their
plan of procedure.

The pen travel

For radiosonde calibration, the chamber can be used with. connexion to any
radiosonde system without any material changes in the chamber.

3.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE RADIOSONDE CALIBRATION CHAMBER

3.1

Technical data

(a)

Di~!~~!2~~-2!-~~!!~!-~R!~!

600
(b)

mm wide x

600

mm high x

700

mm deep plus a.t arting run

800

mm deep.

!2~R!E~~2-E~~~
Adjustable between +5o 0 c and -8o 0 c.
Temperature precision: temperature gradient in the testing chamber i
Precooling of R 11:
Cooling down:

0

c.

within about 8 hours and 30 min.
from +5o 0 c to -76°c
within about 150 min., to -so 0 c without indication
of time.
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Heating up:

(c}

from -so 0 c to +5o 0 c within about 10 min. Hereby it is presumed
that samples to be tested do not develop matural heat.

~~!-~!_:!!!~!!!-~~~!!l
From lo% to 9~; min. relative humidity at -20°c about 5~, at +2o 0 c about
25%;at more than +40°c about :<>%; max. relative air humidity about 98~.

(d)

~!!~~!~-~~-=!~~=~!~~-~!_:!!!!!!!_~~!~!!l
Within a temperature range from +50 to -40°C, within a pressure range between
1,050 and 300 mb, with a precision of ±3%.

(e}

~!~!!!~~-~!_:!!!~!!!-~~!~!!l
Within the temperature range from +50°C to o0 c with a precision of ±3% at
normal pressure. Within the temperature range from o0 c to -20°c at normal
pressure, the difference in precision is somewhat higher.

Within the testing chamber between 1,050 mb and 5 mb. Exhaustion time from
1,050 mb to 5 mb about 30 min.

Maximum 1 mb per hour.
(h)

Cable let-in tubes
For taking measures on the samples, 30 measuring terminals 500 V, 15 A are
provided.
1 high-frequency lead-in tube 400 MHz, 300 mW/90 Volts, 75 Ohm.

(i)

2~!!l!~-~!F!~!!l-~!_!!~~~-P~P
At atmospheric pressure 60 m3/h.

3.2

Construction of the whole testing chamber unit

{a)

Q~~!=~~!!~~-~!_!!~!!~-~~~E!!
The testing chamber is intended for gauging radio probes. The air in the
useful space is cooled down by indirect cooling. The refrigerating medium
is cooled by a compression cooling unit.
The material-testing unit embodies an outside partial vacuum container and
a lower part. The partial vacuum container is equipped with a resting-on
door which is provided with an inspection window composed of a pressure pane
and several insulating panes. The partial vacuum container, which is provided with necessary equipment and lead-in tubes in a sheet-steel construction .w hich is lined with an inside and outside protective paint coating.
The compression cooling unit is composed of four compressors (three cooling
cycles working in single stage and arranged in cascade connexion}. The compression cooling unit cools down the refrigerating medium (R II), provided
for cooling down the air in the useful space, to a temperature of -92°c.
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Temperature in the useful space is controlled by indirect cooling. The refrigerant is conveyed by a pump system through regulating valves to the different coolers of useful space. In this cooling system, a continuous liquid
cycle is maintained in order that heat withdrawn from the testing chamber is
conducted from the through-cooler by the refrigeratiiig machines.
As refrigeration medium for the compression cooling unit, freon R 502 and
freon R 13 are used, which are odourless, non-toxic and non-combustible.

All part~ of the useful space are made of special stainless steel. The aperture of the door has the same section as the useful space in order that samples
to be tested may be introduced very easily. In order to obtain a good temperature distribution, the . useful space is provided with an air pipe provided with
·g uide plates directing the air stream, and guide wheel.
In the back wall of the useful space, a V-belt-driven ventilator shaft is
arranged. The drive is arranged outside the useful space and consists of a
smoothly regulable three-phase AC shunt motor. In front of the ventilator,
the heater is arranged. The ventilator (high-duty axial blade wheel) blows
the air through the heater into the testing chamber. Through the air circulation duct (space between ceiling of testing chamber and metal sheet cover) in
which the main cooler and the air-conditioning cooler are arranged, the air is
sucked off again by the ventilator. For reduction of temperature during
climate tests and constant cooling tests, cooling tube coils are arranged on
the outside of the testing chamber.
For recording the temperature on the recorder, three measuring. points (copperconstantan elements)
are arranged in the testing chamber, as desired by
the customer. A fourth measuring station is provided for temperature regulator, and for the temperature-indicating instrument.
For measuring and control of humidity of air, a hygrometer with double-distance transmitter is built in. For comparative measuring within a temperature range from +10°c to +5o 0 c, a device for measuring the psychrometric
difference is provided which consists of one dry and one wet resistance
thermometer. The temperature value may be read from the indicating instrument. Distilled water is supplied through valve and water tap for moistening the wick of the wet-bulb thermometer.
The 30 measuring terminals and interior lighting of the testing chamber
(2 lamps) are arranged on the intermediate ceiling of the testing chamber.

3.3

Construction and function of refrigeration unit

(a)

~~R~~!!!~~-~l~!~-1~!~~~~)
A single-stage cooling cycle operates as follows:
By vaporization of a refrigeration medium (rreo~ in the evaporator, heat
is abstracted from surroundings. By means of a compressor refrigerant,
vapours are sucked off from the evaporator, brought to higher pressure,
and liquefied in a water-cooled condenser. The fluid refrigerant then
flows back through an expansion valve to the evaporator, by which the cycle
is closed. In such units the condensation temperature and therewith the
condensation pressure are determined by the kind of condenser, namely air
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o~ water.
Vaporization pressure and vaporization temperature are determined,
depending on the temperature to be attained finally. Consequently, in lowtemperature units the pressure difference between condensation and vaporization is so high that one compressor is not able to overcome this pressure
difference in a singie operation. Therefore, compression has to be achieved
in severa l s tages. Heat produced by adiabati c compression including frictional. heat (mechanical equivalent of heat} is eliminated by a heat interchanger.

The double cascade connexion of this unit is composed . of three single-stage
cooling units as described above.

4

The refrigerant.R 11 stored in the through-cooler serves to cool the air in
the testing chamber. By means of a centrifugal pump the liquid R 11 is conveyed through the different cooling systems. Heat is abstracted thereby
from the air in the testing chamber. Three cooling systems are provided.
Control of these cooling &JBtems is achieved by two regulation valves, andfor
each one a magnet valve tccording to required capacity, regulation valves
are controlled by the teaperature regulator or by the climate regulator and
the cooling systems fed accordingly. Regulation valves work according toa
differential method, i.e. both valves ¥ark in opposite directions to the
integral characteristic of the valve. If the desired value in the testing
chamber is reached, one valve is closed and the other is opened completely.
The refrigerant R 11 is circulated only within the through-cooler. If a
small capacity is requested, a part of the refrigerant passes through one
or more cooling systems and a part is circulated through the regulating
valve. Heat abstracted from the testing chamber is drawn off from the
through-cooler by the compression cooling unit.

Climatization and drying of the air are activated also by indirect cooling,
as described above, and the cooling system surrounding the useful space
provides for temperature reduction.
The ventilator blows the air through the heater into the testing chamber,
from where it is drawn off again through the air-circulation duct.
The air thereby passes through the cooling systems. During this continuous
cycle the a.:i.r passes constantly through the cooling systems and through the
heater. ]'or climatization, both systems, liquid refrigeration as well as
heating, co-operate in continuous alternation, i.e. during the passage of
the air through the cooling system it is cooled down to its dew point and
thereby condenses moisture. This moisture is drained outward. Pursuing its
cycle, the air then passes through the heatingspirals by which it is heated
again. By continuously alternating connexion and disconnexion of cooling
systems and heater it is possible to obtain any required air condition with
regard to temperature and moisture. In order to obtain a high relative
humidity within the climate range, a steam generator is provided.

The steam generator consists of a cl:osed pressure-proof container in the tube
plate of which an electric dip-shaft heater of 6 km is built in. By means of
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the steam generator, steam at a pressure of 1.1 kg/cm2 is continuously available• Pressure is contxolled by a pressure switch that connects and disconnects the heater accordingly. Against over-pressure, the steam is protected
by means of an over-pressure safety-valve of 1.5 km/cm2.
For controlling the water level in the stea.IIi generator, a water-shortage
switch is provided. Fresh water feed is activated through a magnet valve.
For rather long standstill, the steam generator must be emptied of water to
prevent accumulation of mud, which can be cleaned from the front side opening.
Steam is injected through a regulation valve and a magnet valve to the testing chamber in the atmosphere simulator.

4.

RADIOSONDE CALIBRATION

The atmosphere simulator as previously described is op0rated as a laboratory
radiosonde calibration chamber irrespective of the type of radiosonde under calibration.
The radiosonde, which is used in the U.A.R. upper-air sounding stations, is of the
USW13 403 MHz type. The complete system which is used for its calibration in order to
transmit radiosonde information from inside the chamber, receive and record them outside, has been developed specially for this purpose.
The sensitive elements for measuring pressure, temperature and relative
humidity can be calibrated separately one at a time or simultaneously. When a sensor
is calibrated separately, the other conditions which may have any effect on the functioning of this sensor can be varied according to pre-calculated rates of change. On
the other han<3=,when the three sensors are calibrated simultaneously, the meteorological
conditions inside the chamber are changed in a way to create an artificial atmosphere
simulating, as nearly as possible, the actual atmosphere where soundings take place.
In order to determine the suitable rates of change for pressure, temperature
and relative humidity inside the chamber, the mean atmospheric conditions over
three climatological regions in U.A.R. have been calculated. Figure 1 shows the mean
vertical distribution of pressure, temperature and relative humidity over Asswan,
M. Matruh and Helwan areas. At the beginning it was thought that it would be useful
to calibrate separate lots of radiosondes for each area. Examining Figure 1, there
is no need for this separation of transmitters, and one mean atmosphere for the whole
U.A.R. territory will be sufficient.
Taking into consideration that the radiosonde sounding balloon rising rate
is 300 m/min, the rates of change of atmospheric conditions inside the calibration
chamber which are used for its programming are given in Table 1.
Although the effective space· of the chamber can take about 15 radiosondes, it
is intended to calibrate 10 radiosondes onl~ to allow good ventilation between them.
Because of the temperature gradient between the centre of the chambers and
the walls and between the inlet and outlet of the air, the radiosondes under test are
divided into three groups surrounding the three measuring thermometers of the chamber.
4.1

Calibration of the three elements together

The ambient atmospheric conditions (pressure, temperature and humidity) inside the chamber are measured and transmitted through cables to a 12-channel recorder.
The information of the 10 radiosondes is transmitted either by cables or wireless to
a receiver, frequency converter andrecar.ded on another 12-channel recorder. Each of
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the two recorders has a magnetic time maker which is actuated by one clock. This
time-synchronization combines the two recorders in one unit so that the information
of radiosondes can be compared with the measured values of ambient conditions inside
the chamber.
The manual or automatic programming of the calibration procedure is controlled by the rates of changes given in Table 1.

4.2

Calibration of pressure element

In order to calibrate the baro-switches only of the 10 radiosondes, each
baro-swi tch is connected to a ll12~gnetic blue pen which records on a special chart."
A reference aneroid barometer and a working standard mercury barometer are connected
at the same time to 10 magnetic red pens beside the blue ones. When the system is
actuated by decreasing the pressure inside the chambers, blue pulses from the baroswi tch and red pulses from either aneroid or mercury reference barometer will be
recorded on each chart.
As the temperature inside the chamber is controlled according to the mean
atmosphere programme, the previous charts obtained for each radiosonde will serve as
the pressure calibration chart neglecting the temperature effect.

4.3

Thermistor calibration

In order to calibrate the radiosonde thermistors only, 25 of them are connected one after tha other by cables to an Ai' oscillator in the range from O to 200 Hz,
then to an AF amplifier, frequency convertor and recorder. The recorded values for
each thermistor are compared with the recorded values for the ambient temperature
inside the chamber.
In this case, there is no need for changing either pressure or humidity inside
the chamber.

4.4

Hygristor calibration

In the calibration of hygristor, either lithium chloride or carbon resistance
is used for checking purposes. Samples are connected in the same way as in the case of
thermistors. It was found necessary to change both pressure and temperature inside
the chamber accordiDg to the mean atmosphere values during this calibration proc_ess.

5.

CONCLUSION

The atmosphere simulator installed in the Meteorological Department, U.A.R.,
proves to be very useful equipment in the laboratory calibration of radiosondes.
It is also the main tool in the current research planned for development of
meteorological sensors either for ground of upper-air observations.
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Plate ( 1)

Cabinet with door opened and the stream generator
is installed at the bottom of the cabinet
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Plate ( 2)

Cascade cooling system
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Plate ( 3)

Rl 1 store and air compressors
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P l ate (4)

Heaters
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Plate ( 5)
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Plate ( 6)

Baro- switches calibration system
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Plate ( 7)

Recording system for sending information
from 10 radiosondes from inside cabinet
to outside receiving equipment
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1. - INTRODUCTION
ra.diod~tres

Deux types de

a

absolus sont

a

l' etude

1 'Insti tut Royc:d i·:eteoroloe;iq_ue; ils ont ete decri t res-

pectivesent au cours de la troisibne session du Groupe de
travail du rayonne~Jsnt d-e l' Association re5ionale VI cie
, ,.. .- a' Bruxe 11 es[1J e t au co~rs au
- Syrnposiuc
.
1 1 0 • N.M. en mai. 1 ~ob
conjoint de l'I.U.G-.G./W.M.O. sur le rayo1me.::J1ent et les
techniq_ue;s de mestn·es par satelli tE:s

a

Bergen en aofit 1968. [2}

Le besoin de disposer d'un recepteur absolu pour

la mesurc du rayonneuent a ete £on:iule de di£ferentes parts,
en particulier a~ns le rapport final du grcupe de travail
des instru~nents et des observations du rayonnement de type
specio.l [ 3] .
L'objet de C€tte note est de mettre en evidence
les proble~es que pose la constyuction d'un radiosetre
absolu du type

consider~

lors des mesures

ainsi que les

e=isctu~es

cours des compar2isons

r~sultats

en juin 1569

pyrhelio~~tri~ues

~

obtenus

Carpentras au

de l'nH 11.

Si l'instru~ent ~is a 1 1 e~reuve a cette occasion
"
peut ttre consiciere co.iJr:,e un. pyrh2liornetl'e
aux cayacterisa.ux instru:;ents

tradi tiO!'°;.rl-213,

:1CIU3

D.8

le oualifier d'absolu

!)OUV ·:ms

vu

~u'il

r:es...vi;-:;oins :;ias jUS::_ U 1 a p!'e2ent
ne sati3fait pas

t i 0 n n ec e s :~ s. ire ( ;J c:.i s n 0 l1 s u:::::. s cill t e )

et 8. 0l i €: §

~

6•

la condi-
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2. - RECE:PTEUR

ABSOLU

D:E

R11.YONNEMENT

Un radiometre pourra ~tre quali:fie d'absolu lorsque
par principe la connai ssance precise des caracteristiques
physiques exprimees en fonction des unites fondamentales
permet sans etalonnage prealable de determiner sans ambiguite
la valeur du flux radiatif incident.
11 va de soi que la mesure des parametres carac-

teri stiques determinants doit pouvoir ~tre effectuee aisement
SanS presenter d I effet prejudj.ciable a la defini tiOn J11~I11e dU
radiometre, a tout moment, afin de pouvoir tenir compte
d'eventuels vieil-issements o
L'etude de l'instrument doit Viser a une connaissance parfaite du processus de mesure, propre a entrainer
l'adhesion objective de tout expert en la matiere et conduire
a la formulation de tels tests necessaires et/ou suffisants
proprcs a re couper les arguments avances pour attribuer le
qualificatif d'absolu a l'instrument en question.
Une mesure ootenue a partir d'un tel radiometre
perdrait nean~oins toute valeur si sa precision n'etait
exprimee en fonction des erreurs de mesure connues des
caracteristi~ues de l'intrument.
De la m~~e maniere une mesure de rayonnement
n~aura toute sa valeur que si la source est suffisamment
bien connue aue pour pouvoir af1ir~er que son spectre ne
depasse pas les limites superieures et inierieures du
domaine des lonsue~rs d'ondes pour le8~e l la precision du
radiometre absolu es~ definie.
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3. - DESCRIPTION

SOI-•L'1AIRE

DU RADIOMETRE

ABSOIJU

Sur une plaque metal1ique sont montes deux
fluxmetres de eh aleur paires respectivement centres
sur une demi sphere reflechissante interieurement.
Une fen~tre circulaire parallele au plan
de la plaque metallique de base et centree sur la normale aux elements detecteurs perrnet de laisser penetrer
le rayonnement.
Une lamelle mince et conductrice est deposee
sur chaque detecteur de flux de chaleur; ses extremites
sont reliees a des contacts electriques massif's·.
On mesure pour chaque element detecteur un
signal electrique proportionnel aufl.ux energetique a
mesurer, le potentiel electrique aux bords de la lame
conductrice mince ainsi cue le courant qui la traverse.
La surface du disque recepteur est noirci.
L'instru:nent est utilise de la m~me maniere
que le pyrheliometre d'Angstromo Il est monte sur une
monture equatoriale et pointe autoillatiquement sur le
soleil. 11 est isole thermiquernent de toute autre
source d'energie thermique.
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4. - RELATIONS

DE

DEFINITION

DE

RAYONNEMENT

LA

MESURE

DU

GLOBAL

De maniere generale le signal de sortie W d'un
radiometre depend de sa sensibilite spectrale ~~ et de la
caracteristique spectrale F~ du flux incident

(1)
D'autre part il a ete montre f 4] qu'un radiometre
qui fonctionne suivant le principe d'une "balance thermi~ue"
comme le pyrheliometre d'Angstr~m satisfait aux relations
(2)

(3)

OU QA est l' eclairement du recepteur pour la longueur d I onde A
et «a 1 les coefficients d'absorption spectraux effectifs
OCo).
d
pour la lame gauche et droite respectivement.
et cl les surf'aces utiles de la lame gauche et droi te
~c et.~4 la resistance electrique de ses lames
l~A. et LaA. le courant qui les traverse pour la lonb-ueur d' onde A.

s(J

s

.fa ,f~ , jd.A , ~~\

des f'acteurs tenant compte d es dissymetries

instrumentales.
Dans le cas simple ou l'instrum2nt est parfaitement
symetrique et en equilibre'

.

L<JA.

.

= LJ.).

;

tr..3:

~~

.pa ::;

r

~ CX.;JA

J~

= .A.

= ~ J.X

j

;

q cl :::
J
.~~

=

Q

-== 0

c.'o~
~.JJ ,

;

il suffi t a·e considerer l 'une ou l' autre relation qui pour
une source polychromatiq_ue donne : .•
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'Q = Q). J A ~'

J

Ji
.
:
s 'i ;-;:
't .i

A

oU

(4)

t

Si CX'~\ ~ oc~ est independant de l a longueur d • onde
pour tout le spectre de la sourc e , -6x_ -= ~
0n a alors

j

(L s~!i

que l'on identifie directement
\,/ =-

~

1

aJ

i.t.:i.i.

(5 l

a

FA

d. A

(6)

Il n •est pas possible de mesurer l~x. indi viduellement; le courant La necessaire pour equilibrer le pont
thermique est donne par

l<l

= (

fi-1..u

d\ ) l

(7 )

Les quelques hypotheses expl icitees pour obtenir
la relation d' AngstrBn doi vent evide:n:nent ~tre satisfai te s
par l' instrument auq_uel on _ .ap:Jli c~_ue cet te relc..tj_on; dan s
la negative l'eclairement energeti que Q deduit de la mesure
de La est errone. Ceci est d'aut fnt plus importont que l'on
Vise a Obtenir la valeur absolUf; . de l ' { cl·_:ire ~ :~nt en~~r 2;eti - U :?

fa

jd

h'n toute rigueur ~
-:f- -1,
:f- -1., <Ja.:/: 0 ' ~~ 4 O
il est necessaire d •en tenir compte com ...e nous le :nontrons
[4] par exeople en introduisant un £acteur
que l'on peut mesurer experimentalement.

j
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5. -

CARACT:ERISTI •~UBS

DU

RADIOMETRE.

du radiometre tel que nous l'envisageons, c'est-a-dire pour obtenir une mesure absolue, necesL'u~ilisation

site la connaissance precise des coefficients 1~, 1~, 5~,_S%'
ex J , <X~.' entre autres, ainsi que de la valeur du courant Ld'
et/ OU l,cl tel que le systeme SOi t en equilibre.
5 .1. - La surf'ace des lamelles

Sa et /=~i-

Elle a ete obtenue ~ partir de la mesure des masques
d'evap0ration effectu~e ~ l'aide d'un projecteur de profils •
On a trouve
= 19,77 + o,ol cm2

.s1

Sa = l~,76

~ o,ol cm2

a

la temperature de 18~C.
La variation de cette surface en fonction de la temperature
n'a pas ete etudiee pour le moment.
5.2. - Les coefficients d'absorption.
Le rev~ternent absorbant utilise fut le "3M Velvet
black coating" qui presente un coefficient d'absorption
meilleur que 0,~8 dans la garnme de longueur d'onde qui nous
interesse.
Le coefficient d'absorption effectif de la surf'ace absorbante depend des caracteristL_ues geometriques
et optiques ue la cavj_te dans laquelle elle est ~lacee.
Pour le m.o ntage que nous avons propos i , ii.~ Boyen 5] a ca.1cule le coefficient d'absorption effectif et 5. D~ Dycker 16]
propose une forme optimalisee pour le ref'lecteur,- de manier.~
a ameliorer encore le coefficient d'absorption ef£ectif mais

f
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surtout pour evi ter que du rayonrtement non diffU~3e par la
surface du recepteur puisse apres reflexion ~tre mesure
par celui-ci, ce qui entra1nerai t da.Iis certains cas que OC~ )1

5.3. - La resistance des lamelles.
On mesure la resistance totale des lamelles entre
deux contact massifs de resistance negligeable. Pour que
cette valeur de resistance puisse ~tre appliquee a la
relation (5) il faut evidemment que la resistance soit
uniforme. Ceci implique que la lame mince conductrice soit
d'epaisseur constanteo
Ce contrOle peut se faire par la mesure de la
retrodiffusion du rayonnement ~ •
Le fait que le coefficient de temperature des
lames n'est pas negligeable importe peu si la condition
d'uniformite est satisfaite puisou'en eff'et on determine
le courant qui traverse la lamelle et la tension aux bords
a chaque mesure.
La resistance des larnes minces est :
'"{,.~

= 80' 71

!. 0' 05 _Q
t(. a. = 8 6 ' 20 ±. 0 ' 0 5 i l
a 182Co Etant donne le precede de fabrication, la difference
entre les deux resistance
et ~a est su·specte; le test
que nous presentons ci-dEssous nous a conduit a reconsiderer
la teclmologie de fabrication qui n'assurait pas l'homogeneite de la resistance au droit des contacts electriques
massifs.

1
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6. -

CONDITIONS

NECESSAIRES

ET/ OU

SU:FlfISrtNTES

A

SATIS:fAIHE.

La confiance en un instrument absolu sera d'autant
plus brande que la methode utilisee pour obtenir la mesure
sera simple tout en restant correcte; il faut que les
hypotheses formulees pour obtenir la valeur du rayonnement
energetique puissent ~tre verifiees •
6.1. - Le zero de la balance thtrmicue.
A partir du moment o~ les detecteurs orit ete paires
le zero de la balance thermique doit ~tre definie sans
ambiguite, ce qui entra1ne necessairement que le zero en
lumiere visible (instrument pointe sur le soleil, les deux
ouvertures etant ouvertes), le zero en rayonntment ini'rarouge
(les deux volets des ouvertures etant c,l oses) et le zero
electrique (densites de puissance egales sur les deux lamelles)
doivent ~tre identiques. S'il n'en etait pas ainsi on obtiendrait une mesure differente suivant que l'on utilise la
partie gauche ou droite de l'instrument sans pour autant
pouvoir lever l'incertitude sur la valeur absolue de la
grandeur mesuree.
6.2. - L'uniformite des resistances des lamelles.
Si U-~ et 1rd. sont respecti vement les potentiels
mesures aux extremites des lames minces, alors

~~~ . i1-~
-tra - 'La_

1

Ce rapport doit ~tre egal a celui obtenu d'autre
. 1
part par la relation
v ' = ll,
apres q_ue le zero du radiometre
0

L l.

d
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aie ete regle par pointage de l'instrument sur le soleil,.
puisqu' alors l ~ 'tJ. S<l = L~ '1~ $~ lorsque les deux ouvertures
sont closes.
On · trouve 't = O, 936 et '6' = lt038
La condition necessaire (mais non suffisante)
que ¥ -:b''n•est pas satisfaite • . On ne peut done sQrement
pas affirmer que la resistance est uni:forme ni des lors
appliquer la relation (5) pour determiner la valeur absolue
de l'eclairement energetique. Remarquons que si les
pyrheliometres du type Angstrom etaient munis d'un fil
supplementaire a chaque extremi te des larnelles' ce test
pourrait leur ~tre appliqueo
En observant que '6 ' est plus proche de 1 que '(}'
on peut en inferer que la non-uniformite de resistance
doit ~tre situee pres des bords de contact.

6.3 - Mesure de la constctnte de Stefan - Boltzmann.
La determination experimentale de la consta.nte
de Stefan - Boltzmann effectuee a l'aide du radiometre absolu
sur un corps noir pour quelques temperatures diff erentes
constitue le test ultime necessaire et suf:fisant pour
qualifier un radiometre d'absolu et tirer des conclusions
sur sa precisiono
Remarquons toutefois que la reussite de cette
experience depend etroi tement de la quali te du caps no·ir
utilise qui devra ~tre· lui-m~me de la classe du radiometre
absolu.
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7• -

COMPORTEMENT

DU

PYRHELIOiviETRI0U~S

RADIOMET?£
A

LORS

DES

COMPARAISONS

CARPElJTRAS.

L'angle d'ouverture de l'instrument pouvait ~tre
choisi entre 2Q et 7Q; il fut fixe ~ 42 · pour la dur~e des
comparaisons o
Comme pour un eclairement energetique de 77 mW/cm2
le signal d'Wl detecteur est de 20 ,mV et que le zero instrumental est d€fini a miru x que 5 f-<- v' la resolution sur la
mesure est assuree a mieux que 0,1 %.
La sensibilite est nettement superieure aux
instruments classiques.
Du point de vue de la comparaison d'instruments
nous avons pu mettre en evidence 1 1· effet dO a la difference
de constantes de temps. Il a ete observe que lorsaue
l'eclairement energetique est const~nt le rapport entre
les mesures effectuees avec deux instruments de mtme ouverture
et de constante de temps differente est independant de l'energie
incidente ( de 72 mW/cm 2 a ~4 mW/cm 2 ) alors que ee rapport
varie lorsque l'eclairement energetique fluctue. Ceci
confjrne
une remarque citee dans le rapport concernant les
instruments de type special [3} •
8. - CONCLUSIONS.

Ces quelques considerations succintes avaient pour
but de montrer l'esprit avec lequel il convient d'aborder ce
probleme de metrologie qu'est la mesure absolue de l'eclairement energetique.
Si le radiometre qui a ete construit ne satisfait
pas encore aux criteres enonces nous sommes C€pendant resolument
optimistes en ce qui concerne les nouveaux prototypes remis sur
chantier des a present.
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AUTOMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL DATA BUOYSl

Captain Virgil W. Rinehart, U. S. Coast Guard
National Data Buoy Development Project
U. S. Coast Guard Headquarters
Washington, D. C. 20591

ABSTRACT
The United States bas been developing variou s methods to obtain
synoptic measuremen t s of the marine environment. The various platfonns
include ships, aircrsft, satellitas, balloo~s, mann~d and unmanne d fixed
stations and buoys. The North P8cific and the Barbados Oceanographic
and Meteorological Experi~ents have demcinstrated the feasibility of these
systems to measure various parameters of the marine environment and to
automatical ly telemeter the data to a central collection station. The
principal data buoys developed in the United States are described and ti1~
plans -a nd progress of the Natirnal Data Buoy Development Proje ct are
presented .

lThe opini ons and a ss .e rti ons in this p3pcr are those of the author,
and do no t n ece s sa rily represent the views of the. Commandant or the
Coast Guard at J a r ge.
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1.

Introduction

In recent years several programs under the cognizance of the
World Meteorological Organization have emphasized the need for more
environmental information from the ocean areas. While the need for
meteorolog·ical data is well established, it has become increasingly
clear that information from below the surface is also necessary due
to the important exchanges of energy which ~ake place betwe.e n the
air and sea. A variety of platforms including ships, airplanes, and
artificial earth satellites can be used to collect certain of the
necessary meteorological and oceanographic data; however, unmanned
automatic data buoys located at the air-sea interface with the ability
to collect information from the ocean depths as well as the sea surface
and lower atmosphere are receiv4ng a great amount of attention. Specifically, the United States plan for participation in the World Weather
Watch (WWW), the U.S. proposals for the Global Atmospheric Research
Program (GARP), and the plans developed by the multi-national Working
Connnittee for an Integrated Global Ocean Station System (!GOSS) all
identify automatic buoys as one of the principal types of o"cean data
platforms. Thus, while other platforms will . be used in national and
international marine enviromnental data programs, and while other nations
are also working on buoy development, the status and outlook for U. S.
buoy programs are of interest.
2.

u.

S. Data Buoy Programs

As of late 1967, some fifty data buoy programs were underway or
planned in the United States alone. Generally these programs were
designed to accomplish limited objectives and suffered from lack of
coordination and financial support. Typical of the problems was the
fact that most of these programs made no provisions for providing the
necessary seagoing support over a period of time. As a result, the U. S.
Coast Guard, with its fleet of seagoing tenders and its buoy handling
experience, gradually assumed a major role in the deployment, care and
retrieval of many of these buoys. While many· of these programs involved
special limited purpose buoys not suitable for long-term deep ocean operation, a few programs are being continued at the present time and are discussed briefly below. Although a great deal of progress has been made, it
it important to recognize that a fully satisfactory data buoy - one which
will report oceanographic and meteorological data automatically, accurately
and reliably for sustained periods of time - does not exist at the present time.
3.

NOMAD Buoy

One of the first and most successful of the U. S. buoy programs has
been the Naval Oceanographic Meteorological Automatic Device (NOMAD),
This
buoy is clocktimed to operate every three hours and senses air and sea surface temperature, atmospheric pressure, wind speed and direction, and integrated wind force. The NOMAD is a boat configured hull of aluminum alloy,
twenty feet long and ten feet wide, displacing eight to nine tons when loaded
with power supply and ballast. It has been moored in depths up to 4,000 meters
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using a slack moor compining stainless steel wire rope, nylon line, polypropolene line and a heavy weight as an anchor. The collected infoTination
is automatically transmitted in Morse code by .high frequency radio. The
normal message has a transmission time of one and a half minutes and the
code format is a series of three-letter groups repeated three times.
Although plagued by failures of the instrumentation, moorings and
power sources in the early 1960's, the NOMAD has proven very successful
in the past few years. During 1968, one of these buoys operated in the
Gulf of Mexico and transmitted on schedule for eleven months and one week before succumbing to battery failure. This operation appears to demonstrate
that the goal of unattended successful operation for one year is attainable .
Further improvements are planned for instruments, moorings, power supplies
and means of telemetry. The need for a means of- interrogating the buoy at
any time is recognized and such a capability is being developed for the
NOMAD.
4.

40-Foot Discus Buoy

In 1959, the Office of Naval Research sponsored a development program
that would produce a general purpose data buoy of versatility for research
purposes. After five years work a discus-shaped buoy forty feet in diameter
and displacing 100 tons was ready for tests and was first moored off the
Florida coast in 1964. Even during a hurricane, this prototype buoy demonstrated its ability to maintain station. Successive tests of the buoy led
to its deployment in the 1968-1969 North Pacific Experiment conducted by the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography and the Office of Naval Research. Along
with eight non-telemetering catamaran buoys, it was placed in position one
thousand miles north of Hawaii. While some problems have been experienced-primarily with the sensors--operatioo o.f the buoy has been relatively successful.
The buoy telemetered its meteorological data over a period of eleven months,
even after a portion of the discone antenna failed mechanically. It has provided a large amount of valuable engineering and scientific information.
During September 1969, a second large discus buoy was deployed. This
buoy has improved instrumentation, power supply, and mooring line. In
addition it is equipped to transmit its information via VHF satellite relay
as well as high frequency radio as used by the first buoy. The large discus
buoys are equipped to measure surface wind speed and direction, air temperature
barometric pressure, insolation, water temperature (through the thermocline)
and precipitation. Each buoy is capable of monitoring 128 sensors and transmitting the data in digital form.
5.

Other U. S. Buoys

There are a large number of other buoys that have been developed in
the United States for limited application or for experimentation with
basic conceptual designs. Not all of these buoys telemeter data, but
because of the potential merit of the concepts they are worth mentioning.
The toroid buoy was one of the first types to be developed for deep
ocean mooring. Its simplicity of design and low cost make it ideal for
small experiments and local investigations. In spite of its simplicity, it is
very versatile and has been used to support a wide variety of instruments.
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Another basic type of buoy is the spar buoy. These have been built
in sizes ranging from the three hundred and fifteen foot FLIP (Floating
Instrument Platform) to the ten foot Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (BCF)
Augmented Spar Buoy. The BCF buoy is a free drifting buoy with a capability
of measuring air temperature and pressure, as well as salinity and sea
temperature, both at the surface and at several shallow depths. This buoy
is used primarily to trace surface currents. The data is · transmitted by
high frequency radio, the position of the buoy being determined by radio
direction finder . Several universities and institutions have also been
working on similar small free drifting spar buoys.
Of the le_rge spar buoys, FLIP i~ by far the best known. Although
capable of being moored by a three or four legged moor, ' FLIP is normally
tethered to a mother-ship or allowed to drift free. FLIP is manned by a
small group of scientists and the data is transmitted by either radio or
through hard wire connections to the mother ship. Due to the unique design,
FLIP is able to ballast itself to allow for various sea conditions or to
measure various enviromnental parameters. Since .it is manned, it permits
a greater versatility of . measurements that can be made by unmanned buoys.
Most of the measurements being made today from this platform are being
used ·to determine vertical microscale changes in the boundary layer.
Several other smaller but similar large spars are also in use.
Florida State University's TRITON, Oregon Staie University's TOTEM and the
Perpendicular Oceanographic Platform (POP) are buoys of this type. Both
FLIP and TRITON were recently used successfully in the Barbados Oceanographic
and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX). Their contributions point to increased
roles for such buoys in future experiments.
Among the other types of buoys in use is the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography (or Isaacs') catamaran. This buoy measures surface wind speed
and direction, air pressure, solar radiation, dew point temperature, and
sea water temperature at ten depths with the data stored on tape. Still
another type is the tautli.ne subsurface buoy with a small surface float
equipped with radio antennae and surface meteorological instruments. These
buoys have been used in cases where a highly stable pljtform was required,
for instance, in geomagnetic measurement programs.
6.

Recent Developments

There are several important tests that are now taking place or
are planned during the forthcoming year. The U. S. Navy is testing a
NOMAD buoy equipped with rocketsonde launchers and has demonstrated the
feasibility of automatic launch from an unmanned buoy. There are still
difficulties to be overcome both on the launching techniques and on the
reception and retransmission of . the data at the buoy.
In order to avoid the problems associated with moorings, several
techniques for location and inter~ogation of drifting buoys are being investigated. An Interrogation Recotding Location System (IRLS) package has
been placed on several buoys antl has demonstrated capab_ility for location
of the buoy and transmission of data. This system presently uses the
NIMBUS III Satellite as a VHF relay station and permits accurate location
and data collection twice daily. Other tests include the use of the OMEGA
navigation system as a means of location of drifting buoys. A new and less
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costly system using a differential doppler technique is now being explored.
All of these approaches, however, require the use of satellites and VHF
radio channels, the availability of which is uncertain.
Still another novel and interesting attempt to eliminate the mooring
and deployment problems is represented by a self-positioning buoy which is
designed to assume and maintain its position automatically us i ng r adio control and an internal computer system. Propulsive power and dire ct i on is
provided by two curved rigid aerodynamic "sails" and two rudders. While
preliminary tests have been performed, the total concept has not been proven.
7.

National Data Buoy Development Project

Recognizing the established needs, both national and global, for marine
enviromnental data, coupled with the still remaining organizational and technological problems, the U. S. in 1967 decided to embark on a major national
buoy development program. Because of its invo~vement with many of the then
existing buoy programs, and because of its seagoing capabilities, the u. S.
Coast Guard was designated the lead agency in this major national data buoy
program. This program is based on the progress thus far and is designed to
develop data buoys suitable for deployment in operational and research networks. Concurrent with the technological development, a parallel effort to
determine the nature, quantity, quality and vertical and geographical extent
of the data required is proceeding. While the development program is designed
to address u. S. national needs, international programs are being closely
monitored to insure compatibility. The extent of U. S. deployed networks is
not clear at present; however, certain concepts involving the buoys themselves
appear well established. Several types of buoys of different levels of capa~
bility may be r equired for different purposes. However, each will be designed
with the total meteorological and oceanographic data requirements in mind.
Present plans include the development of three basic types of telemetering
buoys: a f ree drif£ing buoy, a low capability moored buoy and a high capability
moored buoy. While firm performance characteristic s have not been fixed, present
indications are that the free drifting buoys will measure surface air temperature,
atmospheric pressure and sea surface temperature, with limited subsurface temperatures as a secondary possibility. The low capability moored buoy may measure
the same parameters plus wind and current vectors. The high capability buoys
will rave capabilities based upon the general ordering of the following chart.
Table 1:

High Capability Buoy (HCB) (moored)
Parameter Order
Primary
Secondary

Tertiary

Near surf ace
atmosphere
0 - 15 m.

air temperature
air pressure
wind vector

dew point
precipitation
(yes/no)

i n solation

Near surf ace ocean
0 - 10 m.

sea temperature
salinity
current ve c tor

wave height
wave period

wave direction

Below surface ocean

s e a temperature
salinity
depth (pressure)
c urrent vector

10 - 500 m.
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Engineering experimental data buoys will be deployed in calendar
year 1971 as a means to acquire (a) engineering test data for required
improvements in platform hardware, (b) an environmental data base to
assist in system design, and (c) experience in practical operations of
systematic data collection, processing and dissemination. The environmental data collected will be made available for analysis and forecasting
in and adjacent to the deployment area and also contribute to the reservoir
of information required by the scientific community~ An early experimental
environmental reporting buoy (XERB~l) will be deployed off the eastern coast
of the United States is the first part of 1970. Preprototype low capability
buoys are expected to be deployed in 1972.
It is most likely that these buoys will be of the surface following
type with two-way high frequency interrogation and communication. Initially,
the free drifting buoys may be ship launched vs. aircraft launched and may
use high frequency for location relay as well as for interrogation and communication. Limited numbers of the follow-on improved buoys may utilize satellites
(VHF/UHF) for interrogation and cormnunications, and in the case of the drifting
buoys, for location.
8.

Status of Technology

In spite of major advances in our ability to collect and transmit
marine data automatically from the far reaches of the ocean, there is a lack
of understanding of the adverse affects of the marine environment on oceanic
telemetering data buoys and of the inter-relationships between the environment
and the buoy, its sensors and mooring. For this reason the development of
data buoys is still greatly concerned in many areas with basic problem
resolution. The technology for telecommunications, data handling and shore
support appears to be sufficiently well in hand for application to data buoys
without extensive research and development. The development of reliable
moorings, sensors and buoy handling capabilities poses the greatest technological challenge.
Data collection from test buoys has already advanced from the most
rudimentary form of storage through the transmission of data in various
analog and elementary coded forms, to the present limited use of advance
modulation techniques, formatting, data extraction and error correction
methods. Six high frequency bands have recently been allocated exclusively
for use in marine data transmission. Higher freouencies may later be made
available for use in satellite relay links.
Various buoy hull shapes have been developed - spar, catamaran, discus
and boat, among others. Payload, survivability, stability and data requirements will essentially establish the size and configuration for each application.
Internal combustion engines with generators and high performance batteries
are available as power sources of the capacity required for large buoys.
T~otopic thermoelectric generators appear attractive for further development.
Cost, performance, weight and size must be considered for each buoy application.
Moorings ~ontinue to be improved. Synthetics, wire and chain have been
used singly or in various combinations for tethering the buoy and for transmission of the underwater sensor signal to the buoy. Many problems still
plague deep ocean moorings, such as fish bite, kinking, and unexplained
failures. Design factors for both single line and multilegged moors need to
be established.
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Development of rugged, accurate and reliable sensors is the sine quo
non of successful automatic data buoys. Sensors must be developed which
can withstand as necessary the forces of wind, waves, current and pressure
and . the· at tacks of chemical and biologica 1 agents. Furthermore, in the
interest of long term performance, it is highly desirable to eliminate or
minimize moying parts. Decrease _of power requirements through use of solidstate technology and miniaturization is also a developmental goal.
Some of the newer methods in use or under development for measuring
important envirornnental parameters include:
current speed
water pressure
water temperature
waves
air temperature
wind speed

acoustic doppler
strain gauge or crystal
thermistors or platinum probes
vertical accelerometers
resistance wires or thermistors
sonic

All data buoys require some support and means of deploying them. In
the case of drifting or expendable buoys they must be periodically repositioned
or replaced as the case may be. Jn the case of non-expendable moored buoys
they must be periodically serviced on site or retrieved for servicing ashore.
Optimization of the handling and servicing expenses involved in supporting a
major network of data buoy systems requires that platforms and their subsystems
have a capability of remaining at sea for extended periods with minimal main'tenance. Sea borne support concepts, such as submersible well, wet well and
catamaran hull ships and helicopter vertical replenishment all merit study.
9.

Conclusions

Telemetering data buoys have exhibited the ability to play a major role
in the composition of marine environmental observation and information systems.
The extent of that role will be determined by the development programs now
underway. The broad problems discussed are being addressed in the United
States program to develop the ability to implement cost effective operational
systems. While the National Data Buoy Development Project is oriented toward
"conducting the research, development, test and evaluation (RDT&E) necessary
to implement, as a future deployment decision, national data buoy systems",
the resulting RDT&E is expected to contribute significantly toward such programs as the World Weather Watch and the Global Atmospheric Research Program
of the World Weather Program.
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Recent Developments in the

U.S.A~

on

Automatic Weather Stations for Use on Land

1

Richard H. Waters, Stanley A. Spivey
and Paul L. Hexter

Abstract
Recent automatic weather station developments in the U.S.A. have
been the result of varied needs of the meteorological comnunity
such as: observations from inaccessible locations, observer assistance, near micro data collection networks and objective
parameter measurements. Instrumentation systems are one of two
types. Sensor data are processed at the remote site prior to
being communicated or raw sensor data are multiplexed over a communication channel to a central processor.
Representative automatic weather stations developed by government agencies or industry are described. In recent year, reliability has been increased while power consumption, instrument
size and weight have been reduced.2

1

2

To be published as ESSA Technical Memorandum WB'IM DATAC 4.

The mention of a specific conunercial system in no way constitutes an endorsement of the product. These stations have
been chosen to acquaint CIMO members with representative developments in the United States.
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Recent Developments in the U.S.A. on
Automatic Weather Stations for Use on Land
Richard H. Waters, Stanley A. Spivey
and Paul L. Hexter

I.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years the major incentive for a large number of U.S. manufacturers to develop automatic weather station equipment has been the
air pollution problem that has become so prominent in the U. S. Many
of these systems were developed to be used as a part of a near-microscale data-gathering network to obtain information for use in forecasting the buildup and dispersal of pollutants in major urban areas.
Additionally, development of automatic weather stations is the result
of such needs of the meteorological and hyd.rologic community as (1) the
need for observations. from previously inaccessible locations, (2) the
need for objective measurement of meteorological parameters and (3) the
need to make more effective use of an insufficient supply of technicallytrained manpower.
Instrumentation systems are one of two types -- sensor output data is
processed on-site or it is processed at a central collection point.
Stations for both remote and nonremote applications are being built in
each of these categories. On-site processing may be simple timeaveraging of a parameter whereas central processing may be quite complex
and be performed on a general purpose computer with extensive memory
capabilities.

II.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Common goals in our development of automatic stations have been to increase their relia"bility, to make them universal in application and to
include the capability for ready expansion. Reliability has been increased by employing state-of-the-art micro-electronic modules. Microelectronic techniques inherently have reduced power consumption and
allowed a degree of miniaturization to be realiz·e d. Although power consumption and miniaturization are not considered a high priority tradeoff for the general.~class of land based stations, these characteristics
become increasingly important for remote unmanned installations powered
from a non-commercial ·source and for providing environmental protection.
Efforts to achieTe a "universal" station relate to the data-handling or
electronic signal-handling portion of the station rather than the entire
station. In fact, this has been the emphasis in automation, with a
minimum of consideration being given to the actual sensing of the
atmospheric phenomena and reducing it to a form compatible with automation. Stations are considered universal if they accept a previouslydefined electronic signal. That is, any sensor having the correct
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signal output may be connected to the station. Other approaches to
achieving a universal system consider the interface module to be part
of the sensor, and still others employ an interface module for each
sensor input in the field equipment package.
The station may be expanded by increasing the number of sensor input or
output devices. This is achieved through modular construction of the
field package.
III.

EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS

A.

On-site processing

An automatic station where sensor data is .processed on-site is
usually depicted by the block diagram in Figure 1. Upon interrogation, such a system connnunicates processed sensor data directly to
the user or to a central data collection point for subsequent routing to the user.
Sensor data is processed in a manner to produce the output required
for a particular parameter. This usually calls for a discrete
signal processor for each sensor. This processing may consist of
simple scaling of an analog input to put it in the appropriate
engineering units, or determining an average value over a specified
time period. Following such initial processing each parameter's
value is stored in an output register ready for interrogation. Upon
interrogation the multiplexer, connects the stored para.meter to the
message formatter for subsequent transmission. After transmission
of a para.meter the multiplexer automatically advances to the next
parameter. This cycle is continued until all parameter data bas
been transmitted. Recognition of an end-of-message indicator stops
transmission and places the system in a ready state for its next
interrogation. In addition to or in place of transmission the out~
put data may be recorded on station. This type station is characterized by its output being in appropriate engineering units for
direct use by the user.
Quality control of the output messages varies in stations of this
type. A para.meter value may be replaced with a fault symbol if its
sensor is not operating properly, rather than allow an incorrect
value of the para.meter to be disseminated. Other systems incorporate complete evaluation of performance through calibration checks
during operation.
B.

Central processing

An example of the other type of automatic station is depicted by the
block diagram in Figure 2, raw sensor data is transmitted over a
communication channel to a central data processing point, where it
is processed and made available for distribution to the user.
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Upon interrogation, the field station multiplexer sequentially
connects each sensor to the central station through the coIImlunication link. E~ch sensor is sampled at the time of transmission;
there is no provision for data storage at the field site. When
the field station package receives the interrogation signal, the
multiplexer receives the sensor data and transmits it to the analogto-digital converter. .After this is accomplished, the digital output is formatted for data transmission via either a radio link or
over hard wire. This process is repeated for each sensor and the
entire process must be accomplished before the next sensor can be
served.
Data output of the field station is not in a form for user consumption, and the sensor repres~ntation is not necessarily in
engineering units. The central processor, which must be considered
an integral pa.rt of this type automatic station, is where any desired process~Lng of the data must be performed and values scaled
to the appropriate engineering units before recording or dissemination to the user. Message quality control exercised in this type
station may be simple dou~le address calling to assure that the
desired field station responds, repeat message transmission for
central processor error checking, or "remote controlled" calibration checks by the central station.
IV.

REPRESENTATIVE

SYS'l~

Selected examples of automatic weather stations presently being built
in the U. S. representing the on-station and central processing concepts are discussea. in the following section.
A.

On-station processing
The AMOS III-70 Automatic Meteorological Observing Station bas been
developed by the U. S. Weather Bureau (Hexter and Waters, 1968).
It weighs 50 pounds; fits into a standard rack drawer 19 inches
deep, 19 inche·s wide and 9 inches high and can accept data from
seven meteorological sensors (Figure 3). They are temperature, dew
point, wind direction, wind speed, altimeter setting, precipitation
accumulation and precipitation occurrence (is it raining now, or
bas it rained during the past hour?). In addition, the station has
the capability of irmnediate expansion. As many as six additional
parameter processing modules can be accommodated. The output of
the station feeds directly into a Baudot encoded teletype circuit.
A hardcopy output is thereby available from a teletypewriter or tape
punch.
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Station in.puts are derived from sensors in common use by the Weather
Bureau. Sensor output data in the form of pulse duration, pulse
count or yes-no signals are converted within the station to a binarycoded decimal (:OCD) representation of the value of the parameter in
appropriate engineering units.
Station reliability, packaging and maintainability were of prime
concern in the design of the AMOS III-70. In the past, equipments
of the intermediate type, built of discrete components, exhibited
a mean time between failure (MTBF) on the order of 500 hours. Estimates indicated that through the application of modern components
and techniques, especially integrated circuits, a :MTBF of 5000
hours could be expected. From the standpoint of equipment packaging, discrete components have been assembled as circuit or logic
modules in the past. The employment of integrated circuits allows
assembly of function modules, providing compactness and a high degree of miniaturization. Equipment maintenance bas been simplified
through a packaging concept which results in a system that is modular on a weather parameter basis rather than on the basis of logic
function. That is, if temperature fails in a system modular by
logic functions, one must trouble-shoot the associated components.
Whereas, if the system is modular by weather parameter, it is
necessary to replace the temperature module only.
B.

Central processing
The Motorola Environmental Telemetry System accepts data from a wide
variety of sensors, digitally encodes the information, transmits it
over VHF radio, microwave links or land lines 1 decodes the information, and prints out the data on a standard teletype machine (Hexter
and Spivey, 1969). The data may be entered directly into a computer.
The remote station consists of a sensor or sensors, encoder, VHF
transceiver, and associated power supplies and antennas. A remote
station is shown in Figure 4. The top drawer contains the plug-in
logic cards which encode the digital data received from one or
more sensors. Up to 4 sensors per remote station can be accommodated by adding plug-in cards to the logic card cage. The middle
shelf contains the VHF transceiver; batteries are on the bottom
shelf. Power drain j_s at a minimmn since only the VHF receiver
operates continuously. Voice communications capability is provided
for routine maintenance.
The central station consists of a transceiver, data decoder, control panel, and teletype printout. Interrogation of the remote
stations is initiated from the central station either manually or
automatically.
One of the networks where this system has been used is along the
north coast of California from Sacramento to the Oregon border.
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Initially, river ani1/or rainfall data were transmitted from 24
locations. Fischer-Porter rain and stream gages were used with a
Tel-Kit adaptor to provide a binary coded decimal electrical contact
output. The central interrogation and data recording consoles at
Sacramento and Eureka are designed to band.le expansion up to 100
data points. The Alaska Telemetering Network also utilizes this
system to transmit river level data from 6 locations to the Army
Corps of Engineers and Weather Bureau at Anchorage, and to the
Weather Bureau at Fairbanks, for flood warning and river forecasting. A remote field installation is shown in Figure 5.
Another example is the Hy -Tel System developed by Thiokol Chemical
Corporation. The Hy-Tel system is ·an analog/digital telemetry
system, as are all other commonly available meteorological and hydrological telemetry systems. However, the ~-Tel system accomplishes
the digitization process at the base station rather than at each
remote field site. Only one ana.log-to-digital converter is required
in this system. In addition, this type of system uses a narrower
bandwidth for a given data rate than does a system which performs
digitization prior to signal transmission. The entire remote
telemetry package, including transmitter., receiver, address detector and controller, sub-carrier oscillator, data sampler and battery
pack, is housed in a pressurized, hermetically-sealed aluminum housing eight inches in diameter and fifteen inches in length (Figure 6).
This package has been environmentally qualified over a temperature
range from -25°F to +150°F. It can be mounted on a tower, buried
in the ground, or even submerged in water.
Each standard remote package is capable of accepting sequential inputs from as many as ten instruments or sensors. The standard base
station (Figure 7) will sequentially interrogate and receive and
display data from as many as 90 remote stations.
A voice connnunication capability between remote site and base
station is includ.e d as a standard feature of the system in order to
make possible convenient sensor alignment and calibration.
Any sensor or recorder which produces either a mechanical displacement or an electrical output can be integrated into the system.
Data can be simu1.taneously recorded on site and telemetered in real
time. This system has been designed to operate in either the radio
frequency or hard-wire mode, or in a hybrid mode employing both r.f.
and bard wire.

A variety of output techniques are in use with this system: visual,
paper printer, teletypewriter and punched tape. The availability of
punched tape permits the use of other storage media, such as punched
cards and magnetic tape, or the insertion of data directly into a
digital computer.
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The manual interrogation technique is utilized in concert with the
visual-only output display. In addition, when any of the various
recorders discussed above is employed, an automatic interrogation
and control feature is added to the basic system.
In a network installed for ESSA, a Hy-Tel base station is installed
at the Sacramento Weather Bureau Office, with 3 remote stations using storage gages of the type described previously.
It was previously mentioned that the air pollution pFoblem stimulated the development of automatic weather stations. One .system specifically designed to monitor air pollution was developed by Packard
Bell for the City of New York. Located. at 10 sites throughout the
city the remote terminal, as shown in Figure 8, provides the functions of accepting the sensor outputs, electrically processing these
outputs, sampling the processed signals, and telemetering the resultant data to the central station. Th.e remote station operates
under positive control from the central station, and is expandable
by modular addition to accept 16 sensor outputs. Individual signal
conditioning cards (shown in the figure stored vertically in rack}
permits a high degree of flexibility in the number and type of
sensors employed at each station through the simple addition or
deletion of the sensor and its matching card.
Also, the United States is developing an expendable air-droppa.ble
meteorological station, with associated central data collection
-system, to provide meteorological support information in field
operations.
This deployable station, weighing less than 100 pounds, is capable
of being transp~rted and delivered by transport aircraft, helicopter,
or a single man. The station itself requires no personnel to set
up or operate once deployed.
The hard drop deployment approach is used, i.e., a slim modular
cylinder with airfoil blades to control its rate of descent. As
the vehicle is released from an airplane, the two sets of rotor
blades automatically unfold by spring action and counter rotate
during descent, providing stability for a proper landing and spear
penetration. With the lack of any highly mechanized devices required for extending the height of the vehicle, the station can be
operational at impact. A self-contained power source with a minimum life expectancy of 7 days, when operated on a five-minute per
hour basis, is incorporated in the station.
With emphasis placed on the use of simple, rugged, and inexpensive
elements, the following sensors have been chosen for the initial,
completely instrumented prototype: atmospheric pressure -- aneroid
barometer with mechanical linkage to one arm of an electrical resistance bridge; temperature -- a thermistor with associated
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resistors for linearizing the output; humidity -- resistance element
type; wind speed and direction -- a solid state anemometer employing
semi-conductor strain guages, with direction obtained from electrical summation of the force vectors in conjunction with a "North"
seeking sensor. In addition, a microphonic technique is used to
obtain a qualitative indication of liquid precipitation. These
sensors were selected because they produce a voltage or resistance
analog signal which can easily be converted to a digital signal for
transmission purposes.

In addition, the instrument ba.s the capability of incorporating
mini.8.ture sensors to measure such parameters as visibility, precipitation, and cloud height if and when these sensors are developed.
Data can be transmitted a min:imum ot 50 miles to the central data
collection point on a pre-timed and/or interrogated basis.
V.

APPLICATION TRADE-OFFS
The automatic station using the central processing concept has an advantage over the stati.on with on-site processing in that the on-site
equipment is simpler and therefore less expensive. If, for example,
it is desired to establish a 20 station "mesonet" transmitting to one
forecasting center, there is no point in having the processing done at
each site. Instantaneous values are usually transmitted from field
stations to a central processor. However, if the stations are to be
located at airports, for example, feeding into a national teletypewriter
circuit, it appears that the on-site concept is preferable. With onsite processing, averaged values of the data measured may be reported
from the field stations (one-minute wind speed, for example).
Although automatic stations are built with solid-state components and
are highly reliable, the central processing concept allows the most complicated part of the system, the processor, to be readily accessible
for maintenance. However, while the processor is being maintained or
out for other reasons, the whole network is out of commission.
These and other similar type trade-offs must be considered when choosing
a particular station or network of stations. Ultimately, the type of
automatic station one chooses depends on the application and cost limitation set for the system.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS
Automatic stations recently developed for use on land have been primarily concerned with concepts of data handling and processing. Equipment to accommodate a range of characteristics is readily available.
The sensor portion of automatic stations, however, bas not been given
recent development attention. Additional development of sensors is
required to all.ow full utilization of the potentials of automatic
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weather stations. There is a need for sensors to perform the measurement of parameters which are at the present time subjectively determined
by the observer. For example, sensors are needed to measure or observe
cloud. height and amount, precipitation type, prevailing visibility,
thunderstornrs, etc. Tb.ere is also a need for low cost sensors of acceptable accuracy suitable for unattended operation over extended periods
at remote locations where commercial power {alternating current) is not
available. For example, a dewpoint or relative htunidity sensor is needed that will fulfill these requirements; wind speed and direction sensors
are needed that will not only fulfil.l these requirements but will provide data averaged over a 1 or 5 or 10 minute period. At manned stations it is difficult to obtain representative precipitation measurements; it becomes more difficult at unmanned locations particularly
when the precipitation is in the form of snow. Various precipitation
sensors are available (Hexter and Spivey, 1969) but improvements are
needed. These are examples of areas where sensor development should
continue if automatic weather station programs are to be successful.
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Figure 6.--Special housing for a remote telemetry package.
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La Heteorologie ?fationale Franc;aise a entrepris la mise en plac~ d'un :-cseau
de stations ~n.;.tcm~tiques, qui doi t com?orter ?. :a fin G.e 1970, vinT~ -:ir.c:
equipe."1'lent~ e!1 ionc:tio:nne:.ier. t:. Actuelle~~nt 15 ~pr;.are:.L; son: deja i. ns !:a::. l ~ s
et utilises r.o!"ma:iei:'l.ent. L'exploitc.ticn des pre:7'.:..·2:::-s :_. ~·--~ipe:lents ?er::~ e:: ::ic:
faire quelques remarq'l.1es interessantes sur les poss1:ili t<~s r ~>::l:es d ::!
l'obse:-vation aut~ma.t:ique. Le present G.ccwUneit r. '-1 d 1 a'",,..ltrc ~retc!'lti.or~ ·=! 1l.c de
presenter cer t aines de ces remarq~.A.es.

Le resea1J. est ::::or.sti tue de S1:ations aut0matiques 1:ype SAT:::r ( Stat Lm .:JJ.~oma
tique '!i'a:"lsmettant 1es ll;.forma"ti0"~1s ?li::-~.::-:..~~Y2s) :l •: Dt :e ?r c.= ::-.i.c:· ,£: ~ -wi:.?i:rr.:~:--.;."'..:
a et~ ex?eriment-2 en 19.66-i.9~7. Celles-:::i. assurent l .J. mesure et : a tr2n.sr.:i s sion automatic;ues des pa.ram2tres suivar.ts : ?ression atmosphcrique au :"li·..reau
de la station, te!nperature de l' air, hu;nidi te ·relC1t:i ve 1 vi ::c:Jse er: direct:icn
du v~ent, quar.1.tite de precipitations, occurrence ou non de precipitaticns.
Elles peuvent egalement fournir si OU leur ad.joint un tel~m~tre de nuagc:;,
la hauteur des mlages (de 0 a l 500 m). Tou tes les informa dons son.t £ourn:i.es
sous forme ni.l.r.terique, en v~leurs reelles.
La transmission s'cffect~e par voie tllegr-aphique suivant le code classique
(alphabet n° 2 du CCIT). La station peut-2tre complctee par de'lAX dispositifs
d'enregistrernent ; l'un 1 iournissant sur b2..!lde perfor•.2e 1 1 ensemble des donnees
codees en code binaire decimal, est plus prE:cisement destihe ,:._ assurer 1.e
s tockage des informations rec.' .l.eillies en Vue de leur trai temc:nt s tatis tique ;
le second donne ".,..;.Tie impression sous forr.:.e !'lU."'ilcr ique des messages tran~Eli s et
permet un controle local aise du for..ctiorJtement de l' ·: lPP<:lI'eil. On :rouvera e~:
annexe I la fcrme syrnbolique so'.l.s laquelle les observati o ns s·:mi: tra."lsr.ti.ses.
Dans le reseau realise actuellement, les equipemc= nts sont utilises cans des
stations conventionnelles, dl:ficitaires en personnel. En fait, dans la :nc.jorite des cas ils assurent l'execution des observations de nuit, les observateurs effectuant celles de jour. De cc fa.it, .le cor.1porteme.nt des equipemc;nts
a pu ~tre controle pratiquement quotidiennement, cc qui ~ermet d ' obtenir J.nc
idee preci3e de la fiabilite de chz.q:..te 2:!.cm.e.nt: c~i:.stirntif.
2) Caracteris tiaues tech..'l'lfoues de la station SATIN
La realisation de la station S.:\TIN' il ete precedee d 'un exa'l'len des di VE:!" Se~
possibili t~s de codag-e des informations fournics par les capteurs mcte.::>rologiques les plus usuels. De celui-ci, il est apparu que les captcurs pou·:~ic!:t
etre classes en ~rois grandes categories

i) ceux fournissant une information deja digitalisfe, pouvant ·facilement ~t r e
transformee en un nombre d'impulsions proportionnelles a l'element
( anemor.1etres, pluviome~res a augets basculeurs par exemple) ;

mes~r e

I

•••I

~

••
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ii) ceu.x fo·..rrni ssant u.~c r elation fonctionnclle ent~c l'element ~esure et ar:~
grandeur ~lectriquc (r2sistance, courant ou tension)
iii) ceux dont les ir..dications sc traduis~t par des variations de lcurs
teristiqucs m2ca..~iques (barometres aneroides par exemplc).

':·T;:-.:::-

Le type d'inforr.13tion fournie par les capteurs de la premicrc cat6gcrie ~
condait ~ un codage simple, resultant d'un ccmptagc autor.latiquc des i:n;r.A.:~:..::.s
delivrfcs par :cs elements de mesurc. En resultat de cettc pr-cr.1iere op.::!'.:l::..::::~
on dispose d 'ur.e i!'li'ormation prC:scn tee en binaire-deciin~l, scus .forr.ic ?ar,11lele pouvant ctre dircctement Utilisfe SOit po~r :.L~ C!"..I'egistr~~cnt (c!'1!'2~is
trement sur bandc per force) 1 soi t pour le cont:role :ocal ( ::.f Eichage des :~ :.J. :s
du cor.ipteur ou decodu.g2 e t enregis trcment sous formc' numcriquc su.r un dispositi f irnpriman t).

En raison de la simplici tE: du c:Jdagc des donnces des c:iptcu::.~s de premi ~re categorie et dans un souci d' homogcneisation des dispcsi r.:ifs d.2 convcrsicrL utilises dans la station, il a paru souh~i table de trans.for:-:1er les inform2 ~:ic~:s
fournie3 par les capteurs des dcux dcrnieres categories, de maniere a les
rendre compatibles avcc le syst~me de codage par compt~gc.
Les donn~cs de tous les capteurs sent done ainsi traduitcs en un nombre
d'impulsions proportionncl a l~ variable ~surce. On notera inciden~cnt que
cette solution present~ un cert~in ncmbre d'avantages et en p2..rticulicr ?Crmet des intt!grations commodes des v.:i.riables mcsurees (p~r sonunation dar.s u:;:1
comptcur des mesurcs effectw~cs pendant une periodc defi::ie), et evc!'ltudk:lilc~:t
des transnrissions de donnees a courtes et moyennes distances sans cad2gc supplementaire (transmission directe des impulsions fournies par le premier
convcrtisscur de donnees).
Pour assurer la transformation des informations electriqucs des capteu.rs de
dcuxieme categorie, a ete mis au point un convertisseur 2.1'1alogique-digit~l
utilisant un dispositif electromcco.nique, ~asc sur le principc du Pont de
Wheastone et fournissant un nombre d' impulsions proportion."11cl a l' interval le
compris entre unc position de r~ference et la position occupec par ~c curseur
du potcntiometre d'equilibrage du . Pont lorsque celui-ci pass~ par sa positicn
d 'equilibre.
Dans le cas particulier de la mesurc de la temperaturc 1 tout en conservunt le
principe du Pont le dispositif est l~g~rement plus cornplexc, de maniere 3
fournir un nornbre d' impulsions tcujours proportior...."'lcl a la temperature, q1~C
celle-ci soit negative ou positive, et un signal d'identific~tio~ du signe
a affecter aux valeurs rccueillies.
Enfin dans le cas d'une relation non lineaire entre la donnce-captcur et la
variable m£tcorclogique mesuree, le potentiometre d'lquilibragc du Pont, est
de type fonctionnel (relation entre la resistance et l'angle de rotation rcndue conforrne a la relation capteur-parametre mesur6 ).
Duns le cas des captclirs de la troisi:~r.ie categorie, on admet qu'il est pos.:;iblc de ramener lc'-lrs V0.riations a des variations angulaires sc traduis.:i!'lt p<~. r
des modifica..tions de la position d 'une aiguillc devai."lt tmc::idr~"'l (bi:trom~t:-e
ancroide). Le codeur prcnd alor.s la forme d'un convcrtisseur 2.llgulairc
n'apportant, pendant l'cx~cution de la mesure, aucun couple pcrturbatcur •

.../ ...
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Celui-ci utilise pour ccla un bras equipc d 'un detcctcur de proxirni : ·2 qai
fournit un signal lorsqu'il passc deva.~t l'aiguillc d'affichage de la vari~
ble m~tcorologique. L'intcrvalle angulaire entrc cettc ~iguillc ~t :.me pnsiticn
de reference est tr:lllsformc en un nombrc d'impulsions pro~ortior:r.cl en ~~il~
sant u..~ proc~de tcchnologiquemcnt tr~s similaire a cclui utilis~ dans le
codeur des donnees de 2eme categoric.
Cette grande similitude des cedeurs est p~tiC'~liercmcnt favor~b:c
standardisation poussee des elements constituti£s de la station.

a un~

Le codagc binairc-decimal, deja mentionnf, qui fair suite aux civerscs c0nversions analogiques-d.igitalcs de !'ensemble des donnlcs est lui-mcmc s·11ivi

d'un transcodagc au mcycn d'u.~ modulatc~r clcctronique, a :~ sortie duqucl
lcs signaux pcuvent ctre envoyee Sur une lignc tcl~gr~phi~U~ 9 pour ctrc rC~US
sur un teletype.
La station est alimcntcc par u..~c batterie rechu.rgec par un dispositif ~uton~
tiquc de.charge dircctcment relic au sccteur t:lcctriquc. I.2 c:!pucit~ des bat-cerics pcut S2.r..S inccnv•~:nient et!'C portec a plusicurs mois ; 1.L~·:! t:~lle autonor.iie
est d'c:iillcurs realis~e dillls un modele similairc -~ 12. S"C.}tion S.\T!lr, mai.s .-:ssurant la transmission des informations par voie radio.

3) Rcsultats obtcnus

a fait satisfuisantc
la resolution du code de transmssion

D'une maniere gcnerale, la precision des mesures est tout
et parfois tres sensibler.tent superieure
utilisee.

a

Un calcul effcctue sur plus de I.OOO echantillons situc l'ecart type au voisinage de 0,2 mb. On pcut ctre quelquc peu etcnnc de la qualit2 de cc resultat,
qualite superieurc a celle generalement obtcnuc avec i.m burometre aneroidc.
En £ait, les echantillons utilises sont naturcllcmcnt plus nombrcux pour lcs
valeurs de pression lcs plus habitucllcsj valeurs au voisinagc dcsquellcs
s'effectue le r·~glage de l'equipcment et ceci cor..tribue a minimiser l'ecart
type par rapport a cclui qui pourrait ctre calcule ent£ilisant unc dcnsitc
d'echantillonnagc identiquc dans tout l'intervalle de mcsurc.

La precision est meillcure que la resolution du code (W1 degre) ; des mcsurcs
e£fectuccs par enregistremcnt direct au niveau du premier codage donnent un
~cart type Voisin de + 0,2°C.

Le captcur etant unc m~chc de cheveux, la precision nc pcut ctre exccllentc et
varie tres scnsiblcrncnt en for-ction du tenps.

La mcsure de la vi tesse s 'effectue par comptagc des impulsions fournics pci1unc periodc de dix minutes, p.?.r un anerno~ctrc. L~ pr~cision sur ce par~
metre est done du mcmc ordre de grandeur quc ccllc ~btenuc d~ns unc station
conventionnclle.
da.~t

.../ ...
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La mesurc de la direction s 'ef£'cctue avcc une resolution de 10° qui fb:e,
pratiqucmcnt, l~ precision des informatior.s recucillics sur ce param~t~c.

Le capteur est le mcme quc celui utilist: dans les stations conventiom:.cJ.le:s
(pluviometrc a augets basculeurs), aussi la precision obtenue est idcntiquc

A cclle enregistrec dans ccs stations.

La fiabilite peut etrc considlree comme bor~c, les princip~les difficultls
rencontrees etant li~itees awe points exa!ri.nes ci-dessou~.

L' integration des impulsions fournies par le pluviometrc et l' ~vi~;;iometre
impose l'cmplci de dispositifs compteurs rlor.t la consor.1muti0n pc~mancnte p~ut
ctre prohibitive. Pcur limiter cellc-ci.a12.."lC valcur acccpt~blc, lcs premiers
ensembles SATIN ctaient equipfs de comptC\lrs utilisant des rcL1is clcctromagnetiques bistables, assur.:'tl"lt: la mC:morisation des. inform2..ti.0ns sans consommation.

La fiabilitc de ces compteurs s'est averce mediocre et ccux-ci ont etc rcmplaces par des cornpteurs transistorises a tres faiole ccnsommation (28 micro-unp~res sous 3 volts, pour une d~cadc de co1r4>t~gc).

a l' adoption de ces nouveaux elements t chaquc compteur anemometriquc ·JU
pluvioml!trique a une alirnentation separee. qui se reduit, pour unc uutonomic
d'une annee, a une petite pile au mercure.
Grace

La station est commandee par une horlogc E'ULOVA, dfli• .- ruJlt des impulsions
toutcs lcs dix minutes. La realisation des diff6rents sign.::rux de contr5lc du
progrannne de l'equiperaent imposent l'emploi de diviseurs de frequcncc. P:ur
les memes raisons que celles evoquees au ;:a.ragraphe prlcedcnt' ces di vis curs
utilisaient des relais electromagnetiques bistablcs. La fiabilite insuffisante
de ccs composants a conduit a prevoir leur remplaccmcnt p.:l!' des cnse1i1bles
transistorises a faible consommation.

Les principalcs difficultes rencontrees sent liecs ~ l~ ncccssit~ de retranscription des· messages en code SYNOP avant di£ fusion intcrnutionalc, et a
!'absence de la mesure de certains par~trcs.

Par suite de l'inadaptation du code SYNOP, et de l'impcssibilite, uu

monc~t

.de la conception des cquipcments S4"i.TIN, d'obtcni!' un ::-.ccord intcrnl'\tionul sur
un code special uUX statio~s automatiqucs, lcs mess~gcs tr?..~smis, bicn q~c n~
faisant apparaitrc que des valcurs dircctcmt::nt interpretcblcs (chiffraison
quantitative dirccte des mcsures effectuees) ne pCUV2nt ctrc que d'1L~ US~gc
local. Leur di££usion impose lcur rctrc:inscription en code SYNOP.

.../ ...
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Cellc-ci dans unc prerru.cre etape est effectuce "~ucllcmcnt" au centre de
reception, par un operatcur. Cettc tache Jaincure,~vicnt rapidcrncnt gcnantc
quand la station de reception doit concen~cr lcs in£ormutions d'un nombre
important de stations uutomatiques.
Pour pallier cettc difficult~, dcux possibilites sont envisageables :
l'automatisation de la retranscription des donnecs cc qui pose mains un problemc technique qu'un prcbleme 2inuncicr ou l'~d0ption d'"..m code
SYNOP satisfaisant les exigences techniques des stations automatiqucs.
Les travaux du groupe "codes" de la cm; perrnettcnt d' C5compter la misc
point, a echeancc raiscnn~blc, d'un tel code.

.).U.

Les stations SATIN n'assurent la transmission que des elements ir..diqufs au
paragraphe 1).
En particulicr elles ne fournissent aucune information sur le temps present
{siluf s'il pleut), les nuages et la vis.ibilite.
Les critiques des utilisatcurs (principalemcnt previsionnistes ~eronautiques)
portent cssentiellernent sur l'absencc de mesure de la hauteur des nuages et
de la visibilite.
On notera quc ccs deux parametres pcuvent ctre transmis par les equipernents
SATIN si on leur associe un telemetre de nuagcs TNE et un transmissom2:trc.

Un ensemble ainsi &iuipe, fonctionnc d' cilleurs d 'unc maniere satisfuisc:t...vitc
depuis plusicurs annees' pour etudier la climatologie du site du futur aerodrome de PARIS (PARIS-NORD).
Cettc solution n'a pas cte etendue a l'ensernble des stations autom~tiques
deja ins tallees pour des rc1isons strictcment financi:~res, lcs capteurs de
visibilite et de hauteur des nuages, coutant plus ·chcrs qu'une station don~
le £onctionncment est limite auX parametres les plus habitucls.

4) Prochair..es etapes du developpement des stations automatioucs en Fro.nee
..

4.1.) ~~!~~~!~~-~~-~~~~~~-~~E.!~~
Les commandes passees actuellernent par la Keteorologic
la realisation d'un reseau de vingt cinq stations. Cc

pcrmcttent
dcvrait ctrc

N~ti~n~le

rese~u

entiercmcnt en place fin 1970.

I l est envisage de completer ·1~s stations en place par des capteurs de mcsurc
de la hauteur de la base des nuages et de mesure de la visibilit~.

Dans le cadre de cette operation, il est prevu de rnettre au point un nouveau
type de tf lemctre de nuages plus modernc, et micux adapte aux bcsoins des
stations·automatiques.
Cet ~quipemcnt dont ia portee serait lirr~tee au vc1sinagc de 1.000 metres,
p:>urrait egalement ctre utilisec indcpend~nt des stations automatiqucs.
Pour la visibilite et de mani~rc a pallier la relative faiblcssc de la pl~gt;
de mesurcs des transmissomctres, il est envisage d' ada?tcr G.UX: st.:uions Zlui:omatiqucs un ensemble type retrodiffusornettc. Il scrait :.:ilors possible

...; ...
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de fournir des informations sur la visibilite 1orsque ccllc-ci est comprise
entre 500 et 10.000 metres.
Une telle plage de mesurc devrait satisfaire les exigences des synopticic~s.
Dans le cas d'un besoin puremcnt aeronautiquc, l'adaptatio~ d'un tra~smisso
m·~tre resterai t possible, les in£crmations "visibili te" ctant limi tees c:iux
valeurs inferieures a 2.000 metres.

· Pour encore accroitre la fiabili te des disposi tifs de codagc des inf.or!":1ations
des capteurs, les derniers equipemcnts COr.u!'LZmdes seront pourvus de codClA!'S
entierement statiques, ne faisant appcl a aucun composant ~lectromecaniquc.
Ces codeurs comprendront essenticllement des convcrtisseurs digi tat~ :maleigiques a transistors et circ~its integres, eventuellcmcnt ~ssocies a des
circuits de fonctionnalisation, destines a ~dapter la reponse lineaire du
convcrtisscur a la fonction de transfert du capteur dont les cbn.~~es sont
codees.
Enfia les capteurs d'humidite a meche de chevcux, qui equipcnt actucllcmcnt
les stations vont progressivement etre remplaces par des capteurs au Chlorure
de Lithium chauffe. En dchors d'une amelioration des performances, l'adoption
deceapteur, presentcra l'avantage de permcttre d'exprimer lcs infor::-.ations
"humidite" en temperature du point de rosee. La precision cscomptee est de
± 0,5°C pour des valcurs de ce parametrc superieures a - 10°C.

4.4.) ~~!!~~~!!~~-~~~-~~~E~~!!!~~-~~-!~~~~i!~~!~~
Afin d' ussurer une reducti.·m du prix de revient d' exploi tution des stations,
un dispositif permettant l'achcminer.ient par voie telephonique non specialisee,
des messages des stations automatiques est en cours de misc au point (disposi tif MICAS).
Ce ~ispositif qui permet egalement d'interroger telephoniquemcnt A tout
instant les equipements devrait facilitcr l'exploitation de ceux-ci et
accroitre leur e££icacite. Son adoption constitue une etape vers la concentration automatique des donnecs de stations automatiques.
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Annexe I

Code S tation SA TIN

II iii

1 dd ff

z

pppp

4 RR.Rr

Groupes independa:its de 5 chiffres, reperes indivi:luellement par
le premier chiffre.

II

indicatii du pays

iii

indicatif ·:1e la stadon

dd

direction d.u vent (dizaine de de~res - Nord gcfo1raphique)

ff

vitesse moyenne du vent (m/s)

PPPP pression

a la

station (1 /lO~me. - de mb)

+·so

temperature de l'air (°C -

T dT d

temperature du point de rosee ( °C

UU

humidi te re la ~i ve ( o/;)

}lRR

hauteur des pr~cipLations (1/lO ~ me

r

absence ou presen':e :le precipitations au moment de 1' observation

(0

OU

6).

pour temperatures in£2rieures

a 0°C)

TT

-

iderl1)

de mm)
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THE POSSIBILITIEE OF IMPROVING THE ACCUB,ACY
OF PRECim._ATIOM · MEASUREMENTS BY RADAR
V.V. KOSTAREV, A.A. CERNIKOV
{Central Aerological Observatory)

u.s.s.a.

The radar information about precipitation over large areas is of
•nsidercble scientific and practic~l value. Such data may be obtained only with
.ngleuave radar measuremnnt.s:i based on the relationship tho.t exists between
le radar echo and the intensity of the rain. At present this method is not
Lfficiently accurate. The main source of errors is the instability of contact,
ring to the variations in the spectrum of the size of the droplets.

the coefficients in tho equation of contact, reflective properties
ld int.e nsi ty of precipitation remai::1 stable during a ·few hours in the case of
~in fc,llwing from ~ homogeneous air mass, they va:r:y with the climate, season
ld from one occurrence of rain to another, when changes in the eynoptic situation
:cur. Utilization of mean values of these coefficients in every case of measureint leads to inadmissible errors.
~'.!bile

The determination of the effective values of the coefficients in the
:itact equetion is possible by using the synchronous data of the echo and the
tensityof procipito~nn., The data on the intensity of precipitation, necessary
i:- the calibration of the radar are determined with a sufficient degree of ease
l accuracy on a two wave radar with appropriate parameters and of appropriate
:istruction, by measuring the relative attenuation on a radial path, selected
the zone of rndar reflection on both waves. The intensity in the calibration
~his measured 't'dth the attenuation Yalue at a.t. mmwn-..relength, determined by
~ distribution of e~ho signals received simultaneously on both waves from the
r;>erimposed diffusing volume«>

The method or :v~e.ci~itation measurement by ~ada.r nttenua.tJ.an was tested
perimentally in the lJ.S.SoR. 'l'he accuracy obtained for a path of 2.88 km in length
3 the same as that of a raingauge ne . .;work
.
with instruments spaced a.bout 2. 5 km
n't. The trial observations were carried out on a mod~rnized radar, with the
ffusing volumes being equal both for 0.86 and 3.2 cm wavelength.

l?or the above method of measurement it is not necessary· to detemine
values of the echo strength, nor the variable para.meters of the radar,
is further increases the accuracy of the results" The method of measurement
bmitted, co.n be readily utilized for the determination of water content of cloud.
e trial observation of stratus cloud have yielded positive results.

e

~bsolute
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An

Eyaporimeter for Continuous Recording
K. Otani, S. Ito and H. Shimura
(Japan Meteorological Agency)

K. Yazaki and Y. Yokota
(Fukawa Meteorological Instrument Laboratory)
1. Introduction
As is well known, an evaporimeter used in routine
meterological observations usually measures- ·the total a.mou.b.t
of evaporation for a day. However, the evaporative power of
the air varies remarkably with time in the course of a day
and its nature in many aspects still remain unknown. There
has been a demand for a new device which is capable to measure
more precisely the diurnal change of evaporation and which
will provide a basis of study on the interrelationship of
various parameters controlling the evaporative power.
With this in view, a complex set of evaporation
recoraer has been developed, which uses Class A pan (hereafter
called A pan) as the evaporation reservoir. The recorder with
supplementary instruments furnishes a continuous recording
of evaporation and other parameters such as water temperatu.re in A pan, wind speed and air temperatu.re at the
height of 1 and 2 metres above the ground.
The composition and principle of the evaporation
recorder are presented in this paper. The results obtained
through field tests and the sources of error are also
discussed.
2. Composition
This new device consists of a measu.ring system, a
converter and a recorder. The layout of the device is schematically shown in Fig. 1 and its functional blockdiagra.m
is shown in Fig. 2.
The measuring system is divided into three units,i.e.,
that of measuring (1) evaporation, (2) · water temperature and
(3) the profile of wind and air temperature respectively.
(1) The sensor of evaporimeter consists of A pan,
a coupling pan and a measuring pan. These three pans are
linked together with U tube as shown in Fig. 3.
The measu.ring pan is placed on one side of a balance
and counterbalanced by an adjusting weight (see :B ig. 4).
The weight change of water in the measuring pan due to
evaporation from A ran is converted into the voltage change
of a bridge circuit by means of a straingauge.
1

The coupling pan is supplemented to prevent the
measuring pan from an unfavou.rable influence due tc the
difference of water temperature in the measuring system.
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Besides, the coupling pan plays a role of decreasing the tipie
constant of the aevice as it is connected to A pan by a big
pipe. The buffer plate attached to the pan also acts as an
absorber of fluctuations which are produced by ripples in A
pan.
(2) The measuring system of water temperature is shovvn
in Fig. 5. As it can be seen from this figure, a pump and a
suction inlet are provided to circulate water in A pan. The
height of the suction inlet can be shifted arbitrary. The
temperature of water is recorded by a platinum resistance
thermometer immersed in a tank. Water supply to the pan
is regulated by an electromagnetic valve as and when necessary.
(3) The installation of meteorological instruments on
a steel mast is shown in Fig. 6. A special cup anemometer
sensitive to weak wind has been developed for the measurement of wind profile. The diameter of the cup is 50 mm and
the radius of cup rotation is also 50 mm. The cup rotation
is counted by a photoelectric method. The recording of the
air temperature is performed by, a specially designed platinum
resistance thermometer with a forced ventilation (see ]'igs 6
and 7).

3. Principle
Fig. 3 illustrates schematically the principle of
measuring evaporation. The theoretical basis of consideration
is explained below.
Let H denote the amount of water evaporated from
A pan in depth and h, the corresponding decrease of water

in depth in respective three pans, then the weight balance
of water in the system can be described in the following
form;

(1)
By inserting the known values of the respective surface area
or three pans into Eq. (1), we obtain;

h = 0.969 H
'.rh~
'~vri

(2')

weight of water decreased in the measuring pan can be
tten by;
(3)

r

where
is the density of water. This formula can easily
be rewritten in terms of Eq. (2);

If we assume the amount of evaporation to be 10 mm, the
change in weight in the measuri~g pan will be about 300g,
accordingly the straingauge i~ adjusted to fit to this
maximum range.
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4. rtesults of field tests
The preliminary field ,test was started from April 1969.
The recorded amount of evaporation showed a fairly good agreement with the daily amount measured b~ the standard procedure
using the other type of A pan (Fig. 8).
The diurnal change of evaporation typical for a clear
day is shovm in Fig. 9.
A comparison was made between values of evaporation
per 3 hours and other meteorological parameters. The result
of this comparison as an example is illustrated in a diagram.
of Fig. 10 where the ordinate indicates the difference of
water vapour pressure between l.5m above the ground surface
and the water surface, and the abscissa, the amount of
evaporation.

5.

Discussion

As described in the foregoing section 3, the principle
of measQrement is essentially based on the assumption that
the water temperatures in three pans are always equall.
However, there were cases where experiments indicated the
temperatQre difference between water in A pan and in the
measuring pan a.mounting to 3 - 5 degrees as the extreme case.
It is clear from the hydrostatic consideration that this
temperature aifference gives rise to the error in the density
difference of water less than 0.1 mm.
Furthermore, it was noticed from the field tests that
some of the recorded curves indicated as if condensation was
precedent in morning hours. The cause of such phenomenon still
remain unsaved, because of complications combing the possible
soQrces of error due to the temperature effect on three pans,
the flexible tube, the balance and the resulting movement of
water in the system.
The maximum error under such particular condition can
be estimated to be as much as 0.3 mm per hour. However, it
was ascertained from the field tests that the detected errors
were always smaller than 0.1 mm per hour. This fact will lead
us to conclude that the data obtained from this new device
could be regarded as representative of the amount of evaporation per 3 hours at a reasonable accuracy, may be, of 0.1 mm.
]'Qrther field test to determine the accuracy is in
progress.
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DIURNAL CHANGE OF EVAPORATION
MAY 12-13, 1969
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,T RAFFIC ASPECTS OF MERCHANT SHIPS AS ENVIRO?MENTAL OBSERVING PLATFORMS
by ESSA Weather Bureau

INTRODUCTION
The present selected ship program, developed by the World Meteorological
Organization and its predecessors, has been an effective and economical
way of getting surface weather data from ocean areas. This program is
economical because the manpower is voluntary and equipment is minimal.
The idea of using merchant ships or "ships-of-opportunity" for taking
upper-air and oceanographic observations has emerged over the past
several years. It is therefore very important that participating ships
be selected so that the "best" geographic distribution of data is
obtained.
The character of the short-range problem is embodied in the combination
of two international plans - the World Weather Watch and the Integrated
Global Ocean Station System, developed by the World Meteorological
Organization and the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Coomission. As a
coomon part of these Plans, about 100 merchant ships ,will be equipped
for taking upper-air, surface, and oceanographic observations by the
close of 1971.
The long-range rofe of merchant ships in ocean observing is uncertain in
the light of emerging technology. Some speculation, however, is possible.
Among the elements of new technology, development has progressed considerably in horizontal sounding balloons and in satellite-borne radiometers.
Although these techniques hold exciting promise for the upper atmosphere,
both have serious difficulties ~n observing the lower portion of the
atmosphere, the surface, and below the ocean surface. Unless these difficulties are overcome, or new techniques developed, surface-based
measurement systems appear to have a continuing role. The most obvious
platform choices are stationary ships (ocean station vessels - OSV's),
ships of opportunity (merchant ships), or buoys· or some combination of
these. Cost comparisons among these alternative platforms require a
knowledge of the performance achievable from merchant ships as compared
to OSV's and buoys.
Therefore, a common requisite in a search for both a short-range and a
long-range solution to the observing problem over oceans is an explicit
understanding of the characteristics of merchant ship traffic. This is
the general aim of the study reported in this paper.
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This study is aimed at gaining insight into the following questions:
1. How would geographic coverage vary with different ways of
selecting participating ships?
2. How would geographic coverage vary with the number of merchant
ships participating?

3. How many merchant ships would be required to perform as effectively as specified networks of OSV's?
APPROACH
We used an essentially empirical approach to the analysis. The basic
data consisted of daily ship location positions for one year from the
Automated Merchant Vessel Report~ng (AMVER) System. Subsets of ships
were drawn from the AMVER data. These subsets varied in the numbers of
ships in the subset; and in the manner in which individual ships were
selected. Statistics were computed on what the geographic coverage of
data would have been, had each ship in the subset been equipped to take
observations.

AMVER DATA
As you probably know, the AMVER System is operated by the U.S. Coast Guard.
As of 1967, this system is made up of some 6,000 ships from. many countries.
Each day at 0000 GMT, all participating ships not in port notify the
U.S. Coast Guard of their current location. These data are punched onto
cards and can be readily transferred to magnetic tapes for use by a
computer.
THE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
A program was written for the CDC 6600 Computer. This program performs
three basic functions - search, sort, and tabulate. It searches the
magnetiC tape and extracts the daily location information for all the
ships selected for any particular subset of ships. The program sorts.
the indiv idual ship locations into geographic areas. The tentative
requirement for upper-air observations established by the WMO for ocean
areas is that they be spaced 1000 km. apart. As an approximation, the
earth was divided into 10° latitude by 10° longitude (Marsden Squares)
squares. Each ship selected for analysis was sorted i.nto the proper
Marsden Square each day it was at sea .
The program tabulates the following statistics for each Marsden Square:
1.

Average daily number of ships occupying the square.

2. Number of days in which there were 1, 2, 3, or 4, or more ships
in the square.
·The statistics in No. 2 were used to compute the probability of ocean
coverage for each Marsden Square.
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ADEQUACY OF AMVER DATA
The first ques~ion of concern to us was whether the AMVER data were
adequate for our analysis purposes. In· other words, we wanted to know
whether subsets drawn from the AMVER data were likely to be representative of subsets drawn from the total world shipping population.
Figure 1 shows the average daily geographic distribution of the entire
AMVER sample for the period from Peb. 1, 1967, to Jan. 31, 1968. This
ship location distribution was obtained by the method described earlier.
The range of the average daily number of ships for the Marsden Squares
as represented by the total AMVER sample is from 1 to 71. The denser
shaded areas represent Marsden Squares with greater average daily number
of ships.
If we compare these data with the ship traffic distribution data as
reported in the World Meteorological Organization World Weather Watch
Planning Report No. 7, we would see that the AMVER data appear to be
reasonably representative in the Pacific Ocean and in the North Atlantic
Ocean, but under-representative in the Indian Ocean. The W!I> report
includes only meager information fo~ the South Atlantic. For this reason, we have focused our analysis on the North Atlantic and the North
Pacific where the AMVER data are most representative.
Another question of concern to us was whether because of seasonal variations it would be necessary to analyze the subsets of ships over an
entire year in order to obtain meaningful statistics. One might suppose
that ships would take a southerly route in the winter to avoid storms,
and a northerly route in summer for the shortest distance. To verify
whether this is the case, we examined north-south strips of Marsden Squares
from the North Atlantic and the North Pacific Oceans for sea•onal variation in ship traffic. In both oceans, ship traffie tends to cross further
north in the warm season than in the cold season. Th~ variation, however,
appears to be more distinct in the Pacific Ocean than i'n the Atlantic
Ocean. There appear to be no significant changes in the total number of
AMVER ships at sea during any particular season. We therefore concluded
that there are still enough ships, both north and south, both winter and
sunnner, from which to draw subsets of ships for analysis for any part of
the year and still give valid statistical data.
SELECTION OF SUBSETS
Sixteen subsets of ships, ranging in size from about 60 to 300, were
selected from the AMVER data for detailed analysis. These subsets were
analyzed .for four months - March, April, May, and June. Three different
criteria were used for the selection of these subsets:
1. To achieve coverage of as much of the globe as possible; that.
is, as much dispersion as possible.
2. To maximize coverage in the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes
20° N to 50° N; that is, as much concentration as possible.
3.

A random selection to serve as kind of a "Control Group."
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The term "random," as used here, means· that the individual ships were
selected without regard for route, schedule, or any other .operating
characteristic. Instead, they were selected by the "first letter" or
the "first and second letters" of their 4-letter call sign.

REPRESENTATIVE

RESULT~

It might be interesting to look at some of the statistical data from
the analysis ·of our subsets of ships. Three subsets, which appear to
be representative of the sixteen subsets analyzed, have been selected
for this purpose and will be discussed very briefly. The three subsets
contain 115, 190, and 303 ships, respectively.
In Figure 2 we can see the ocean coverage obtained by a 115-ship
subset. A true measure of effectiveness of a particular subset of ships
would be a measure of performance of an atmospheric and/or oceanographic
prognostic model using as input data that which would derive from the
subset of ships. To develop such a measure is very involved and has not
been attempted here. We have used simpler measures.

One measure of effectiveness is shown qualitatively in this figure. It
is the amount of ocean area covered at the various probability levels.
The denser shading you see represents coverage at higher probability
levels ~.35). You will be able to see qualitatively the changes that
occur in the 2 figures to follow as we increase the number of ships.
A second measure is simply the average number of independent observations
per day (or synoptic period). An independent observation for this purpose is the "first" ship in a Marsden Square. For example, three ships
in the same square are counted as only one independent observation. The
number of independent observations can be equated to a network of OSV
stations on a one-to-one basis. It assumes, however, that an independent
observation in one geographic area is worth the same as an independent
observation in any other area.
A third measure of effectiveness takes account of both the probability
level achieved and the geographic area to which it applies. The measure
itself is the number of OSV stations which would yield a geographic distribution equivalent to that of the subset. Such a network is shown on
this figure by the black circles. For the methodology of deriving this
network, the reader is referred to "Traffic Aspects of Merchant Ships as
Enrivonmental Observing Platforms," SPDD Subseries of ESSA Technical
Memoranda No. 2.
The second and third measures, as applied to these three subsets, will
be summarized later.

Figure 3 shows the. ocean coverage obtained by a 190-ship subset. When
compared with the 115-ship subset, we can see an increase in the number
of Marsden Squares shown in the denser shaded areas for this subset.
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In Figure 4 we can see the ocean coverage obtained by a 303-ship subset.
We can see that the distribution pattern for this subset is similar to
the two previous subsets discussed. However, a larger number of Marsden
Squares are shown in the denser shaded areas of higher probability levels
of ocean coverage.
In the ship traffic distributior~ as pre•ented on the three figures, we
have seen qualitative changes in ocean coverage aa the number of ships
was increased from 115 to 303.

Figure 5 is
.a table showing the equivalency between merchant ships
and ocean station vessels {OSV's) for the three subsets just discussed.
As you can see, in the extreme left column of Figure 5 is listed the
number of ships in the three subsets. Across the top of the figures, we
see the two measures of effectiveness as mentioned earlier in this paper "Equal Number of Independent Observations" and "Equivalent Geographic
Coverage." Below each of these measures of effectiveness, we see the
actual "number of OSV stations" in one column and the "ratio of OSV stations to moving ships" in the other cplumn. For example, if we look at
the 115-ship subset for the "Equal Number of Independent Observations
Measure," 29 OSV stations are equivalent in ·performance to 115 moving
ships, or 1 OSV station is equivalent to 4 moving ships. Considering the
same subset for the "Equivalent Geographic Coverage," 17 OSV stations are
equivalent to 115 moving ships, or 1 OSV station is equivalent to 7 moving
ships.
These two measures of effectiveness can be considered optimistic and
pessimistic boundaries in the following sense. In the "Equal Number of
Observations Measure" scattered observations, isolated in time and space,
count for as much as observations consistent in space and time. In the
other measure, ''Equivalent Geographic Coverage," these sea ttered observations count for little. It therefore takes more merchant ships to equate
to a given network of OSV's.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

There is evidence that it is possible to successfully select subsets of
ships to achieve one or the other of alternate objectives: (a) maximum
geographic distribution of ships, or (b) a high degree of concentration
of ships in the well-travelled (midlatitudes) shipping lanes. The
overall effectiveness of a subset, however, appears to be only moderately
sensitive to the manner in which the individual ships were selected.
In general, the "effectiveness" of a subset varies directly with the
number of ships in the subset within the range of about 60 to 300.
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I n the Northern Hemisphere, the use of merchant ships as platforms for
upper-air, surface, and oceanographic observations appears relatively
a ttra ctive from a cost-performance point of view.
Thi s slide shows the range in estimates of comparative cost-effectiveness
between OSV stations and merchant ships. As you can see, the cost of
utilizing 1 OSV station is equivalent to the cost of utilizing '10 to 20
merchant ships. Our analysis indicates an estimate of relative effectiveness of 1 OSV station to 10 to 4 merchant ships. Therefore, in the
cost-effectiveness ratio, we can see that in the "worst case," one dollar
spent on merchant ships is as effective as one dollar spent on OSV's.
And in the "best case," one dollar spent on merchant ships is as effect i ve as five dollars spent on OSV's .
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EQUIVALENCY BETWEEN MERCHANT SHIPS AND OSV'S
Equal Humber of
Independent Observations

Equivalent Geographic Coverage

Number of
Ships
in Subsets

Number of
OSV Stations

OSV
/Moving
Stations
Ships

Humber of
OSV Stations

OSV /Moving
Stations
Ships

115

29

1/4

17

1/7

190

38

1/5

21

1/9

303

61

1/5

30

1/10

Ratio:

Figure 5

Ratio:
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